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Abstract

Adolescent New Zealanders are experienced, knowledgeable and

fascinated consumers of the Mass Media. This case study based

thesis investigated the mass media consumption of a sample group of
Year 12 and year 13 rural secondary school students, living in the

North Island of New zealand during the winter of 1998. The thesis

examined the sample groups consumption pattems, across a range of
mass media fonnats and products, with reference to discerning any

social class, gender and ethnic differences amongst their consumption

pattems and preferences. The theoretical basis for the thesis stemmed

from the writings of Piene Bourdieu's notion of 'culnnal capital'.

The thesis broadly asked, how much mass media does the sample

goup consume, and what are the reasons behind this level of
consumption? comparisons of the sample goup in this case study

were made with previous New Zealand and overseas adolescent

media consumption studies. The thesis also drew from a range of
further media research completed by Rosengren et al (1994), steele

and Brown (1995) and Holt (1998). The sample group were found to

be enthusiastic consumers of mass media products, particularly those

from the united States. American television progranrmes, recording

artists, fikns, and videos were overwhelmingly popular, greatly

ovenhadowing local New Zealand forms of the mass media.

Considerable differences were found in the consumption of popular

music styles, filn and video genres, and computer based media

technologies amongst gender, ethnic and socio+conomic groups.

overall the sample group of rural adolescents allowed the mass media

to assume a significant role in their individual lives as a way of
coping with the physical and social isolation; gaining an
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understanding of and developing meaning from the wider world; and

creating their ovvn personal identities and values. High levels of mass

media products derived from the United States are consumed by the

sample goup. This has raised the question; should producers and

distributors of youth orientated mass media in New Zealandattempt

to right this content imbalance, or should the emphasis be put into

developing for our youth the critical skills to make informed media

consumption choices using the platform of our education system? It
is hoped that this thesis will provide media educationalists and

analysts, an insight into how and why the mass media has achieved a

place of huge significance in the lives of ow New zeatandvouth.
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Introduction

The mass media in its popular forms has been consumed by High

School students in New Zealand for many decades. It is, according to

Shultze (1991), an activity that plays a cenfral role in the social,

emotional, intellectual and physical lifestyles of young people.

Academic research within New Zealand into the more popular forms

of mass media consumption by adolescents who live, specifically, in

our rural communities, is relatively limited. Research studies into

aspects of the mass media consumption of young New Zealanders

over the last decade have been investigated by Watson (1990), who

undertook a study of the consumption of filn by young New

Zealanders, and Shuker (1990) who investigated the consumption of
popular music by a sample group of Manawatu secondary school

students. Watson's (1990) study included a wider cross-section of
population rather than being solely specific to teenagers in general, as

it included a sample of individuals over the age of 20 years old and a

number of universitv students.

The reserch towards this thesis was undertaken during August and

September of 1998. Its overall aim has been to investigate the mass

media consumption of Year 12 and 13 secondary school stude,lrts

who live in a small nrral communities. The research set out to find

the ge,neral treas of preference in terms of the mass media of these

rural tee,nagers and to ascertain if there was any ethnic, gender or

class sub-group skewing of the consumption preferences that they

exhibited.
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Media Education is a developing area of ttre New Zealand Schools

Curriculum. Presently, it is taught as a stand alone subject in a

growing, but as yet numerically small number of schools at senior

level. Whilst elements of media education are taught within the

Social Science and English Cuniculum in all New zealand secondary

schools. it is still not part of the mainstream Sixth Form Certificate

and Bursary teaching progrcmme (Watson, 1995). This situation is

slowly changing mainly because the wider media industry is pushing

for the full recognition of Media Studies zN a stand alone course in

New Zealand schools. Pre-tertiar-v education in the fundamental

aspects of the media is as yet not as developed as the indusbry would

prefer (Lealand, 1997).

Since Media Studies has been identified as an area of curriculum

development in New Zealand and is quickly emerging on New

Zealand's education scene, the thesis sought an analysis of the

prticular oore group of people that media education in New Zealand

is going to benefit educationally - i.e. the pupils. It seemed logical

therefore to find out about the pupils' relationship to the media from

the pupils therrrselves, as they being principal consumers of it.

The concept of consumption relates to the media in the sense that the

media is a product that is consumed, just like agricultural products

are consume4 or ferris wheel rides are consumed & afair grormd

([Iolt, 1998; Kotler, 1996). The thesis souglrt to collect the preference

dma and opinions of a sample of yormg media consumers, and their

relationship to the media products that are available to them for

personal consumption.
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Because it was logistically impossible to survey every secondary

school in New zealandboth rural or mefiopolitan, a decision was

made to either choose either a metopolitan or a rurally based sample

goup. wittr the lack of research undertaken within New zealand n
regard to rural teenagers as a significant percentage of the population,

the oppornrnity existed for the research to use a rural sample group to

investigate youth media consumption. After studying the prospectus'

of a number of nral secondary schools, the sample group was chosen

from three schools each possessing a different organisational

structure. It was important to realise that rural New Zealand is not a

monolithic whole and that differences exist according to geographic,

ethnic, cultural, and agrarian circumstances. The selected sarrple

groups thus needed to represent these considerations of rural lifestyle

inherent in New Zealand.

In the sarnple, 'school A' was a Year 9 to 13 school with a roll of
500 pupils, 70km NE of Hamilton. 'school B' was a year 7 to 13

school, 65km sE of Manakau with a roll of 420 pupils, and finally,

'school c' was a New Entrants to Year 12 Areaschool wittr a year

9 to 12 secondary section of 105 pupils on the school roll, some

55km North of Thames. The three schools in the sample goup,

though no more than two hours apart by car, were each distinctive.

'School A' was in a nral disnict which was primrily based arormd

dairy farming and predominantly Pakeha in its ethnic mix. 'school

B' also had a stong dairy frming basis but included within the local

re4 coal mining, sheep and beel honicultrne and also a growing

nunber of city commuters on lifestyle blocls. 'school B' was also

predominantly Pakeha in roll numbers. 'school C', was in an area

re,presented by alte,rnative lifesrylers, beef famrers, forestry and



fishing. School c had a greater percent4ge of Maori on its roll than

either School A and B.

The data collated from the sample survey, the interviews taken from a

representation of the sample group, and *re close analysis of the

results that the research uncovered in this thesis, will assist the further

development of the Media studies curriculum. Media educators in
New zealandwill now have a wider indigenous profile of their

students as media consumers, participants and commentators. The

results uncovered in this research might also be of interest or benefit

to other researchers outside the Media Education field whose work
also involves understanding youth.

The research questions were formulated with reference to

socio-economic, gender and ethnic variables and how they impacted

on the mass media consumption of rural based year l2 and 13

secondary school youth as a sample group. The research questions

which sought to gain an undentanding of media consumption by
rural New Zealandyouth were as follows:

l. How much mass media does the sample Soup consume?

2. Does the sample group consume television and are ttrere any

gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of
it?

3. Does the sample group consume newspapers and ae there my
gender, ethnic and social-economic differences in the consumption of
it?
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4. Does the sample goup cons'me ttre Internet and are there any
gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of
ir3

5- Does the sample goup consume computers and are there any
gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of
it?

6. Does the sample group consume computer games and video games

and me there any gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in
the consumption of it?

7. Does the sample group cons*me magazines and comics and are

there any gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the
consumption of it?

8. Does the sample group consume video and are there any gender,

ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of it?
9. Does the sample group consume firm and are there any gender,

etbnic or socio-economic differences in the consumption of it?
10. Does the sample group consume sky TV and are there any
gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of
it?

11. Does the sanple group consume popular music and are there any
gender, ethnic and socio+conomic differences in the consumption of
it?

12. what is the role and significance of mass media consumption in
the lives of the smple group?

The philosophical framework underlying this thesis has bee,n the
work of Pie,rre Bourdieu (r9g4), who espoused the theory of cultural
capital. In Bo'rdieu's theory of cultural cagital, he perceived that the
way people sought to acquire md consume .high culture, examples
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of arts and entertainment was done in a way which they could

advance and maintain their personal status within society. .. Thus

cultural capital joins birth and money as a way of achieving a

dominant position in society." (watson, 1995) cultural capital is

made up of the valued cultural goods, styles and competencies which
are essentially the high arts. For example ballet is considered to be

high culture and comic books are considered to be low culture. In the
relatively wide cultural scope ttrat is the medium of television there

are perceived distinctions of cultural capital between the many

forrrats. For instance, a British period drama such as .Brideshead

Revisited' is considered to be of a higher cultural value therefore

containing a higher cultural capital status than an American Situation
comedy such as 'Friends'. Likewise TV Documentaries as a genre

have aperceived higher value of cultual capital than Games Shows
(Holt, 1998). Those possessing cultural capital are in the elite

powerfuI minority, but those without a high level of cultural capital

consumption tend to be the larger working class and lower middle

class demographic majority who usually consume higher levels of
'low culture' which has a less perceived cultural capital.

Having cultural c4ital enables one to access the powerful economic

and political positions of the elite, but in many circumstances,

actually achieving this higher status in society is harder than it se€rns.

The reason is that the content of higher cultural artefacts from which
cultural capital is accumulate4 is screened legitimised md
monopolised in favour of the elite who possess it. This is to the

deftiment of those of working crass origins who don,t have the

financial resources to access it, nor the privilege of receiving a high
culture compone,lrt in their education @i Maggo and Umseem, l9g2;
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Botndieu, 1984; Hol! 1995). The thesis examined the theoretical
base ofBourdieu's theory of cultural capital in terms of the

socio-economic differences that were obtained from the sample group
to ascertain if the possession of cultrnal capital played a significant
role in the personal preferences of the mass media consumption of
nnal New Tnalandyouth.
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Review of the f iterature

The general consensus that media researchers such as Roe (19g3),

AMES (1986), watson (1990) and Shuker (1990) have held

following surveys into ttre constrmption of mass media by children

and youth is that its powers of persuasiveness in their lives is

enormous, and secondly, that the educational system has

demonstrated its failure to take this into consideration. As yet Media
Studies is still not a Bursary level subject in New Zealand,s

secondary schools even though it has been taught at tertiary level for
a nurnber of years now.

Academic research into the consumption of mass media or popular

cnlture in New zearandhas been suprisingly sparse. This literature

review examines and discusses some of the more significant

examples of research into youth media consrnnption from New

zealand and around the world, with special reference to the role of
social economic status, gender and ethnic variables and how they

impact on my thesis research into the mass media consumption by
Year 12 and 13 secondary students attending three rural New zealand,

schools in the upper North lsland.

Karl Rosenge,n, Ulla Johnsson-smaragdi and Inga sonesson (lgg4)
have for a number of yers studied the effect of the media on

Swedish youth and how they use the media during their teenage

years. The Rosengren et al (1994) study is one of the major, yet

extre'mely rare investigations into the consumption of mediaproducts

by teenagers in any countT in the world. The Krl Rosengren lead

Media Panel Programme (Mpp) resemch is of grem interest in terms
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of my case study into the media consumption of rural New zealand
youth, in having completed a two decade longitudinal study into
various aspects of swedish media use by children aged l l through to
young adults of 2l years of age. what is of use to my study is that I
can have a comparative baseline study to compare the media

consumption of rural youth in New zealandin my case study survey,

with the media consumption, and in particular television consumption

results, found in the MPp study in Sweden.

As in many other countries, research into youth media use in Sweden

developed out of the 'media panic' that was centred around western
youth in the 1950's and 1960's. Karl Rosengren (1994) initiated the

research into the media consumption of Swedish youth using a

combination of the two main fraditions of media research, .the 
uses

and gratifications model' and the 'effects orientated model,. Karl
Rosengren formed a panel to investigate the research problem. The

Media Panel Programme or Mpp Group formulated forn broad areas

of inquiry into youth media research, mainly cenfied on the use of
television, viz;

1. The amount of media use.

2-1\e tlpe of genre of media content used and preferred.

3. The tlpe of relation established with the content used.

4. The tlpe of contefi of media use.

what Rosengren et al (1994) reported in their findings of the Mpp
Group's research makes very interesting reading. For instance, the

MPP study, clearly states that gender and social class are powerfirl

determhants of media use. This social class determinant would seem
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to confirm the findings of piene Bourdieu (19g4) and his theory on

the role of cultural capital in the consumption of culnral goods based

on status and cultural taste. The study found that adolescent girls

watch less TV than boys, but me more likely to develop a sfionger

relationship with the television. The loyalty to specific programmes is

stronger in grls than in boys according to the Mpp study. For

instance in New zealanda soap opera like 'shortland Sneet' has

maintained a sffong loyal following amongst adolescent girls

@unleavy, 1997). The MMp study ascertains that youth from higho
socio-economic backgrounds watch less television than those of
working class backgromds. The Mpp goup felt that this was a

debate of economics, that working class boys watch television

because they don't have the disposable income to consume other

products media or otherwise. In general, TV loyalty to programmes

by gender is not as strong a variable as TV consumption when it
comes to socio-economic background according to the Mpp study.

comparisons from my research results in tenns of the Mpp groups

finding are to provide a solid basis for the discussion of the kev
question of this thesis.

one important aspect raised by Rosengren et al (1994) is the research

that the MPP Group did in determining the long tenn viewing

relationships youth have wi*r television. ..Viewing builds viewing",

according to the MPP study. Though this is an area not covered in my
research questions, it is all the same fascinating in terms of the

potential range of consnmption I might e4pect from my survey

sample. According to the MPp study, the media is able to build
strong habits amongst its younger audience right through into
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consume higher levels of television ttran those who don,t. only in
terms of organised leisure activities did w usage by youth gain

negative responses, but TV did not reduce the amount of those

organised activities. unfortunatelx they re more likely also to use

TV as a parent replacement when parents are not mound. It will be

interesting to see if the results of this thesis can show that the days of
watching as a family have been still sustained into the late 1990's.

Rosengren et al (1994) were stimulated into ttreir media consurrption
research through the topic of moral panic in the media. The topic of
moral panic in the media concerning New zeatandyouth was

reported on by Shuker et al (1990) who investigated the riming and

content of a number of 'moral psnies' round the media that have

happened in New zealand. shuker et al (1990) offers a critical and

historical analysis ofthese moral panics stimulated and perpetuated

by the media. A central concern of this work involves the social

construction of youth, ttre constitution and social significance of
moral panics, and the politics of youth cultre consumption. Though

shuker et al (1990) is primarily concemed with the .moral panic, of
the medi4 it still has strong relevance in terms of providing an

excellent historical overview of what interested New zealndyouth
in terms of media and popular cultue prior to the mid l9g0's. It
helps in being able to build m understanding of where youth media

consunption has historically come from in this country when it is
considered alongside watson (1990), shuker (1990), Lealand (l9gs;
re93).

Youth attitudes, values, identity and their role in the adolesce,nt

lifestyle is an area of investigation within my thesis research- Though
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not a central area of investigation it is still of fundamental importance

in that it helps in the search to gain an understanding of the

motivations behind youth media preferences, tastes, attinrdes and

identity Frank Miegel (1994) attempted to apply a value perspective

or value theory, to the study of the relationship between youth cultue
and the young persons' lifestyle and identity. values supply people

with the reasoning behind their actions and attinrdes. since identity
and lifestyles are empirically conceptualised and identified by way of
these actions and attitudes, the value concept is of cenfal importance

(Miegel, 1994). Much of his chapter is spent refracing the research

history of lifestyle and identity research, which provides a broad

platform for readers to understand the essential elements of how
values construct identity, and together the construction of an

individual lifestyle.

Lifestyles are how we as people express ourselves and otn ambitions.

We do this by creating our own personal, cultural and social identities

within the position we hold in the social strucfine of ow society.

Miegel writes thal " the tenn lifestyle is here defined as a

stucturally, positionally and individuaily determined phenomenon "
Megel, 1994).

our identity as a pef,son has three basic components. The personal

identity of the individual has the developed ability to think and live in
isolation as an autonomous person. contained within us is the

individuals' innate personality which develops our personal identity.
"olr personal identity consists of experiences, thoughts, dreams,

desires as interpreted md comprehended by oru individuality in
relation to other experiences and thoughts " (Miegel,lgg4).
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our social identity represents the function we play in society and the

social expectations of that role are compacted within this social

role-play. This function integrates the personal identity with the

different social contexts we as individuals e4perience. ..Social

identity is formed and developed through the process of socialisation

and is manifested through the process of role-enacfinent, role distance

and role-transition " (Miegel, 1994).

An individuals culnral identity expresses its character tlrough and

towards the group that he or she belongs to and also through the other

groups in society in which they express a desire for membership and

belongingness. "cultural identity is formed and developed through

the process of lifestyle development " (Johansson and Miegel,lgg2).

After this understanding of the concepts behind lifestyle, identity and

values in the emlier part of the Miegel chapter, I am particularly

interested in the second section where Miegel discusses the

importance of values, in terms of the lifestyles contained within youth

cultnre. According to Miegel (1994) the dominant theoretical

perspective used in sociology to unpack the importance of values

contained within youth cultrne lifestyles, and popular culture in
general is the class and status perspective. The most important

stnrctural principle according to Megel is the distribution of the

wealth and power in society. Those who possess the wealth and

power in a society also possess the tools that disseminate the cultural

capital throughout the society. Miegel finds that the definitive

theoretical work within this tadition in te,rms of lifestyle and taste, is

Bourdieu's (1984) work'Distinction'.
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Miegel's research supports the view of Bourdieu (19g4) that class

and educational achievement me important factors in the

development and maintenance of lifestyle. "That several taste and

activity pattems correlate with either class or education or both....the

levels of education and class background seem to be related to the

developments of certain tastes and leisure time interests ,, (Miegel,

1994).

As Miegel connects the relationship between class, gender, and

educational level, the differences found within these variables at their

extremes are wide between men and women in their tastes,

differences in leisure activities between classes, and differences in

lifestyle stemming from educational levels."other than class,

education, and gender, there are also other structurally, positionally

and individually determined phenomena which influence an

individual's lifestyle, such as the identity and values e,mbraced by the

individual themselves "(Miegel,Igg 4).

A central part ofthe research into ttre mass media consumption of
rural New zealand Year 12 and 13 pupils is the question of how

much does the role of socio-economic status play in the level of their

media consumption preferences. The Elley Iruing Socio-Economic

Index census l98l Revision @lley-hvine, l9g5) is an important

baseline indicator that classifies the socio+conomic status of the

survey responde,lrts in my thesis on the mass media consumption of
nnal New zealndyouth. The Elley-Irvine socio-Economic Index

census 1981 Revision (1985) provided m objective index for
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occupational groups found in the New zealandworkforce according

to a hierarchy based on educational achievement and income levels.

In 1972 Elley and Irving produced their first socio-economic index of
the occupational status ofmale New Zealanders in the 2544 age

goup. The Elley-Iruine index was revised again n 1976 utilising
information derived from the 1976 census. The inclusion of
women's occupation status in this classification was a sought- after

improvement in this second generation version of a socio-economic

status indication index.

Elley and Irving (1985) stress that in the use of the socio-economic

index "it is not an index of social class, or opportunity to learn, or
material well-being, or lifestyle, or consumption patterns, or home

circumstances as some critics would like it to be." The Elley-Irvine

socio-Economic Index census l98r Revision (19g5) is an objective

index and should be treated as such. It is not the definitive docume,nt

to measure any ofthe above conditions that critics of the index

wished. The index's primary use is to be used rN a way of showing

relationships between an occupational group's income level and

educational attainment in comparison to other occupations. Elley and

Irvine (1985) do admit that there is a relationship between social

status with many dependent variabres widely used in social scie,nce

reserch, which make the index, "a very ttseful marker,, in regional

surveys such as my survey into mass media consumption of nral
teenagers.

The aspect ofthe Elley Irving socio-Ecomic Index census lggl
Revision (1985) that I found had considerabte impact on my reseach
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was the re-classification of the status of fanners between the original

1972 index and the later l98l index. The lggl index was used as a

baseline for classi$ring the parental occupations of the

parents/caregivers of youth who undertook my survey. Farmers have

been scaled down from an SES level of 3, down to a sES level of 4.

Since my survey sample is predominantly nral basod, the off-spring

of sharemilkers and dairy farmers, was of considerable interest.

Prior to l98l the Elley-Irving socio-Economic lndex had difficulties

in classi$ing farmers. The problem was that the term .farmer, 
covers

a wide variety of livestock tlpes and no account can be taken of a
farmer's nur-holding size or assets which can vary greatly. Elley-

Irving have developed a second table to classifi farmers'

occupations. This was because that 'farmers' created a bulge at level

4 of the sES scale. trn terms of my thesis to use the second table

which classified farmers and those in related rural occupations, an

SES level of 7, would create problems in interpretation.

The Elley-Irving table one was subsequenfly my preference to use in
the media consumption survey of nral youth. The reasoning behind

this preference is that in the region where the survey was centred"

dairying agriculture is dominmt, md dairy farmers and shuemilkers

ae classified as a level 4 SES. The three secondary schools in which

the survey sample was conducted have Decile ratings of 3, 4 md 5.

This would seem to be relatively consistent with the dairy farmer and

share,milker SES lwel of 4 contained in the table one index of the

Elley-Irving scale.
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To attempt the classification of socio-economic status of the sample

gtroup, is one of the key objectives of the survey component of my
research. That is to find any differences in the media consumption of
rural New zealndyouth, in terms of their socio-economic status or
'class' background. The use of the word 'class' is always subjective,

and this research survey duly notes Elley-Irvine's plea that the index

should not be used this way. The Elley-lrving Socio-Economic lggl
Index is the preferred choice of social-economic indicators used by
New zealnd 's social science researchers, who use it as a .marker,

or a guideline in determining a general indication of relative

socio-economic class or status amongst participants in their research

samples. It is not a definitive class sfiatifier, nor should it be used as

one.

chris watson (1990) used the Elley-Irving socio-Economic Index
1981 census Revision in research which investigated the film
selection choices and consuutption of New Zealanders in reference to
age, ge'nder and class. The watson (1990) research is skewed

towards youth film consumption as young people represent the lmgest

audience demographic of film consumers in New Zealand. chris
watson's research sought an understanding ofthe pleaswes and

e,njolment that young people derive from fihn attendance, and the

relationship of the culttral capital and gender perspective that they

bring to film viewing in terrrs of film genre.

The research of watson (1990) was able to reveal the firm selection

and genre choices of young people across the six socio-economic

levels as stratified by the Elley-Irving socio-Economic status index. It
also was able to cross-tabulate this to the ge,nre prefere,nces based on
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gender differenees. This aspeet of gender rcifiFe.renees witlun the

eon-sumption of media, pnmarrly in the area of fihn ge.nre prefr.rences

is an important baselure to compare rtre resr:lts of ilris thesis research.

Fufiermore it wil! be interesting to see if tle resr:lts ofmy researeh

reveal flraj flrese ge-.ndu diffe_.rences rn fiLm geffe prefbrenee wlll
carry over into ffie televrsion ftirrrat.

As it is nearly 15 years srnce the watson sample gror_lp was sunreyed,
popr-rlar cr:lture has not stood still. Some of the getues fjrat we.re

popular with audie.nees back in l9g5 are no longer popr_rlar wiri
youth. For instaace the moele.rn mr:sical gelue wluch was tlpified by
filnns such as 'Flashdance' (19g3) and .Fame, (19g0), are no longer
around in New zealandtheatres exeept for the re-released print of
'Grease' (1978). The modernmusical genre was popular amongst

fenoales who were re,presenled in the lower sES levels acconding to
watson (1990) The honor genre in its ,pure, late 1970,s through to
mid 1980's for4 lpified by films suc,h as .Friday the l3th' (lg7g)
and 'Poltergeist' (1983) were popular amongst young males of lower
sES hackgrounds (watson, lggl) It will te interesting to-sre ifmore
recent honor films such as 'scream' (lgg7)and .I Know what you

Did Last Summer' (1997) hav. e an appeal with this rural year t2 and
13 sample Soup.

othsr geiuas have proven to be more resilient. The romance geffe
fnvorred hy,vou-ng fernale.s and the ae,tinn adventure genre favoured
yolmg males, ar-e-slilf hox offie,e draw carrls for,vorrth half a

oenerafion later Reeeirt films like .Titm-ic' (l ggS) which i_s a h,vbrid

o"f-those two popufargenres ,is fhe most srenessfilr firm of ail-fime af
fhe box ofrice One.,aspec.r ofthe Chris Wafson research thaf
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inferests me in terms.of my own research, is the change in-genre

preferences over the subsequent years. The Watson (1990) researc.h is
useful in that it can be used as a baseline to explore differences and

similmities that may mise in terrrs of youth film consumption. The

only specific context that needs to be realised is that my research

primarily based geographicdly in rural New zealand, whereas the

watson (1990) research is spread across rural, town and crty

environments.

Another aspect raised by watson (1990) is his claim that New

Zealanders are not as sophisticated as some European audiences

when it comes to realising the cultural capital embodied in choosing

avant garde and art house cinema. That New Zealanders do not have

'the background education and information that would make them

knowledgeable in terms of film production" and ttreir flrhn choices,

mirrors those of American audiences. This is one opinion that

possibly might change when compming a mid r980's New z*aland
youth audience with today's youttr living in the late modernity of the

1990's. The youth of today are more 'media saw5/', and our New

Zealand filtns are more sophisticated which should provide a relative

benchmark.

A srudy into ttre consumption of popular music by New znaland

youth was undertaken by Roy shuker (1990). The study used 32g

secondary students attending a school in a provincial New Zealurd

crty as a sample soup in November 1987. shuker (1990) as a study

is concerned with the ethnic, socio-economi c, WE md gender

vaiables that can produce ditrering pattems of popula music

consumption aqross the teenage age range. The study took into
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account youth aged between 13 years and lg years of age. The

methodology of the survey that shuker undertoolg is similar to my

study.

The main apparent differences is in the fact that my research is solely

based on senior high school pupils aged 16 to 19 years of age, all in
Year 12 and 13 of their schooling. Shuker (1990) also had the

sample based in and around New Zealand's sinttr lmgest city,

somewhat different to the rural based research which I have

undertake,lr.

Neverttreless, this study seems to be a solid benchmark for any

popular music comparisons to be made conceming New znaland

youth regarding their geographical placement. The only proviso is

that there is essentially a decade difference between the results of the

shuker (1990) study and the rural Northern Norttr Island based study

in 1998, and popular music styles have changed as some genres have

lost favour and been replaced by new ones during the 1990,s.

shuker (1990) found that surveys of the mass media consumption of
adolescents illustrate the persuasiveness of the mass media in their

lives. In prticulan, popular music is cenfial to their lives. .pop

culture' is clearly a major social phenomenon that stands apart from
school cultrne and the dominant 'arts' culture in society. The

importance of class, gender, and ethnicity, previously subsumed in
the 1960's notion of a global populist based .youth culture', has be€n

reaffinned. class, gender, md ethnic culture produce stong
differe,nces in music consumption by adotesce,fis. The survey showed

that the sample where influe,nced by other media in their consunption
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of popular music, responding that radio and TV video shows

motivated them to buy cD's and tapes. They also revealed that they
understood the cornmercial factors that are applied to the pop music
indusfiry.

Peer group identification, related to shared musical preferences, cut
across class boundaries, though not always in gender or ethnic

variables. For instance, girls preferred more 'contemplative, styles of
music than boys and Maori and pacific Island youth identified with
Reggae and Black American music rather than Heavy metal or Hard
Rock forms of pop music which where prefened more by pakeha

adolescent males.

GeoffLealand (1993) postulates rhat New zealandyouth are willing
prticipants in the global youth culture. Lealand argues that this
global youth culture is primarily American sourced. In this article , A
Foreign Egg in our Nest: Revisited' (Igg3),ttre discussion centres on
the tlpes of popular cultr:re interests that New zealandyouth in the

early 1990's had been consuming. Lealand questions the role of
American culture in todays youth particularly in how the place of
indigenous cultrne stands exposed, whe,n faced with the global media
saturation that Maori and pacific Island youth have experienced. In
this article he is esse,lrtially asking where is the taditional indigenous

aspect of our local cultue is now placed after African-American

popular culture has made such massive inroads into the consumption

motivations and experiences of young Maori md pacific Islanders.

Lealand's article is essentially a 'kite flyer, in terms that its is m
opinion piece to raise debate and stimulate firther research into this
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ethnic dimension of popular culture studies. It is ttrough the only
published work by a New znaland academic in this field of local

media research. This aspect of ethnic differences in popular culture

raised by Lealand was a fundame,ntal consideration in the design of
my thesis research. one of the key questions in my thesis was to ask

if there were any diflerences in mass media consumption between

Maori and Pakeha. This question was raised so as to find an answer

to an opinion raised by Lealand in his 1993 article.

Two foreign studies into the consumption of the media by

adolescents were undertaken in the 19g0's. In l9g5 the Association

of Media Education in scotland (AMES ,lggT) conducted a survey

on the media use of 965 secondary students. In Australia a l9g7
study also used a sample goup of lI24twelve to eighteen year old
high school students from three states to gain a perspective of youth

media consumption. These two studies formed the basis of a
comparative analysis by sachs et at (r9gg) that was published in the

Austalian Media journal Metro 82.

Though the findings are now over a decade out of date the data from
these two studies are interesting in that they provide an opportunity

for comparafive analysis with the daa resulting from this ttresis. Sach

et al (1988) report that the Scottish research team expressed doubts at

the time aboutthe comprehensiveness of their data, nevertheless

many of their findings and issues w€re reported as congruent with the

data ttnt the Australian team found. "As there is a death of
comparative studies of adolescents'use of information technology in
ge'neral, md the media in pmticular, a comparison between the

Ausfralian and the scottish studies may well demonstrate the all
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persuasiveness and saturation by the media and information

technology of the leisure time activities of adolescents aged between

twelve and eighteen." (Sachs et al, lgSg)

The Arsfralian and Scottish studies revealed that there are distinct
differences between adolescent males and females in their media use.

The media consumption patterns are also quite different between the

age ranges of the adolescents surveyed. More time is spent watching
TV and videos amongst the younger members of the sample, while
the older members spent a lot more time listening to popular music.

The final significant point raised by both studies was that despite

criticisms from conservatives, adolescents were found to be

consuming a whole range of media including print media. However
Sach et al (1988) reported that the amount of time Australian and

Scottish adolescents spent consuming TV, pop music, md videos was
significant in comparison to other adolescent leisrne or recreational

activities.

The literature reviewed in this chapter provides a foundation to the

analysis of the survey questionnaire results, and the information

accnred from the intenriews with eleven respondents from the sarrple
goup. The key philosophical theory underpinning this thesis is the

findings of Pierre Bourdieu and his theory of .cultural capital'. This

will be exanined in greater detail s€parat€ly in the foilowing
theoretical base chapter.
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The philosophical framervork that underpins this resemch into tlre
media consumption of rural New zearandadolescents is the work of
Pierre Botrdieu (1984) and his theory of culnnal capitaland the part

it plays in the formation of consumption tastes. Bourdieu's theory

extends the notion that in modern societies classes adopt the

characteristics of status groups and class stnrggle becomes

fransported, in part to the cultural and education fields. This is done

by each class reproducing the level of cultural capital from one

generation to the next. This thesis concerns itself primarily with the

issue of media consumption. one of the key aspects of Bot'dieu's
work has been in the area of consumption and how .taste' 

helps to
express ones' social status and define ones social boundaries in terms

of others in society. An examination of Bourdiar's theory was

provided by Holt (1998), who considered that "categories of culnnal
goods md activities vary in the lwel of culttral capital required to

consume them successfully.,' (Holt" l99g:5)

Mmy recent sociological theorists have regrded pierre Bourdizu's

theory of cultual capital and taste, cornnonly referred to its book
title - 'Distinction' @orndierl 1984), as the most connplete and

significant attempt to evolve a theoretical frmework that attempts to
mderstmd the social patte,rns that rmderpin consunrption in late 20th

century weste,rn society. ([Iolt, l99g) The theoretical backgrormd to
Boudieu (1984) is derived historically firom the prior writings of
Krl Mr:q Emile Durlfieim and more recently Mu< weber. what
Distinction @orndierl 1984) provides is a presentation of how
societal stnrcture is generated ttnough the consrmption of capital.
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In DistinctionBourdieu (1984) describes how people seek to

understand, acquire and consume forrrs of capital ttrat had ahigh
cultural value. He reasoned that this capital had three distinct aspects

to it. Economic capital, culnual capital and symbolic capital. whilst
the traditional Man<ist theory has concentrated around the

consumption of economic capital, Distinction Bourdieu (19s4)

explores the territory of cultual capital and the role that taste plays in
the formation of a stnrctured social class and status system. The

possession of this cultural capital is fiansposed through society as

" an abstacted, transposable system of schema that both classifies the

world and the stmctures action." (Holt, l99g: 3) This transposable

system of schema is referred to by Bourdieu (1994) as the .habitus'.

Bourdieu's judgement of the notion of 'habitus, is that experiences

that re specific to the cultrnal elite become subjectively ernbodied as

ways of feeling, thinking and acting through a generative social

stmcflre. Bourdieu (198a; Holt l99g)

The thesis uses Bourdieu's theory of cultural capital through the Elley
Irving (1985) census Revision socio-economic indicator model

which statifies occupational status into six socio+conomic

segme,ntations. This means that the results are therefore able to
provide for six sfiatified social groups based on parental income,

educdional achievem€,lrt and occupcional position. with the sample

goup for this being thesis taken from fhree nral New z-ealand

secondry schools, it will be interesting to see if there are differe,lrces

in media consumption between any or all of the six socio-economic

strdifications that ttre E[ Irving SES model provides.
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The theory of cultural capital and taste is based around the roots of
what Weber (1978) defined as .social 

class,. Though this is not to say

that Bourdieu had not yet developed a theory of culnral capital, he in
fact had been elaborating on his theory since the mid 1960's. what
weber contributed towards the theoretical framework work of
culnral capital was to refocus Bourdieu towards refining an

undentanding of taste and its role in the delineation of social class.

weber (1978) in his theory of social class sought to elaborate on

Mamist theories of economic resources in postulating that societies

not only segregate into various stratifications based on economics,

but also are reproduced and expressed through forms of .lifestyle,

that exhibit certain honorific values.

In an article on how cultrnal capital sfuctures contemporary

American capitalist society, Holt (r99g) traced the roots of
Bourdieu's theory of cult'ral capital and taste from the work of Ma,x

weber stating that societies forrr ditrering reputational groupings

based not just on economic position " but also on non-economic

criterior such as morals, culture, and lifestyle that are sustained

because people tend to interact with their peers.,' (F{olt, l99g:2)

cultural capital is made up of the valued cultural goods, styles and

competencies which are essentially found in the high arts. It is what

Goulder (1979) has dee,med as "a cultwe of critical discourse',. The

critical discourse in this sense is the process of elimination that the

cultural elite use to evaluate cultuar goods, sryles and compete,ncies

according to their schema of what constitutes taste and cultural

capital. In this critical discourse cultural capital is a site .. where the

decontextualisation of understanding is developed through a
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reflexive, problematic and expansionist orientation into meanings that

are then recontextualised across new societal settings".

(FIolt, 1998: 3)

cultural capital exists in three forms according to Holt (199g). Firstly
it is embodied as knowledge, skills and dispositions. consider for one

moment a person with the ability to read music, the ability to play

that music on a musical instnrment and the personal drive and will
power to practice that musical ability to a high performance level.

The second form of culttnat capital is that being the objectification in
cultural objects could be explained in terms of the musician choosing

to purchase and then perform with an instume,nt such as the classic

guitar over the elecfic guitar. Finally, the third form of cultural

capital is the institutionalisation of official certification. In this case

the musician accepts a position to study music at a leading univenity.
The decision making situations for that musician seem as though

their innate musical abillty was good enough for them to become an

elite classical musician, a musician who possesses an occupation that
provides them the status and value of high cultural capital. Bourdieu
(1984) does not thouglr consider this just a matter of random luck.

The same musician could have chosen to have played the electric

guitar md gone off and joined a county and western group and

developed their skill and knowledge from the school of hard knocks.

The sane muicim with the same fimdmrental motorskills base md
natural tale,nt might have ended up in a position that does not retain

the same degree of cultual capital status as a classical guitarist.

Much of Distinclion @orndietr, 1984) is concenred lyittl the fostering

of ctrltural capital md how it is selected evaluated and bestowed.

one cnrcial point is that culfiral capital is easier to acquire, appraise
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and receive the higher up the social class ladder into which one was

born. If the musician was born into a working household that

possessed parents of low cultural capital it is more tikely that the

chances of their offspring attaining a knowledge, object and

education that would provide for a high culturat capital status would

be much less than if the child was born into an upper middle class

family.

Culnral capital is fostered within the social milieu of the culnnal

elite. The high culnre forms of arts and entertainment are a way in
which people can contain, retai4 and attain their personal status

within society. " Thus cultural capital joins money and birth as a way
of achieving a dominant position in society." (watson, l99s;2) To

return to the musician analogy, tlrose who take up the classical guitar

and play in an orchestra are bestowed a higher cultural capital status

in western societyttran those who play guitar in a country music

band. Bourdieu in an earlier article, 'The school as a conservative

Force ', Bowdieu (1966) considered ttrat the role and place of the

family within a society can create certain inequalities that are based

on the lack of possessing the right forms of cultual capital.

There is a correlation according to Bourdieu (1966), that a parent's

social status, leads to the breadth of pmental choices that they can

make for the child's future oppornurities. This then reinforces the

child retaining the paent's cultural capital. This is what Bourdieu

described as, " the interiorisation of fate" ( Botrdieg 1966). An
upbringing in a well educated family whose parents have occupations

that require cultural skills, interaction with peers from other similar
families, high levels of formal educafion at institutions that attact the
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culfirral elite, sfudying in areas ttrat emphasise critical abstract

thinking and communication over the acquisition of particulmised

trade skills and knowledge, and refinement and reinforcement in
occupations that emphasise syrnbolic production are considered to be

the building block of being able to possess the higher values of
cultural capital. (Holt, l9g8)

Bourdieu (1984) maintains that having cultural capital enables one to

have access to the powerful economic and political life of the elite,

but in many circumstances actually achieving this higher culnral
status in society is hader than it seems. The reason is that the content

of higher cultural artefacts from which cultural capital is

accumulate( is because it is screened, legitimised and monopolised

in favour of the elite who possess it. (Bourdieu, l9g4; Holg l99g)
This of cotuse is to the detriment of those who don't have the

financial nor knowledge resources to access it for themselves, nor

receive the privilege of ahigh culture component in their education.

( Di Maggio and umseem, l992;Bourdieu, lg66)Those wirhout

cultural capital tend to be pat of the large working class and lower

middle class demographic majority who usually consume higher

levels of low culture which has less perceived cultrnal capital.

@onrdieu;1966, 1984; Holt, 1998)

ln Distinction Boudieu (1984) makes rcference to how cultural

capital is determined in the fields of consumption not just by the arts

and forms of objectified high culture, but by many other forms of
culture both popular and mass market. In Bourdieu's theory resogrces

that have cultural merit in the fields of consumption me acculturated

and made obscure in the habitus as tastes md consumption routines.
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As the habitus is stntctured across the various tastes and consumption

practices, certain cafegories of products and activities tre stratified on
the basis of objective social conditions. Exhibited in this stratification
process me the 'manifest preferences' that both serve and express the

habitus. The result is a field of consumption that organised by class

position. @ourdieu, 1984) A key difference though exists in this field
of consumption. Economic consumption is asserted through

consuming products and activities of material scarcity and perceived

luxury, whereas cultual capital is expressed through the consumption

of aesthetic and interactional styles that re appropriate to the cultrnal

elites, judicious reasoning and discernment of what is socially scarce.

Bourdieu argues that having cultrnal capital elicits the respect of
others by way of consuming objects that are conceptually difticult
md so can only be consumed by the few who have ttre capabilrty to
comprehend it. @otndieu, 1984; Holt, l99S)

The theory of cultural capital espoused firstly n The school as a
conserttative Force Bourdieu (l 966), and, DistinctionBourdieu

(1984), is not with out its critics. Nash (1996) retorts that Borndieu,s
failure to say much about class culture in his earlier articles .. is so

slaring that it might be eve,n be suspected that he has accepted the

view of the dominant classes that no other culture exists', (Nash,

1986: 134). Though Nash (1986) is nor dismissive of Bourdieu,s

theory of cultural capital in general, he also highlights a criticism of
the theory in that it is too ambiguous, at times rather determinist, and

does not provide any mechanisms of the process of .secondary

effects'that lie at the heart ofthe earlier versions of his cultural

capial theory.
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Criticism of Bourdieu's Distinctioz Bourdieu (19g4) has also come

from the post-modernists. Their argument is that in post-modem

cultures it is increasingly difficult to infer status directly from
consumption objects whether they are low culture objects or high
culture objects. The argument is based on the premise that much of
what is pat of 'mass consumerist culture' or historically low cultural

artefacts have now become central to creative and artistic concerns

and thus part of ttre pastiche of the artistic world in the 1990's. The

posftnodernists perceive that this eventuality is in itself part of the

breakdown of the sand narratives of modernity (Jameson, l99l).
Jean Baudrillard sees this eventuality as the .. acceleration of
modernity, of technology, events and media" of a[ exchanges -

economic, political and sexual." An example of this breakdown of
modernity in the world of cultural elite was theorised by Dolinar
(1996) who saw the 'high culture' opera singer pavarotti record and

perforrr with the low cultue rock bard u2 who wsre at the time

attempting to accelerate modemity through the first post-modern rock
concert tour. For postmodernists Bourdieu's relevance is disregarded

because they perceive that the objectified form of cultural capital is
passing as the late nventieth century world of advmced cqitalism
has new cultrnal competencies and objectified culturat c4ital is now
a weak mechmism for exclusionary class boundaries. (Gamso4

1994;Jenkins, l9g2)

The posfinodernist sentiment does contain some tnrths about the

reduction in defining the boundaries of cultural status, though Holt
(1998) perceives it being problematic by the very nature of
intellectual disposition. Holt (199g) recovers Bourdieu,s theory of
cultural capital and taste from poshodernist criticism by suggesting
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that posfinodemism is being assimilated into high culnral forms of
artistic taste. It could be argued that followers and practitioners of
postuodemist art are part of culnral intellectual elite, and tike all art

forms require cultural capital to rmpack its meanings and intellectual

attitudes. one fundamental protection of pierre Bourdieu's theory is

that the elite classes still own ttre means of culnnal and economic

production that exist within postnodernism. Dolinar (1996) might

talk excitedly about a post-modern u2 rock tour but it took the

corporate giant Phillips, who owned the digital communications

equipment and the bands record label polygrar& to make it exist.
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The design frane work for this research w:N a case study design.

The case study design according to Horning priest (1996) is a

particularly good design for a research investigation that focuses on

the social settings of one or more institutions or units and the various

factors and variables that are contained within that social setting as

this research considered. case Study research poses the basic

question of: - 'what is going on?' The research for this thesis

therefore, sought to answer the general question of; ..what 
is going

on in the consumption of popular mass media by senior secondary

school students who are living in rural New zealand?', The case

study sought to probe and understand an individual unit as a whole.

In this case it was the Year 12 and 13 students attending three rural

New zealandsecondary schools, and considered the consumption of
the mass media by thern as a defined demographic group.

The research considered that the sample goup had an important

relationship with mass media as consumers. The research role sought

to find out what were ttre factors that made up this consumption

relationship, ild sought to discover what were the behaviotral

motivations were ttrat underlying this relationship. Rattrer than testing

a hlpothesis or proving some pre-conceived notion, the objective of
the reserch was to find out what were the mass media consumption

preferences of the sample group. To do this involved the direct

collection of data from them as a smple. over 60 closed and open

questions were formulated for the ptrpose of data collection. These

questions formed the basis of the survey questionnaire. ( Appendix a)
The survey data collected provided a baseline for the analysis of the
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sample goup, as well as being used as an indicator for the second

stage of the field reserch, nanrely the interviews conducted rvith a
selection of individual students.

Any research conducted under the auspices of Massey university
follows the directions and procedures of its Ethics comrniftee.

Formal written conserrt was requested of the Boards of Trustees of
ihe tlree sciiools wlrich pruvitted dre sample group, via a proposal to
the respective Principals outlining the research intentions. The pupils
were also approached individually for their personal consent to
partake in the survey questionnaires ard interviews. (Appendices

1,2,3)

For social scientists the major ethical issues centre around getting an

appropriate form of informed consent so as to respect the individual
privacy and confidentiality of the subjecr. confidentiality is a
puticula problem since it is necessary to keep or'rginal data in some

retrievable form in order to prove that th€y where actually collected

md not abused. It is not possible to guarantee confide,ntiality, but a
researcher can protect the privacy of subjects and interviewees by
assigning case urmbers, chmging names, securing documents

adequately, and dealing with group level datn. (Boumq lggi)Each
school was also provided with a copy of the Massry universis
Ethics committee code of Research conduct booklet during the

reserch process whilst research was undertake,n in the school.

The survey enabled the formulaion of wha could be conservatively

calleq 'tends'. These uends were drawn out in the subsequ€nt

inteffiews with a selected sample from the three main sample
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sub-groups frorn School A, School B and School C. As with any

differences that might exist in mass media consumptionpreferences

due to ethnic, gender and socio-economic difference factors of the

respondents, these were addressed in the intenriews as well.

The total sample goup of the research was 174 year 12 and 13

stude,nts out of an approximate 200. In the sample sub-group School

A, 109 students completed the survey. In sample sub-group school B,

45 students completed the survey, and in sample sub-group B a total

of 16 students completed the survey. of the students who were

offered the opportunity to complete a survey questionnaire only three

students refused. The remainder (23) were not able to complete a

survey questionnaire due to sporting and cultural activities

progranrmes that they were engaged in. The three schools which

provided the sample sub-groups for the research, represent

collectively as close to a 'classical profile' of what a typical rural

New z'ealnd secondary educational institution is like. The tpical
campus life of such schools do involve activities and events that

make for small numbers of students to be off carnpus, and

unfortunately unable to participate in research programmes.

Nonetheless, 87.5% of all Year 12 and 13 students who were on the

roll at the three schools the week the sample group was administere4

completed a survey questionnaire.

Initid drafu ofthe survey questionnaire were tested on six year 12

and Yer 13 stude,nts ufro lived in a large Norttr Island town in June

of 1998. These students did not attend any of the schools that the

main smple group was attending so as to not pollute the sample

goup in any way. Another four Yem 12 students w€re also tested
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using the draft interview questions during August of 199g. Again"

they did not attend any of the schools that the main sample group

attends. It was from these tests of the draft survey and interviews that

the final survey questionnaire and interview questions were

configrred.

The surveying of the sample goup was tested 'on site, at each

school. It was administered in a such a way that the testing was

carried out in a manner that did not intnrde on the students' normal

school learning routines. The survey questionnaires were able to be

completed within a student's study period. Each survey

questionnaire took on average a little under an hour to complete

comfortably in the presence usualry of the class study teacher and the

researcher. This from a'reliability' circumstance was quite

advantageous because any individual queries concerning the survey

questionnaire were able to be answered thus glving the respondent

confidence. Further reliability contained in the administering of
survey questionnaires was that the survey questionnaires were able to
administered and retumed 'on the site' of the school with immediacv.

J

According to Homig Priest (1996), survey reserch comes into its

own during case Study research in ttrat it seels as this research

investigated, to find out what are the trroughts, prefere,nces, attifudes,

values, status, gender, socio-economic background and ethnic

gouping of a prticulr population. After the initial survey, eleve,n

respondents were interviewed at depth about their personal

constrmption of the mass media and the role it plays in their life as a

young New Zealander living in a rural environment. It was in this

stage of the reserch that exmples of the survey groups responses,
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motivations, attitudes and relationships towrds the mass media and

their respective consumption of it, were drawn out.

once all the 174 survey questionnaires were administered and

collected from the sample goup it was necessary to codi$ each

response and a systematic form of collating and processing the

resulting data was needed to be enacted. A computer database was

created and a progranrme called open Access 4 was used to do this.

All the inforrration from the survey questionnaires was loaded onto

this database prograrnme. once this was done it was a matter of cross

referencing the survey results of the sample goup across the gender,

socio-economic and ethnic vmiables that were pre-loaded into the

database programme. This then was used as the hard data in the

results analysis of the sample groups' mass media consumption.
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The research towards this thesis was undertake,n during August and

september of 1998. The overall aim was to investigate the mass

media consumption of Year 12 and 13 secondary school students

who live with in a small nral town/community environment. The

research sought to find out the general areas of preference in terms of
the mass media of these rural teenagers and to perceive if there was

any ethnic, gender or class sub-group skew of the consumption

preferences that they exhibited.

The thesis considers that the sample group has an important

relationship with mass media as consumen. The research has sought

to find out what were the factors that made up this consurption

relationshipt *d sought to discover what were the behavioural

motivations that underlied this relationship. Rafher than testing a

hlpothesis, or proving some pre-conceived notion, ttre research

objective was to find out what were the mass media consumption

preferences of the sample group. To do this involved the direct

collection of data from the individuals as a sarrple. over 60 closed

and open questions were formulated for the purpose of data

collection. These questions formed the basis of the survey

questionnaire that was subsequently administered. The survey data

collected provided a basetine forthe malysis of the sunple group, as

well as being used as an indicator for the second stage of the field

research, namely the interviews conducted with a selection of
individual students.
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Using the concept of the consumer and the consumer's role in the

consumption of a product, the case study sought to collect preference

data and opinions from a sample of young rural media consumers.

The thesis presents not only these media preferences, data and

opinions, but also investigates the relationship they have with the

media and media products that are available to thern for personal

consumption.

The philosophical framework underlying this thesis has been the

work of Pierre Boudieu (1984) who espoused the theory of cultural

capital. In Bourdieu's theory of cultural capital, he perceived that the

preference of people to understan4 acquire and consume .high

culture' forms of arts and entertainment were a way in which people

can advance and maintain their personal status within society. .. Thus

cultural capital joins birth and money as a way of achieving a

dominant position in society " (watsorq 1995). cultural capital is

made up ofthe valued culnrral goods, styles and competensies which

are essentially the high arts. For example opera is considered to be

'high' culture and comic books are considered to be .low' culture. In

the relatively wide cultural scope that is the medium of television

there are perceived distinctions of cultural capital between the many

formats.

According to Borndieu (1984), those who possess cultural capital are

in the elite powerful minority. Those without a high level of ctrltual
capital consumption tend to be the larger working class and lower

middle class de,mographic majority who usually con$trne higher

levels of 'low culture' which has a less perceived cultural capital.
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The work of Pierre Bourdieu md his theory of cultural capitat which

extends the notion that in modern societies classes adopt the

characteristics of status groups md crass stnrggte and then becomes

transported in part to the cultural and educational fields. This is done

by each class reproducing the level of culnnal capital from one

generation to the next.

The main research aim of this thesis was to undertake an

investigation into the mass media consumption of year 12 and 13

students who attend rural New zealandsecondary schools. The

research questions stemming from this aim sought an undemtanding

of the general preferences of their mass media consumption with
reference to the respective ethnic, gender and social class variables

that can impact on their mass media preferences. The research

questions which sought to gain m understanding of media

consumption by rural New zealandyouth were as follows:

l. How much mass media does the sample goup consume?

2. Does the sample group consume television and are there any

gender, ethnic, and socio economic differences in consumption of it?

3. Does the sample group consume pay TV and are there any gender,

ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of it?

4. Does the sample group consume the Internet and are there any

gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of
it?

5. Does the smple group consrme computers and are there any

gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of
ilt?
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6. Does the sample group consume computer and video games and

me there any gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the

consumption of it?

7. Does the sample group consume magazines/comics md are there

any gender, ethnic or socio-economic dififlerences in the consumption

of it?

8. Does the sample group consume videos and are there any gender,

ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of it?

9. Does the sample group consume film and are there any gander,

ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of it?

10. Does the sample goup consume newspapers and are there any

gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of
it?

I l.Does the sanrple group consume radio and are there any gender,

ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of it?

12. Does the sample group consume populr music and are there my
gender, ethnic and socio-economic differences in the consumption of
it?

13. what is the role and significance of the mass media in the lives of
the sanrple group?

A total of 174 survey questionnaires w€re completed and retunred. of
the 174 respondents, 90 were fe,male md g4 were male. The ethnic

backgrormd of the respondents were predominanfly pakeha or Maori.

There were 123 Pakeharespondents, 43 Maori, and g respondents of
'othetrEtlnic' backgrounds. A total of 19 respondents were in the

nvo highest SES groups, SES I and SES 2. The,re we,re 105

respondents in the middle SES groups of sES 3 and SES 4. A total of
50 responde,nts were in the lower SES groups of SES 5 md sES 6.
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The results of the survey questionnaire into the rnass media

consunption of rural New zealandyear 12 and yean 13 secondary

school students are as follows.

Television Con sumFtion

The survey questions on the television consumption of the sample

goup produced some interesting results. The survey results showed

that98.8%o of the respondents had a television set in the home. of
this,22.4% of the households had I television set ,39yohad2
television sets, and 37.4o/o had 3 or more television sets. (Table l.l)

when the respondents were asked if they had a television set in their

own roonr, 39% of the sample goup said that they had exclusive use

of a television sef usually the family's old set. This would imply that

their klevision consumption is unregulated. When this result was

cross-matched by ethnic group the results showed that36.6% of
Pakehq 46.5% of Maori, and 37 .5o/o of the 'othetr' goup responded

that they had a television in their o\iln room. (Table 1.2)

Table l.l

No TV

TV in Household

One TV Two TV 3+ TV's

TOTAL
(n l7a)

392 68 65

of the 174 respondents in the smple soup, 93.3%of the,m said that

they mainly watched television with other family menrbers or friends.
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Though a sizeable number of respondents had their own TV set it
seems that television is a communat activity, that people prefer to

watch with company. only 12.7% said that they watched television

alone. when watching television, 56.30/o indicated that they felt they

were concentrating fully on the progfttrnme they were watching,

whereas 43.7% said that they only ever watched a television show in
a casual way. (Table 1.4)

Table 1.2

Win Own Room

Yes No

Pakeha

Maori
Others

78
23

5

45
20

3

TOTAL
@fi4)

68 106

whe'n the smple group was asked if they were selective in their

viewing of television programmes, 58.82o of Maori, 6g.2yo of
Pakeha, and37.SYo of the 'others' soup indicated that they only

watched television programmes that they wished to watch. When this

question was cross-matched by sES md Gender, no real significmt
differences in the results occurred. It seems that both the males and

females in the survey smple soup were equally selective in what

they chose to view on television. whether they came from a higher

SES background or a lower sES background the results w€re fairly
even. Around 4a% of what they watch on television isn't necessarily

urhat they wmt or have chose,n. (table 1.3) This selectivity of what
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they watched on television continued over to the commercial breals.

only 9.7o/o said that they watched the commercials between shows.

Those who said that they muted the sound and continued to watch

were a small 2.2%. The respondents who said that they usually chose

to read through a commercial break numbered were 4%o. T\esurvey
respondents who indicated that they ignored the commercials shown

on the Ad breaks and talked to others in the room was a far larger

39.6%.In a worrying result for advertisers targeting youtb M.2yo of
the survey respondants said they left the room whilst television

conrmercials were on. (Table 1.5)

Table 1.3

TV Wewing: Seleaive Wewing by Ethnic Group

Selective Viewing Non Selective Viewing

Maori
(na3)
Pakeha
(n123)
Ottrers
(n8)

18

39

5

25

84

3

TOTAL
(rr74)

r12 62

Table 1.4

TV Wewing Conryanionship

Alone Family/Compmy

TOTAL 29

50

145 (n=174)



Table 1.5

Affiiq During TyAd Breah

Talk MuteAMatch Leave Room Read Watch

Total
(n:174)

69 4 77 t7

when the sanrple group was asked if they preferred New z*alarrd
made television prograrnmes to foreign productioq g9.6o/osaid that

shows made overseas were their preference. This brings into

consideration local content quotas to expose a certain guaranteed

amount ofNew zealndmade prograrnmes. Though the difficulty
with this is that under the Project Blue Sky agreemen! Australian

content would also become New Zealandlocal conte,nt (Calder, 1999:

20). The other problem with local television quotas is that Kiwi
adolesce,nts will still watch programmes sourced from America"

because of ttre sheer gavity of Hollyvood's popular ctrlture.

Table 1.6

Prefuence of W Content NZ or Foreign

NZ Foreign

TOTAL 156 (n:174)

when specifically asked u,hat counties of origin they preferred the

television productions to originate frorn, 77o/osaid that they preferred

American television shows. Another 9.7% said thd they preferred

l8
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British television, and an equal 6.3% said that they prefened

Austalian and New zx;aland television productions respectively.

only one ofthe respondents, possibly an avid rv4 watcher, said that
they preferred canadian television productions, none of which are in
primetime. (Table 1.6)

The results if crossed matched by gender have no significant

differences. The popularity of programmes from the united States

appealed to both the male urd ferrale respondents in relatively equal

measure. (Table 1.7) The results if crossed matched by sES also

show no significant differences in the preferred country of origin.

When thE results were srossmarched by Ethnie graup only ther did a

slightly diftrent trend eme.rge, generally, the shows from the united
statss are still strongly preferred, but so_me differencgs are ap,Farent.

The 'Others' SouB a[ indiedcd that American sho. ws were their

peferenes, and did noj elecJ any sther choics, The Breferansas of thp

Pakeha so"up showed that 7l.5Yo pref.erred Amerisan tsle.vision

sho. ws, 6.5ya prefened New Zpalandtelevision ghorvs, ll'ya
pref.erred British television ghorvs, and just l.lyopref.ened Aus-fialian

Brogrflnmes, Around seJqn surveJ respo_ ndents indieatcd that they

had no distinet prgfe,rsnee. The aoun!ry of origin BrefereNraes for
Mapri we.re slightly diffsrcnt to those sf the pakeha in ttre survey,

with 74,4% of Maori prefcrring Ameriga pro$ammes ,7ya
prefbrring Ne.w T.r',alErril and another z% pre&rring programmes of
British erigtn.

An interestng rcsult hcre was the greater Breferenee or eJen tolerance

to. wrds Australiur progranrmes amongst Mao. ri. $omc Zl%of Maori
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indicated a likening forAustalian programmes, whereas orfly l.6vo
of Pakeha said that they liked Ausfiarian shows. (Table l.g)

Table 1.7

TV Preferences: Country of Origin by Gender

Gender

NZ UK US Aus Can

Male 6 9 64 5 -l
Female586360

Total: 1l l7 127 l l t f":tOZl

Table 1.8

W Preferencs: Country of Origin by Ethnic Group

Ethnic Group

NZ IJK US Aus Can

Maori33329t
Pakeha 8 t4 88 2 0Others00700

TOTAL 1l 17 t27 I r I

(n:167)
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Table 1.9

W Preferences: Country of Origin by SES.

NZ

^SES - Socio-Economic Status

UK US Aus

SESI

SES2

sEs3

SES4

SES5

SES6

0

I

I

7

I

t2

J

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

2

6

t

ll

l6

59

2l

t6

0

I

I

2

TOTAL
(n 167)

t7 r27 llll

when the survey goup was asked if they were satisfied with the

programming content of television in New zealand,54% said that

they were not satisfied. when this result was crossmatched by gender

and also by sES goup, the results were comparatively parallel. when

cross m*ched by ethnic differe,nces thougb, there are differ€,nces.

whilst the majority of Pakeha and 'others' responde,nts are not

satisfied with the progrmming content of television in New Z*alerrd

the majority of Maori respondents indicated that they wer€. Nerly
560/o of Maori surveyed re content€d with New 7-ealndtelevision

programming. (Table l. l0)
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Table l.l0

Satislaaion with W Programrtng Content in NZ

yes No

Maori
Pakeha

Others

t9
69
6

24
54
2

TOTAL
@fi4)

94

At the time the survey was conducted there were only four free to air
televisibn stations that were able to be picked up by the survey

respondents. These were TVI and Tf/z operated by TVlrIZ, and TV3
and rv4 operated by canwest. MTV was closed down 2 months

earlier and the Prime TV station was still six weeks from operating.

Of the four available television stations, all the respondants indicated

that they could receive TVI and Tv2. Most of the respondents could

receive TV3, but many indicated that they were not able to receive

coverage of TV4 because of geogrqhic conditions or that they hadn,t

bothered to tune in the channel.

TV2 dominates as the television channel that the survey respondents

prefer to watch. TV2 was preferred by 77o/oof female respondents.

Around tff/ohad indicated no actual preference for my particulr
channel. This figure was higher than the results recorded for the other

three charnels who each recorded round about 5% support as most

preferred channel amongst the female respondents. Some g2%of the
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males in the survey indicated that they prefened TV2 to any of the

other channels. TVI and TV3 were preferred by only about 4yo of the

respondents.w4, a chmnel that targets the youth audience, gained

just over l% support as a preferred channel. Males who had no

station preference were 9%o of the male sample. when television

preferences were crossmatched by ethnic group, and also by sES, the

results were the same. TY2 aganhas dominant support, whereas

there is comparatively weak support for all the other channels

amongst the survey goup. (Table l. I I )

Table 1. I I

TV Station Preferences: Gender

TVI TV2 TV3 TV4 No pref

Male
(n:84)

Female
(n=90)

4% 82%

60/o 78%

NB: Results shown in percantages.

To measure how much prime time television per week the survey

asked the respondeirts to mrk offthe prime time television

prograrnmes that they watched during the previous week on a

checklist. The swvey considered that primetime television in this case

were programmes ttrat were shoum between 6pm and l0pm each

evening. Instead oftrying to find the results of how many hours the

respondents watched television druing the previous weeh the survey

lYo

lo/o r0%

9o/o
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sought to measure how many programmes they actually watched

dwing primetime. of dl the programmes shown on primetime

television about half are shows that are one hour in duration, with the

remainder being half hour shows. one must consider thougb, that

around eight minutes of a scheduled half hour of primetime television

comprise conrmercials, channel ID's or promotions. To put this into
perspective, the large majority of the survey respondents indicated

that they ignored this aspect of each scheduled hour of television. The

survey sought also to just concentrate on primetime television

consumption because of a ntrmber of factors peculiar to the lifestyles

of rural New zealandyouth. Firstly due to geographical location most

of the responde,nts surveyed tavel distances of up to an hour to get to
school. Many of the respondents also work for their parents on famrs

before and after school, so primetime is generally the only time

during week days which they have the opportunity to watch

television. Most of the students re also involved in sport teans

which are a sfiong aspect of rural school life. This can take up regular

weekend mornings for competition.

The survey group on average watched a total of 21.g progranunes of
primetime television in the week immediately prior to the survey. of
this 22 programmes w€re watched by fe,males and 21.5 programmes

were watched by the male respondents. When the results were

crossmatched by sES it found that respondents from lower sES

groups watch more primetime television progranmes per week than

those from the higher sES groups. For instarce respondents from

sES group 6 watched on average 26.2 primetime progarmes per

weeh whereas respondents from sES group I watched 16.6

primetime progftilnmes per week. The large middle groups of sEs3
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and SEs4 which had collectively 600/o of all survey respondents,

consumed 20.25 primetime television progftrnmes in the prior week.

when the results of the number of primetime television programmes

were watched by the snrvey respondents in the previous week were

crossmatched by ethnic group, again a strong difference emerged.

Maori respondents were found to watch on average 2g.7 primetime

television programmes per weelg the 'others' group watched 23.1

programmes and the Pakeha group watched 19.3 programmes during

primetime television in the week prior to the survey.

The television genre that the sample soup spent most time

consuming was Sinration Comedy. Watching Sitcoms took up 24.3o/o

of the sample groups' television viewing time. The second most

watched television genre was Lifestyle rlnformative shows which the

sample goup respondents spent l0% of their viewing time watching.

The sample group devoted 83% of their viewing time watching Soap

opera's, nd7.9Yo of their time watching cartoons. The least

viewed television genres were Arts/cultural progfilrnmes (0.1%),

Murder/I\dysteries (0.9%), Music Videos (l.606), and lastly

Docnmentaries (l.7%).

when the results are crossmatched by ethnic soup, differences in
genre preference begin to become rypre,lrt. The Maori respondents

watch substantially more news and current eve,nts thm their pakeha

peers. lvlaori youth in ilre survey watched on average 4.45 News and

Current events programmes p€r weeh where as pakeha youth only

watched 2.1 programmes. lvlaori watched on average 2.1

docnme,ntries per week md Pakeha only watche d 1.2 documentaries

a week. Maori youth also consumed more Music video programmes
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and Science Fiction progftrrnmes. In facg in most television genre

areas Maori watched proportionally more than their pakeha peers.

Differences amongst genders exist in some of the television genre

preferences. Females prefer genres like Dram4 watching on average,

1.2 programmes a week compared to the males singte drama show a

week. Females watch 5.5 situation comedies a week compared to

Males five. Females also out-watch males in Soap opera,s where

they viewed on average 2.2 programmes a week compared to Males

1.2 programmes per week. Females watch on average more Light
Entertainmenwariety programmes than males, watching 1.4

programmes of this genre compared to males 0.g programmes.

Males thougb, out-watch females in other genre areas. For instance

Males view more sport progftlrnmes than females by watching one

sports broadcast per week compared to females who only watch 0.5

sports broadcasts per week. AIso popular with males were Cartoons.

Males on average watched 2 cartoon shows per week, whereas

females watched only 1.4 cartoon per week. Male respondents in the

survey proportionately wdched more Science Fictioru Cop/Crime

shows, and Documentaries than females as well. Most of the other

genres produced reldively m even spread proportionally amongst

males and females who took the survey. (Table l.l})
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Table l. 12

Popular TV Genrq: prcgramms Wached per Week

Males Fernales

Drama
Comedy
Soap
Vaiety
Sport
crtoons

(n:174)

1.0

5.0
1.2

0.9
1.0

2.0

t.2
).)
2.2
t.4
0.5
1.4

when television genre consumption results were crossmatched by

sES the genre differences that anerged were few. In most television

genres there exists only slight deviaions between the differing

socio-economic groups. As an overall tend the survey results showed

that the lower socio-economic groups sES5 and sES6 consumed

slightly more television than the higher SES groups. The differences

where they exist saw that the respondents from sES groups 5 and 6

watch proportionately more Soap operas than respondents from the

other sES groups. Responde,nts from the higher sES I and SES 2

gFoups watch more sport than those from the other SES groups. one
intoesting result was the fact that responde,nts from the lower SES

groups are more likely to watch News and current Events

progranmes than those from the higher sES groups. The results

showed that respondents from SES 5 and SES 6 watched three times

the amotmt of News md current Events than those from sES I md
SES2. Clable 1.13)
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Table 1.13

TV Genre: Time Spent Wewing by Total TV Wewing

% of Sample

Action-Adventure
Arts-Cultural
Cartoons
Comedy
Cop Shows
Current Events
Documentary
Drama
Films
L i festyle -Informative
Murder-Mystery
Music Video
Reality
Sci Fi
Soap Opera
Sport
Variety
No Preference

4.8

1.0

7.9
24.3

6.3

3.0
1.7

5.1

5.7
r0.0

1.0

1.6

6.2
2.0
8.3

3.4
5.2

3.5

(n:174) rc}%

The most popular television prograrnmes of the respondents in the

survey were; Friends which was watched by 77yo of allrespondents;

The simpsons which was watched by 73.60/o of all respondents; who
Dares wins by 73%; Shortland Street by 63.8%, south park by s4%;

veronica's closet by 50%; one Network News by 46.5%, King of
the Hill by 45.4Yo; Home and Away by 44.8%; 3rd Rock from the

Sun by 44.2o/o of all survey respondents.
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The least watched programnnes were on TV4, with the exception of
the Three Tenors Special, Kiwi comedy playhouse, and united
Travel Getaway all on TVl. The ten least watched progftmlmes rated

Just a handful' of viewers. The TV4 progranrmes on the least

watched list were Frontline, Deep space Nine, Leaving Normal, Mr
Rhodes, world in Action, Star Trek voyageq wow lvorld of
Wonder.

when progftrrnme popularity was crossmatched amongst genders

some differences emerged in programme preference. For females the

most popular programme was Friends. of all the female respondents

in the survey, Bz.z%watched the previous weeks episode ofFriends.

shortland street was the second most popular progftrnme with
77.7% of females claiming to have watched at least one episode the

prior week. who dares wins was watched by 76.6%of females,

veronica's closet by 63.3Yo, The simpsons by 62%o, young

Entertainers by 58.8% Alley McBeal by 59yo,Home and Away by

58oh, clueless by 5lo/o, one Network News by 45.5o/o of all fe,male

respondents surveyed. (Table l. 15)

Male respondents in the survey disprayed prefere,nces towards

different television shows. The most popular progftmme amongst the

male respondents was The Simpsons. It was watched by g6%of all

males in the week prior to the survey. Next most popular with males

was Friends on7l.5o/o, who dares wins on6f/o, south pak on

54.3o/o, King of the Hill on 53.6yo, sienfeld on52.3o/o, 3rd Rock

from the srm and shortlmd sfieet on 4g/o,one Network News on

47.60/o. Havoc had stong support from male respondents with 46.4%

of all male survey responde, rts indicating that they watched it.
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Atthough starting starting at the end ofthe primetime perio4 Havoc

was included in the survey as it was the sole New zealandevening

music programme that survived the Jury closing of MTV. one
interesting observation regarding these results is that the Cartoon

genre is exceedingly popular with adolescent males, with three

cartoons rating in the top five of programmes watched. (Table l.14)

Table l.14
Top I0 Progromm*: MaIe

By % of Sample Viewership

l. The Simpsons
2. Friends
3. Who Dares Wins
4. South Park
5. King of the Hill
6. Seinfeld
7. 3rdRock from the Sun
8. Shortland Steet
9. One Network News
10. Havoc

(n:174)

A number of the primetime television programmes displayed wide

variations in gender preferences under crossmatching. The 3 Sport

Rugby League gmes on Satuday nights w€re watched by 35.7% of
male respondents md only 8.8% of ferrale responde,nts. Beverly Hills
91210 was watched by 31.1% of females md only lz.g% of males.

Young Entertainers and Home md Away, both popular with female

respondents, wetre watched by only 23.8o/oof male respondents.

clueless, another show in the female top 10, was only watched by

86.0
7r.5
69.0

64.3

53. l
57.3
49,2
49.0

47.6
6.4
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l9Yo of males. Alley McBeaI and veronica,s closet, both of which
were strong preferences for females, only attracted27.4% and35.7%

of males respectively. changing Rooms wzrs liked by females

of whom 36.6% said that they had viewed it the previous week but
only 15.4% of males indicated that they had watched it. The Top

Twins though not generally popular with femates, with only l6.6yo

indicating that they had watched it, was nearly ignored by the male

respondents of whom only 2.4o/o stating that they had viewed it.

Sex Life though was popular with males of whom 39.2% indicated

that they had watched it the week prior to the survey, yet only 13.3%

of stated indicated that they had seen it.

Table 1.15

Top 10 Programmes: Femole

By % of Sample Viewership

l. Friends
2. Shortland Sfreet
3. Who Dare Wins
4. Veronica's Closet
5. The Simpsons
6. Alley McBeal
7. Young Entertainers
8. Home and Awav
9. Clueless
10. One Network News

82.2

77.7
76.6
63.3
62.0
59.0
58.8
58.0
51.0
45.5

(n:174)

Ethnic differences occur when the preferences for watching certain

television programmes are crossmatched along ethnic goup lines.
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The 10 most popularprogrcnrmes amongst pakeha respondents were

essentially the same as the overall result of the survey. The only

exception was Alley McBeal which had strong support from pakeha

females. The small nunber of respondents in the 'others' goup
produced similar results to the overall survey results. The popular

progranmes prefened by the overall survey were all indicated as

being watched by this goup of respondents. Differences though

existed amongst the top 10 programmes preferred by Maori.

who Dares wins was unquestionably the most popular progranrme

amongst Maori. All of the survey respondents watched the previous

week's episode. Friends was the second most popular progftrrnme

amongst Maori with 88% indicating that they had seen the previous

weeks episode. Its support amongst Maori females was strong, as was

the case for Shortland Streeg Home and Away, ild veronica's

closet. one Network News and The simpsons had sfiong support

especially amongst Maori, with Maori males in particular liking The

Simpsons. The spice Girls Special on TV3 which was not in the top

l0 of programmes in the overall survey results, was popular amongst

Maori rating as the 6th most popular progranrme. Its suppon was

especially strong anongst the Maori female responde,nts. The two

weekend evening films on TV2 also not in the top l0 of overall

survey results were also popular with Maori, rating the gttr ard l0th
positions in the top l0 prognmmes watched by Maori youth. Two

other progftrrrmes were popular with Maori females. Moesha seerns

to be exclusively watched by Maori fe,males and clueless also had

sfrong support from Maori fe,males as well. sienfeld which is
popula amongst Pakeha males doesn't have the same level of
support mrongst Maori males. Fraiser which was not highly preferred
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by my of the respondents was not watched by any of the Maori
males. The News and current Events genre and the Documentary

genre programmes had much stronger support from Maori in
comparison to Pakeha and the 'others' goup. Shows such as 20/20,
60 Minutes, one Network News, 3 National News, Assignment,

Documentry New zealutd, and Inside New Zealand had

proportionately higher viewership amongst Maori than the other

ethnic groups.

Table 1.16

TY hogamm* per Week: by Ethnic Group Average

No's of Programmes Watched

Maori
Pakeha
Others

28.7
19.3

23.r

Total Average: 2t.8 (n:174)

Table l.l7
W hogramma pu Week: by Gender

i/o's of programmes Watched

Male
Female

2r.5
22.0 (wfia)
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The srossmatching of primetime television shows with Elley Irving
sES indicators revealed no significant differences between preferred

television progftrmmes and each of the socio-economic groups.

The numbers of respondents indicafing that they watch prticular
television programmes is proportionate to the numbers across each

SES goup.

Table l. 19

Wdeo Player/Recorder IIse by Sample Group

Don't Own

More than 4X a week

3 to 4 times a week

Once or twice

Hardlv ever

3l

2l

13

69

40

TOTAL fia @)

Table 1.20

wdeo Pluyer/Recorder In sample Group Households

Yes

TOTAL
(n 17a)

168 6
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Table 1.21

TV Wewenhip: Concenfiotion Laryl During Wewing

Concenfate on Programme Casual Viewing

TOTAL
(n 17a)

98 76

Pay to View Television.

The only pay per view television operator available in New zealand,

is Sky ry. At the time of the survey into media consumption in early

August 1998, slry TV had the following channel brands available to
the public; Sky l, Sky Sport, Sky News (CTrIN), Discovery,

Trackside and sky Movies (IIBO). sky TV was connected in 3g.s%

of the survey responde,nts homes which is around the national

coverage penetration achieved by sky w (sky TV, l99g). This

re'prese,nted a total of 67 out of the 174 surveyed. (rable 2.1) Most of
the respondents who had sky in their households indicated that they

were regular viewers. This was made up of 30 males and 32 females.

Five respondents who had sky connected in their house were only

infrequent viewers of the channel. sky Movies (HBo), Sky sport,

and sky I were connected in all 67 households. cNN, Trackside and

Discovery wer€ connected in 36 of the respondents' households.
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Table 2.1

SIE TV in Hoasehold

Yes No

TOTAL
(n:174)

67 r07

The most watched or preferred sky TV channel amongst the suwey

respondents was FIBo the movie channel which 55.go/opreferred.

The second most popular sky TV channel was Sky sport which
18.2% preferred. It was followed in populmity amongst the survey

respondents by sky I which attracted 13.0% support, Discovery

channel with7.7% suppor! Trackside with 3.3% support and finally
cNN which only one respondent had as their favourite skv TV
channel.

Table 2.2

Rqular Sky fV Wewing Total

Gender

Yes

Male
Fe,male

50
44

34 (n=84)
46 (n=90)

TOTAL 94

69

80 (n l7a)



Table 2.3
Regalar Slcy fV Yianting with Ffiends

Ethnic Group

Yes

Pakeha
Maori
Others

55

l9
6

68
24
2

(n--123)
(n:43)
(n:8)

TOTAL
(n:174)

94

The preference order of sky TV for males and females is slightly

different to the overall result. Also differences occurring in the

weighting of Sky TV channel popularity between the genders do

exist. For females HBo is a very sfiong favourite with7g.3o/o

indicating that they preferred it. Males on the other hand were not so

strong in their support for HBo with only 37.1% indicating their

favouritism towards it. It was still the most preferred channel in an

numerical sense with males. The second most popular sky TV

channel with fernales was Discovery, with l3.s% saying it was their

first preference. Males were not interested in Discovery chmnel wittl
only a single respondent prefening the channel overall. Sky sport

though was the second most populr sky Tv chmnel amongst males

with 28.6% preferring it best conrpared to only l0.g% of female

respondants. The sky I channel was more popular with males as a

first preference thar with fe,males, md was rmked the third most

watched chmnel, with 20o/o of the male respondents indicating it as

their first preference. Fernales werc not that enamoured with skv I
with only three female respondents preferring it.

80
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of the survey respondents who indicated that they were regular Sky
TV viewers,7D.lyo were Pakeha Etuopean, 26.go/owere Maori, and

3.1% were from the 'others' goup. Generally, the preferences for
sky TV channels anongst ethnic groups mirrored each other

proportionally with the only difference being that Maori females were

more likely to watch sky sporg rather thm Discovery, ff & second

viewing preference.

when the number of sky TV decoders in survey respondents

households is crossmatched by sES, clear differences occur. The

results of the survey showed that sES I and sES 2 had sky TV
decoders n 47.0oA of their homes. The rniddle sES groups sES 3

and SES 4 had sky decoders in 3s.0%of theirhomes. The lower

SES groups of sES 5 and sES 6 had slightly more than the middle

group with 36.00lo of homes having a Sky decoder.

The survey results show that the viewing of sky TV was a social

occasion for many of the respondents with 54.0% saying that they

regularly watch sky w with their friends. This group viewing

activity is especially populr with 59.5% of Males indicating that

they freque,ntly get togettrer with their mates to watch movies and

sports on sky TV. Slightly under 5v/o of females get together with
their friends to watch Slry TV. Whe,n Sky TV viewing

companionship is crossmatched with ethnic groupings generally tlre,re

is little difference in Pakeha and Maori in this group viewership

proportion. The smaller 'others' goup goes against this trend with
only 25% of therr joining their friends to view sky w. Amongst

male survey respondents, tlre TAB Sports Cafe was the most popular
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programme. Amongst females, it was the weekend g.30 p.m. movies

on HBO. (Tables 2.2,2.3)

The main reason for watching sky TV was for entertainment

purposes according to 79.0% of respondents. Those who indicated

that they watched sky TV for educational purposes numbered only

3.0yo, whereas those who said that they watched sky TV for its
mixnne of information and e,ntertainment ntrmbered lg% of the

responde,lrts.

Nearly all of the respondents households where sky TV was

connected did not have a Rl8 blocking card to censor material which
was regarded as unsuitable for those in the household under lg years

of age. only fou respondents' households had this device.

Qable 2.4)

Table 2.4

Sky Blocking Cord in Household

Yes No

TOTAL 4 63 (n 62)

Tnternet ConsunTtron

A total of 44.5o/o of the smrple Group respondents said that they had

regulr Intffnet access either through school, frieirds or their ourn

computer. The total amount of those who indicat€d that they had used

the Internet at least once grew to S}o/oof the respondeirts. Most of the

responde'rts indicaled that they had access to the Internet at their
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The survey of the sample group showed an apparent ethnic difference

in the mnunt of households using ttre hrtemet. In pakeha/European

households,46.3Yo had an Internet connection, a figure that was

higher than Maori households where 16 of the 43 households or

37.2o/o indicated that they had the Internet connected at home. The

'oth€r' category of the sarrple group, totalling g respondents, had

50Yo or 4 respondents indicating a home Intemet connection.

Comfuter and Video Games Consumf'tion

The survey showed that ss.z% of the sample goup had regular

access to a video Game in the household. of the pakeha in the

sample soup 52% had access and 6s.l% of Maori had video Game

access in the household. hy two respondents of the small .others,

group had regular access to video Game playen. Both were pacific

Island males. The survey also showed that 59.2% of the sample

soup had access to Personal computer or 'pc' Games. The results

showed thd.56.f/o of Pakeha had pC Ganre access as well as 67.4vo

of Maori youth. Half of the others goup had access to pc Ganes on

a regula basis. The survey showed ttrat a respondent's SES grouping

made little difference to accessing a video or pc game. (Tables 4.2,

4.3,4.6)

The frequency of consumption of both video and computer games

differed prticularly betrveen the genders. Around gz.g%of males

said that they had used a video or pC Game for entertainme,nt.

Females on the other hand who had used a pc or video gme for
entertainment was slightly less at t6.7%of respondents. of males,

23.8o/o said that they use either a video Ganre or a pc Game on a
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daily basis. only two females in the survey or 2.2yoof the total of
females in the survey sarrple said that they had used video games or
PC games on a daily basis. The weekly consumption of video games

though is fairly even. Another 33.3o/oof males said that they played

PCA/ideo Games on a weekly basis, with females showing a slightly
less Video/PC Game consumption rate of 32.2o/o.

Table 4.1

Penonal Computerfor Wdeo Game playing: Ethnic

Maori Pakeha/Euro Other Total

Yes 14 53 4 7lNo 29 70 4 103

TOTAL: 43 123 8 r74
(n:174)

Table 4.2
Regular Accerr to Wdeo Gama: Ethnic

Maori PaklEuro Others Total

Yes 28 66 2 96No1557678

Total: 43 lZ3 g t74:i
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Table 4.3

Regular Acceris to PC Gamq: Ethnic

Maori Pak/Euro Othen Total

103

7l
4

4

70
53

29
t4

Yes
No

43 123 174:n

In the once monthly frequency of consumption of pc/video games,

females are shown to be higher users than males. The survey showed

thst27.8% of female respondents said that they played games on

average once a month, whereas only 23.9% of males said that their

consumption of games was on a monthly frequency basis. Fennales

who are infrequent or occasional pcA/ideo game consume$ are

much more common that males. Nearly a quarter of all the female

respondents indicated that they only use a pcA/ideo game

infrequenfly, whereas ll.g/o of males indicated that they only play

PCA/ideo games every once in a while. The number of respondents

who said that they never play video games showed a disparity

between ttre genders. onty 7.1% of males said that they never play

PCA/ideo games, while 13.3% of fe,rrales said that they never play.

In the length of gme session time each of the respondents spent

consuming a video or PC gamg again there was a marked differ€nce

between males and fennales. The game sessions of feurales last much

shorter than males. Half of the females who said that they play

PcA/ideo games only play for periods up to 30 minutes per session.

This ditrers from the males in the survey which shows that only
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30.9% play for periods up to 30 minutes. This figure is only slightly
higher than the 26.20/o of males who have a heavy consumption of
PCA/ideo games by playing frequentry for well over 2 hours per

game session. In confiast, heaqy Female consumers of video or pC

Games dre alot less common. only B.g% of females play pcA/ideo

games for marathon periods per session. (Table 4.a) flable 4.5)

Table 4.4
PC/Video Gomes: Length of Game Session

Males Females Total

15 minutes
30 minutes
I Hour
90 minutes
2 Hours
2+ Hours
(n:174)

29
t6
9

8

7

8

12

t4
t7
7

6
22

4l
30
26
l5
t3
30

Table 4.5
Consumption Frequency of pC/Video Games: by Gender

Male Female Total

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Infrequently
Never
(n:174)

22
57

45
32
r8

2

29
25
22
t2

20
28

20
l0
6
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Table 4.6

SESI

Video Gams Access.. Dy ^SES

SES2 SES3 SES4 SES5 SES6

l0
@:9a)

The majority of the survey respondents believed that they were

computer literate to a basic standard. some 63.1%of Males and

62-2% of the females from the sarrple group felt comfortable using
penonal computer technology. when the results were crossed

matched with ethnic groups, a defineable level of difference in
computer literacy was revealed between the groups surveyed. Around
58% of Maori responde,nts felt they were computer literate or
comfortable with computers, whereas 64.2o/oof pakeha/European

respondents and 62.5% of the 'othe,rs' Group felt they were

computer literate. (Tables 5.1, 5.2)

Table 5.1

Penonal Estimotion of computer Literocy: by Gender

t247l3

Total
r09
6s

Fe,male

56
34

Male
53
3t

Yes
No

TOTAL: 84

78

90 174 (n=174)



Table 5.2
Penonal Estimafion of compater Literacy: by Ethnic Groap

Maori Pakeha/Euro Other Total

109

65

5
5

79
44

25
l8

Yes
No

TOTAL:
(n:174)

t23 174

when the computer literacy results fiom the survey were cross

matched with sES groupings again no differences appeared. using
the highest socio-economic indicator groups sES I utd z and making
a comparison of the lowest socio-economic indicator groups SES 5

and 6, the survey results showed that around 63% of both SES

groups felt they were comput€r literate. The combined average of the

middle sES groups SES 3 and 4 also was around the 63%mark.

However, if the small sES I group of only five respondents is

compared with all the other sES groups then a mrked difference can

be singled out. Fow of the five respondents from the sES I group, or
some 8,u/o of youth from this mor€ afluent background, were

comfortable with their level of computer literacy. This compares with
the re'mainder of the survey respondents who collectively averaged

around the 630/o mark. (Table 5.3)

The difference in ethnic group computer literacy seems to stem from
the fact that oersonal computers are found rn6lo/oof pakeha

households, whereas only 39% of Maori households have a personal

computer. when the personal computer in the household results are

cross-matched with sES groupings again there are sizeable

43
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differences in results. The survey showed thatTg.gyo of respondents

from sES I and sES 2hada personal computer in the household,

whereas onJy 42% of survey respondents from sES 5 and 6 had

computers in the home. The results would therefore indicate that it
was more likely that a PakehalEuropean from a higher SES

background would have a greater opportunity for computer literacy

than a Maori or Pakeha from a lower SES group. (Table 5.5, 5.6)

Table 5.3

Perconal Estimation of Computer Literacy by SES

SESGroup: I 2 3 4 5 6

8125318t4
6832108

4
I

Yes
No

TOTAL:
(n:174)

288520t4 22

Table 5.5

Computer in Hoasehold: Ethnic Group

Maori Pakeha/European Other Total

96
78

4
4

75

48

t7
26

Yes
No

TOTAL:
(n:174)

43 t23 t74
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Table 5.6

Computen in Household : SES

SESGroup.' I Z 3 4

l3
15

I
l6

4ill050
131035

Yes
No

TOTAL:
(n:174)

14 2A 85

Newsnafer Consumftion

As a goup it seerrs that the survey respondents are fairly regular

newspaper readers. In the regron of New zealndin which the survey

was undertaken, up to ten local, regional, provincial and mefiopolitan

newspaper titles re available. Two of these are large daily broadsheet

newspapers, three are national weekly publicatiorl whilst the rest are

local regional and community papers. The newspape,rs which have

the highest readership are the New zearandHerald, Hauraki Herald

and the waikato Times. Around half of the survey respondents

indicated that they read the NZ H€rard and the Hauraki Herald at

least once a week. The waikmo Times was viewed at least once a

week by 32.7% of the survey sample. (Table 6.1)

The suvey showed that the fe,males in the saurple goup tend to read

the newspaper slightly more thm males. Arormd sz.z%of ferrales

read the New 7*alndHeral4 49.g%read the Hauraki Herald md
36.6% read the waikato Times. rdales on the ottrer hand were

generally slightly less with 50% reading the New z*arndHeralq

28
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51.2% reading the Harnaki Herald utd2t.6o/oreading the waikato

Times. (Table 6.2)

Table 6.1

Na ospaper Readenhip of Sampte Group

Reads Doesn't Read

NZ Herald
Hauraki Herald
Waikato Times
Plains hofile
Thames Star
Thames Valley Gazette
Sunday News
New ZealandTruth
Sunday Star Times
Coromandel Peninsula News
Others
(n:174)

89

87

57
27
28
18

29
9

25

35

2l

85
87

t17
r47
t46
156

145
165
t49
139
153

Total Consumption x n :2.44 papers per week average;

Table 6.2

Leading Newspapar hy Gendu

Male Female

NZ Herald
Haraki H€rald
Waikato Times
(n:174)

47
44

33

42
43
24
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Table 6.3

Leading Newspaper by Ethnic Group

Maori Pakeha Others

NZ Herald 24605
Hauraki Herald 23 63 I
Waikato Times 18 3g I
(n:174)

when cross-matched with ethnic groups there were some differences

in consumption preferences in newspaper readership. The results

showed that Maori tend to consume newspapers more than pakeha as

a group. In the survey sample, 55.8%of Maori read the New zealand

Heral4 the premium broadsheet newspaper in the Northern North

Island, at least once a week, as opposed to 4g.g% of pakeha.

(Table 6.3)

Table 6.4

Leading NCItspaperc by ^SES

SESI SES2 SES3 SES4 SES5 SES6

I
HaurakiHerald I 3 ll 49 l0 13
WaikatoTimes 2 6 4 25 il g
(n:174)

In the consumption of the local regional paper, the Haruaki Heral4

53.5% of Maori said that they were regular readers and slightly less

than that were Pakeha of whom sz.z% said they read the paper. In
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the provincial daily, the waikato Times, 4l.g%of Maori said that

they read the paper at least once a weeh whereas only 30.9vo of
Pakeha youth indicated that they were readers of it. one of the more

interesting results was that readership of newspapers was sfonger in
the in the middle and lower SES groups than the higher sES groups.

For instance, the sES I and sES 2 socio+conomic indicator groups

only consume 1.05 titles per week as a collective goup average and

the lower sES groups 5 and 6 consume on average l.32titles a week.

This reveals around 26%more in readership consumption.

(Table 6.4)

Magazine ConsumJrtion

The magazine consumption of the survey goup revealed that they are

active purchasers and consumers of magazines. The survey showed

that 47.7o/o of the sample goup were regular purchasen of
magaznes. Rural teenagers who purchase magazines on a frequent

basis tend to buy not just one magazine a month but often up to 4 or
5 magazines per month. Those tee,nagen who do not purchase

magazines for their own consumption also tended to reply in the

survey questionnaire ttrat they did not read magazines in general. The

survey showed tha there was little noticeable difference in the

ntrmber of magazines being puchased benveen males and fe,males.

The difference between ethnic groups also revealed little difference in
the level of magazine purchase. Maori md pakeha/European nral
adolescents consume similar numbers of magazines. on the other

hand the survey showed that the higher sES groups (SES 1,2,3)from
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the sample group were more rikery to buy magazines for their own
consumption than those of the lrger lower SES Groups (sES 4,s,6).

overall magazine readership levels showed that again there was a

significant difference in the consumption levels between male and

females in the sample goup. The survey results showed that 6g.g%

of the females surveyed read m4gazines on a regular basis. These

usually were accessed from other members of the family unit or from
friends at school. only ss.g% of males in the survey goup
considered themselves to be regular consumers ofmagazines and

these tended to be titles which where purchased by female me,mbers

in the family unit. overall this would suggest that the females in the

sample goup tended to share more freely magazines amongst

themselves as a peer group and read magazines at home more

frequently for personal recreation than boys. Agarn, the readership

levels between Maori and PakehalEtropean also indicated very little
difference in readership levels between Ethnic Groups. The survey

fotrnd that respondents from lower sEs families were more likely to
share or borrow magazines from other family members or their

frie'nds than respondents from higher SES backgrounds. The

respondents from higher SES households tended to read only the

magazines ttrat they purchased for their own consumption and were

less likely to share magazines. This is possibly due to the fact that

they may already have ptrchased the magazines that they ae
interested in.

The distinct differences between magazine consumption in the

smple goup is esselrtially the preferences of conrtent shovrm benveen

the genders. The males surveyed ha4 as expected" vastly different
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needs and requirements from magazines than the females. The males

were very much into magazine titles for recreational sports and

pastimes. significantly surfing, rugby, hunting/fishing titles were

sfrong. Also populr, were tifles that dealt with vehicles, farming,

adult entertainment, computer games and television listings. Three

titles also stood out from the strvey; - the comic X-Men, a specialist

car audio and sound system magazine, and the magazine .Source'.

The type of content preferences between males had very little to do

with sES background or ethnic background according to the results

of the survey. The magazine content prefened by the females showed

a narrower nnge in title preferences. cleo, Girlfriend, womens

weekly, womens Day and New Idea where universally popular by
most of the female magazine readers. cosmopolitan, That's Life. TV
Guide md Dolly were also popular titles though not as universally

popular. An interesting development was that imported, domestic

glossy magazines such as Marie-claire, vogue, Next, She and More,

Fashion Quarterly were more likely to be read by females in the

higher sES groups than in the lower sES group. No doubt, tlre

respective high premium on retail price makes it more difficult for
females from lower SES groups to purchase. These higher cost and

status type ma,gazines also were more popurarwith pakeha/European

females from the sample group thar Maori females, though this can

also be proportionally explained by the fact that there is a far higher

representation of Pakeha/Europeans in the higher SES groups than

Maori. on the other hm4 some females from the lower sES groups

tended to read magazines that were initially prnchased by a male

me,mber in the fmrily as some indicated that they read fishing, rugby

and hrmting titles.
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Video Consumftion

The male respondants in the survey tended to watch a higher

frequenry of rented videos than females. Males who watched rented
videos more than two or more times a weelg numbered ll.goA,

whereas cnly 4.4o/o of fe,males watched more than 2 videos in a week.

The watching of rented videos once a week was fairly evenly spread

between the ge,nders. Around 27.z%of males and2s.So/oof females

professed to do so. of those who indicated that they watch rented

videos forhightly, ll.9o/owere again male and 17 .go/owere ferrale.

Table 8.1

Male Fe,lnale Total

Once a Week
Twice or more a Week
Fortdghtly
Once a Month
Fairly Infrequently

23
l0
l0
t9
22

46
t4
26
40
48

23
4
l6
2l
26

TOTAL: 90 174 (n)

A monthly frequeircy of re,ntal video consumption was relatively even

with22.6% of males watching videos nd23.3%of fe,males. of
those responden8 who said that they hardly ever watched rented

videos, the higbest proportion w€re female sn2g.go/owho, according

to results, werc slightly ahead of the males on26.l%o.
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Table 9.1

Maori Pakeha/Euro Others

Once a Week
Twice or more a Week

r0
6

9
7

ll

35
2

t7
3l
34

I
2

0
2
J

Once a Fortnight
Once a Month
Fairly Infrequently
(n:174)
TOTAL: r23

The cross-matching of rental video consumption with ethnic groups

does provide for some divergent results. Maori and pakeha/European

respondents came out fairly similar in respect of those who

considered themselves to be infrequent video consumers. Maori

youth indicated that only 25% of them occasionally rent a video and

27.6% of Pakeha/European indicated likewise. pakeha are more

likely to watch rented videos than Maori on a monthly frequency.

Pakeha indicated that25.2% watch a rented video about once a

month, whereas only 16.3% of Maori indicated a monthly video

consumption frequency. Maori though, according to survey results,

are more likely to rent a video on a forfirightly frequency than pakeha

wittr 20.9%o of Maori and 13.8% Pakeha doing so. on a once a week

frequency of video consumption the results are skewed towards

Pakeha with 28.5% professing to rent a weekly video against 23.2%

of Maori. It is in the high frequency of rental video consumption that

Maori are more significantly represented. of those respondents who

profess to watching a rented video with a frequency of at least twice

a week or more, l4%o were Maori and only 4.8%were pakeha. The

heavy consumers of rental videos representedg.O%of the sample

43
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goup and were predominantly male. tn the 'others ethnic, grouping

the two males from Pacific Island backgrounds also were in the

heavy video consumer category, whereas the infrequent video

consumers were three Asian females. with the exception of the two
Pacific Island males, the 'other' ethnic groups could be considered as

fairly light rental video consumers.

Table 9.2

SES Ranking

Video Consumption by SES

r234
Once a Week
Twice or More a Week
Once a Forfrright
Once a Month
Fairly Infrequently

53
0l
07
01
02

5

5

5

)
0

2l
l3
t9
27
)

4

4

7

9

4

8
aJ
2

6

J

SES Totals

Qrfia)
I4 20 8-t 28 22

The consumption of rental videos by SES shows a skew towards

higher video rental consumption by respondents from the middle and

lower SES groups. only a single respondent from the higher SES

groups was a heavy video consumer, whereas l4o/o of respondents

from the lower sES 5 and SES 6 groups were consuming more than

two videos a weelq as were 17.lo/o of the middle SES groups of SES

3 and sES 4. All the respondents from the highest SES soup sES I
rented a video at least once a weelg whereas only 36.4vo of
respondents from the lowest goup SES 6 did so. of the largest SES

goup, sES 4, around 32o/owatched a rented video at home on a

monthly basis.
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Another quarter ofthe sES 4 respondants watched videos on a

weekly basis with their fortnightlv frequencyjust slightly less than

that. one interesting anomaly in the results was that although the

heavier video consumers are skewed towards the middle to lower

SES groups, it was these groups who had the highest proponion of
respondents who regarded themselves as light or infrequent video

consumerc. only 10.5% of SESI and sES2 respondents regmded

themselves as light viewers, whereas l4o/o of sES 5 and sES 6 did.

The watching of videos in the home is a social activity for many of
the survey respondents. Most of the respondents indicated that their
video consumption involved companionship with othen. Some 46%

of all survey respondents indicated that they usually watched videos

with their friends. of this 460/o of respondents, 59% were females

nd 4l% were male. This would indicate that for fernales the viewing

of videos is very much a social event. The results also showed that

video viewing in the family context was also predominant amongst

both genders and statistically fairly similar. The results showed that

42o/o of the responde,nts usually watched theirrented videos with
other family members in the household. of this 42o/o, around s2%

were Males and 48o/o were ferrales. Those respondents who reported

that they usually watched theirvideos alone numbered l2o/o of the

survey s"mple. of this l2o/o of rcspondents who watched videos

alone, 38% of therr were fe,rnale and 6z%oof thein were male. This

figure shows a skew towards male respondents watching re,nted

videos by themselves. of all video consumption done by the males in
the smple group, 15.s% of theur said they usually viewed it alone,
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whereas just 8.9% of female respondents said they usually watch

videos alone.

The issue of companionship when consuming rented videos if
cross-matched with ethnic groups provides for no significant

differences across the three ethnic goup categories. Each ethnic

goup displayed under cross-matching with the overall survey sample

results, showed no change. Therefore, it can be ascertained from the

results that whether a respondent watches a video alone, with family

or with friends, their ethnicity has little to do with it.

Table 9.3

Male Female Total

Alone
With Family
Wittr Friends

2l
IJ
80

8

3s
47

l3
38
JJ

Total 90 l7a (n)

when the companionship of video consumption is cross-matched

with SES though, a significant contrast is able to be differentiated

between the SES groups. Respondents from SES Groups I and 2

indicated that they are more likely to consume a rented video for

home consumption with other family members rather than with

friends. This confiasts with the middle and lower SES groups who

state that viewing videos with their frie,nds is more qrpical of their

viewing companionship.
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Table 9.4
ComlranionshiF lruring Video Consumntion

By Ethnic C'roup

Maori PakehalEuro Ottrers

Alone

With Family

Wittr Friends

2

4

2

5

18

20

t4

5l

58

TOTAL:
(n:174)

43 t23 8

Table 9.5

Ry SFS Crrout

SES Group 6)432

Alone

WithFmily

With Friends

32
85
313

0

3

2

10

35

40

148

913
TOTAL:
(n:174)

t4 85 28 22
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The most popular home videos with female respondents in the survey

were; - I Know what You Did Last summer, screanr, Grease, My
Best Friends wedding, Romeo and Juliet, Devils Advocate, Face ofi
Austin Powen, Alien Resurrection, cinderell4 and The Truttl about

cats and Dogs. Pakeha females in particulm liked I Know what you

Did Last summer, The Truth About cats and Dogs, My Best Friends

wedding, and Romeo and Juliet. These were especially the favourite
videos amongst females in the higher SES groups. Maori females

liked screanr" Grease, and Face otrin particular, but also liked I
Know what You Did Last Summer. The videos Devils Advocate,

Alien Resurrection and Austin powers were generally more populr
amongst females from the lower SES groups.

Table 9.6
Ton l0 Video Tifles: Ferrrale

1. I Know What You Did Last Summer.
2. Scream.
3. Cnease.

4. My Best Friends Wedding.
5. Romeo and Juliet.
6. Devils Advocate,
7. Face Off.
8. Austin Powers.
9. Alien Resurrection.
10. Cinderella

(n:90)

The most popultr videos with males in the survey were; - conair,
Happy Gilmore, Trainspotting Air Force one, Lir Liar, Men in
Blach The Roclg Beavis and Butthead do Americ4 Romper
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Stomper, and Godzilla. The videos that the males found popular were
generally spread evenly over all sES groups and between the ethnic
groups with only a couple of exceptions. These were Beavis and

Butthead Do Americ4 and Romper stomper which were popular

with Pakeha males from the lower SES groups, and Happy Gilmore

and Men in Black which tended to be rnore popular mrongst Maori
males.

The videos that appealed to female adolescents tend to have females

cast in central roles. Frequently the video deals with .romantic

affiliations' or'relationships', whereas the videos that male

adolescents prefer to watch, tend to have the other males as the

videos ce,ntral character. Frequently, the video depicts a male

character overcoming adversity through the use of some violent act.

Table l0.l
Ton l0 Video Titles: Male

l. Conair.
Z.}try2py Gitnorn.
3. Trainspotting.
4. Air Force One.
5. Liu Lir.
6. Me,n in Black.
7. The Rock
8. Beavis and Butthead Do America.
9. Romper Stomper.
10. Godzilla.
(n:84)
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Film Consumpfion

The consumption of motion picture films is a popular and well sought

after forrr of e,lrtertainme,lrt amongst the nral tee,nagers in this survey.

unlike teenagers in New zealandcities, cinemas are not readily

accessible because of geographic isolation. Some of the respondents

in the survey sample were living on farms over three hours from the

nearest regular cinema. For many, atte,ndance to the cinema is a part

of the ritud of visiting a crty with the family every couple of months

or so for shopping. A number of the respondents who had access to

vehicles and lived only an hour from the nearest city, did attend ttre

cinema on weekend evenings as a peer group social outing. of the

two major centes in the northern part of the Norttr Island, 63o/oof the

respondents usually attend a cinema in Mefropolitan Auckland, most

choosing one in the southern part of the crty. The cinema multiplex in
Hamilton attracted 333% of the survey sanrple as their usual place of
attending the cinema. The rernainder attended cinemas that were part

time or seasonal in the surrormding commrmities.

The most popular films attended by ferrales in the survey sample

during the winter of 1998 w€re in descending order of popularity

were 'Titanic', '7 Days and 6 Nights,, .The Wedding Singer,,

'screan II' and'city ofAngels'. (fable l0.l) The most popular

films amongst the male respondenrts in this period were .Titanic',

'Godzilla', Mortal combat I l', The wedding Singer' and .wild

Things'. (Table 10.2) The favourite film of all time mrongsr the

female respondents was 'Titmic', o romantic adve,nture set round
the sinking of the oc€m liner of the same name. on the other han4
the all-time favourite film arrongst the male respondents was

'Braveheart', ttre story about william wallace, a l3th century
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Scottish warrior. (Malfi4 l99s) The most popula and highly

attended fihns w€re not able to be successfully crossmatched by

Ethnic grouping nor sES grouping for the reason ttrat films like
'Titmic', which about half of the respondents in the survey had been

able to atten4 was liked and enjoyed by the respondents regardless of
their particulr social or cultural background. It was only in the

crossmatching of gender that some differences occurred. Males had

recently prefened attending 'Godzilla', a science fiction blockbuster,

rather than the romantic adventure, 'z days and 6 Nights'. A comedy

film such as 'The wedding singer' appealed to both genders.

Though the thesis research did not specifically ask the sample group

about 'dating', mufually agreeable films between the adolescent

genders become the 'dating' films. comments from the survey

questionnaire and the earlier film consumption studies of wason
(1990) confirms this gender balance of approval.

Table l0.l
Top 5 Films: Female

l. Titanic

2.7 Days ard 6 Nighrs

3. The Wedding Singer

4. Scream tr

5. Crty of Angels
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when the respondents were asked to indicate their most preferred

film genres, a clearer rmderstanding of what appeals to male and

female youth appears. The most popular genre the sample group

chose was comedy with }l%of respondents indicating that they

enjoyed them. comedies were slightly more popular amongst females

(85%) than males (76%).

Table 10.2

Top 5 Films: Male

l. Titanic
2. Godzrlla
3. Mortal Combat II
4. The Wedding Singer
5. Wild Things

(n:84)

The second most popular genre was Action films wrth76%of the

respondents indicating a preference. This time, males were more in
favour of Action films (BTWthan females (66%). whilst Comedies

were the favourite genre wittl felnale respondents, Action was the

favourite genre with males. The third most popular genre for both

males and females was Thrillers with arormd 650/o of both genders

sayrng that they eqjoyed them. Horror films were popular with both

males and females with 62% of ferrales and 5g% of males enjoyrng

the,m. Crime films also appealed fairly equally mongst males and

females with 35% of malss and34o/oof females indicating the,m as a

preference. Clable 10.4)
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A number of fihn genres showed up significant differences between

the genders. Science fiction was liked by 34o/o of males and just l0%
females. Romance was liked by 49% of females and by only 9yo of
males. True Stories were liked by a0% of females and onry 12% of
males indicated that they would chose to attend a film of that genre.

Sport fitns or films that significantly deal with sports or sportspeople

in a drarratic context are enjoyedby 42%of males and only by 15%

of female respondents. Drama on the ottrer hand is a genre that is

enjoyed by 35% of the females respondents, but only g% of males.

Table 10.3

Film Genre consumption Preferencq ok : by Ethnic Group

Percentage of Preference Per Ethnic Group

Maori Pakeha Others

Thrillen
Horror
Sci Fi
Comedy
Action
War
Euro/Art
Romance
Crime
Sport
True Story
Drma
Doco
Musical

60%
67%
2r%
79%
75o/o

12%
Ao/o

39/o
58o/o

2r%
42%
25%

0%
9/o

63%
58o/o

23%
82o/o

79%
t4%
t%

24%
27%
30%
23%
2V/o

3%
6%

50o/o

5UYo

l20A
75o/o

38%
0%

l2o/o

660/o

38%
38%
0%

38%
0%

2s%

(n:43) (n:123) (n:8)
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A number of film genres do not seem to appeal to youth. war fihns
were liked by a fairly modest percentage of males (lgr0 and just 9%

of female respondents. The other genres ttrat did not appeal to both
genders were Musicals with females (l0zo) and males (6v1, nd
Documentaries, with orfly 2% of the males and females in the survey

having a preference for them. Etropean/Arthouse films were not
preferred by any males in the whole survey and by only 2o/oof female

respondents. (Table 10.4)

when the film geffe preference results were crossmatched by ethnic
goup most of the results showed that there were only fotu fitn
genres that showed any significant differences between Maori and

Pakeha respondents. (Table 10.3) The popular genres in the survey

overall, e.g. as comedies, Thrillers, and Action, produced preference

results that were consistent betwee,n the ethnic groups, including the

small sample of 'others'. The only differences were fairly minor with
just slightly more Pakeha respondents than Maori preferring these

genres. (Table 10.3)

some of the genres that were less popular overall such as Sci Fi, war,
sport and Drama only vried on average a couple of percentage

points between Maori md pakeha respondents in overall preference,

indicming that they were fairty stmic results.

The forn film genres that provided results which were in marked

contrast to the others were the crime, Rommce, True story md
Horror genres. crime films re preferred by more than nuice as mmy
Maori (58olo) than Pakeha e7W. This is especially so amongsr

Maori males. The Romance genre is preferred by 39o/oof Maori,
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especially amongst Maori females, whereas just24%o of pakeha enjoy

Romance films. The True Story genre is preferre dby 42% of Maori
compared with23Yo of Pakeha respondents.

Table 10.4

Film Genre Consumption Preference % : by Gender

Male % Female o%

Thriller
Horror
Sci Fi
Comedy
Action
War
Euro/Art
Romance
Crime
Sport
True Story
Drama
Doco
Musicals

65

62
l0
85

66

9

2
49
34
l5
40
35

2
10

65

58
34
76
87
l8
I
9

35
42
t2

8

2

6

Total:
(n:174)

when film genre preference is crossmatched by SES group quite a lot

of variation exists. The genre preferences skewed towards the higher

SES groups of SES I and SES 2 were Sci Fi, War, Dram4 and

Documentaries. The gerrre preferences skewed towards the lower

SES groups of SES 5 and sES 6 were Thrillers, Musicals, True
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Stories and crime. The geme preference which was skewed towards

the middle sES groups of sES 3 and sES 4, was Sport. (Table 10.5)

Table 10.5

Film Genre Consumption preferences %o: by SES

.SE,S/ & SES2 ,SE^'3 & SES4
%%

.sEs5 &,s,s6
%

Thriller
Horror
Sci Fi
Comedy
Action
War
Euro/Afi
Romance
Crime
Sport
True Story
Drama
Doco
Musicals
(n:174)

36
31

l3
43

39
7

I
16

29

t2
17

t2
I
5

63

64
l9
82

77

t2
I

3l
29

34
29
20

I
8

9
l0
6

t6
14

4

0
5

3
aJ

2
6
I
I

The result of crossmatching film genre preferences by SES group did

throw up some interesting and isolated differences when SES groups

are confasted. Musicals are more popular amongst the lower SES

grouping than the higher SES groups. The higher SES groups sES I
and SES 2 did not like Thrillers as much as the other lower SES

gloups. Horror was on average not as populm amongst the highest

SES groups than the middle or lower SES groups, though the reverse

can be said of Sci Fi films. war films were markedly more popular
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amongst higher SES groups sES I and sEs 2 thm the other sES
groups. Romance as a geme tended to appeal slightly more amongst

the respondents from the lower sES groups than the higher groups.

No respondents from the higher sES groups indicated that they liked
European/Art House films though only two respondents in the overall

survey had a preference towards this genre so no crossmatching data

could indicate an adequate result in this case. The Documentary

genre also did not have enough survey support to make any

reasonable judge,ments to be made as to preference differences by
way of socio-economic considerations.

Sport films seemed to be not that popular with respondents from the

higher SES groups, but were very popular amongst the middle sES
groups and lower SES groups. Sport in particular was very popular

amongst ttre male respondents from the middle SES groups. The

higher sES groups of sES I and sES 2 did not seem to be that

endeared with the True Story genre. The True stories genre was

found to be around three times more popular amongst both the

middle and lower sES groups than the highest sES groups in the

survey.

A marked confiast appears when the crime genre is compared

between SES gfoups. Crime films are very popular with respondents

from SES 5 and SES 6. They are moderately popular with
respondents from sES 3 md sES 4, but me not nearly so popular

with respondents from the two highest sES groups. Finally the

Drama genre was more popular amongst respondents from SES

groups SES I and SES 2 than the other SES groups.
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The frequency of cinema attendance reveals that the sample group are

reflecting national viewing pattems. when the sunrey group was

asked how frequently they attended a cinem4 760/o of alrsurvey

respondents indicated that they attend at least once ev€ry three

months, with a furttrer 43% of all survey respondents indicating that

they attend the cinema with a frequency of at least once a month.

Around l0% of the survey respondents indicated that they hardly

ever or never have attended a cinema and one respondent had never

visited a cinema in their life. when the results cinema attendance

frequency were crossmatched by gender slightly more females (77%)

attended the cinema at least once every three months than males

(74%). However, the number of survey respondents who indicated

that they hardly ever attend the cinon4 most of them wetre females.

when the frequency of cinema attendance was crossmatched by

ethnic grouping no significant differences between Maori and pakeha

appeared with the exception that the goup which indicated that they

hrdly ever or never have attended the cinema were pakeha males.

Further insight into the cine,ma attendmce of the survey responde,nts

evolved when they were questioned about when was their last cinema

visit. The resulc showed thau..|9o/oof an respondents had been to the

cine,ma in the previous week and 630/o of therr had been in the month

before. A firther 7% mdrcafsd that they had not visited a cine,ma for

more thm a yeil.

when the results of the most recent cinema attendance were

crossmatched by gender, significmt differe,lrces were obvious. More
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females (69vA than males (57vo) had been to the cinema in the

previous month with only 4o/o of drfemales indicating they had not
been to a cinema within the last year. In compariso4 13% of males

indicded ttrat it was more ttran a year since their last cinema visit.
(Table 10.7)

when recent cinema attendance was crossmatched by ethnic group

the only significant difference in the survey results is that more Maori
(670/o) had attended the cinema in the last month than pakeha(610/o).

overall, the trend shows that Maori respondents attend the cinema

slightly more than Pakeha respondents . (Table 10.6) when recent

cinema attendance was crossmatched by sES groups, 7g%of survey

respondents from the highest sEs groups - sES I and sES 2

indicated that they had visited a cinema within the last month. only
63Yoof the middle sES groups, SES 3 and sES 4, had attended and

58% of the lower sES groups, SES 5 and sES 6, had cine,ma visits

within ttre last month. The overall tre,nd indicates that the higho SES

groups teird to be more frequent cinema visitors than the lower SES

goups. (Table 10.8)

Radio Consurrftion

The results of the survsy found ttrat 7g.l% of the sample group as a

whole regrded the,mselves as regulu radio listeirers. of this 7go/o

who were regulan listeners, 52.9%were females and 4g.lo/owlra
males. when the cross-matching of regulr radio consumption was

done with ethnic groups, zs.7yoof the listeners were Maori, 70.s%

were Pakeha/Ernopem md the 'others' w€,re 3.go/oof the regulr
radio listeners. (Table ll.l)
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These results ae similar to the overall breakdown of ethnic goup
perce'ntages in relation to the survey sample. Therefore, one can

assume that ethnic group background does not play a significant role

in the regular consumption of radio. (Table ll.2)

when the cross-matching of regular radio consumption was aligned

with sES groqp backgroundb 47.3% of respondents from the highest

sES groups I and 2 said that they were frequent radio listeners,

50.5% of the respondents from the middle SES groups 3 and 4 said

that they were frequent radio listeners, whereas with the lowest SES

groups 5 and 6 the survey results showed ttrat 5g% of their

respondants said that they were freque,nt radio listeners. (Table I1.3)

It is logical then to assurne that socio-economic status does skew

frequent radio consumption. The respondents from the lower SES

groups in the sample are found to be more frequent radio listeners

than respondents from the higher SES groups.

Table l1.l
Regulor Radio Consumption

Males Fe,males Total No's

72 136
18 38

Yes 64
No 20

(174: n)
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Table 11.2

Regular Radio Consumption: Ethnic Group

Maori PaklEuro Others Total No,s

96
27

Yes
No

35
8

(n:174)

The preferences of certain radio stations between Males and Females

exhibited some differences. of the sample group the radio station that

most females listened to in the week prior to the survey was g9.gZM

a Top 40 FM RoclclPop station which 7s.s% of the female

respondents said the tune in to. The second most popular for females

was The Rock 93FM which 4B.B% of females listened to in the week

prior to the survey. other popular stations for females were Hauraki

99FM on36.6o/o, classic Hits FM on36.6%o,, The Edge 97.gFM on

37.4% md Mai FM on 34.4o/orespectively. Mai FM is a Aucklmd

based radio station which targets the ldaori and pacific Island youth

mrket by stongly identifying with their cultrne and also tbrough the

Ptaying of New zealndHip Hop artists md a large diet of African
Americm conte,mporry music. Three of the other five stations target

the broad Top 40 Rock Pop style of music. The exceptions me The

Rock 93FM which plays album orie,ntated Heary Metal and Rock

music, and classic Hits FM which plays sixties and seventies

'nostalgia' Rock and Pop mrsic.

136

38
5

3
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Table 11.3

Regular Radio Consumption:.tES by %^

SES1 & SES2 SES3 & SES4 SES5 & SES6
%%o/o

47.3 50.5 58.0
(136-n)

The male respondents in the survey on the other hand indicated that

the radio station that most of them listened to in the previous week

was The Rock 93FM which 6l.9% of the sample had tuned in to.

The next most preferred by males was 89.g zM on 41.7o/o. This

station was the most popular with females but was a lot less

successful with males. The preference for Radio Hauaki, for
generations the New 7*alaurrd flagship Rock/pop station" was also

fairly popular with males. some 36.9/o of male respondents listened

to that station in the previous week.

Quite some way back in listening popularity were The Edge 97.gFlvl,

Mai FM and channel z each on l4.3yoof male respondents.

classical Hits FM which was quite popuh with female respondents

was not popular with males according to survey data with only 7.1%o

of males tuning in during the week prior to the survey.
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Table 11.4

Radio Hourc Per Week: Maori

Percentage of Total Maori Sample

Less Than I Hour
I to 5 Hours
5 to 10 Hours
More than 10 Hours
Never Listen

16.3

27.9
ZJ.J
25.6
6.9

Total:
(n:43)

r00%

Some interesting consumption differences exist between males and

females in some of the more specialised radio stations. For instance

nearly twice as many males (or 10.7%) tuned into National Radio

than females. well over twice as many females some (34.5%) tuned

into Mai FM than males of which only 14.3% tuned into that station.

The student radio station BFM was moderately popular, in particular

with males, as 13.l% of the males in the survey indicated that they

had tuned into it during the previous week, whereas only 8.9% of
females had listened to student radio in the same period.

The local Maori language radio station Nga Iwi FM was twice as

popular with female listeners than with males. Some 17.7%o of
females tuned into ttre station whereas only 9.5% of males said that

they had tuned into it in the previous week. These were

predominantly respondents who indicated that they were Maori.
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Table 11.5

Radio Hoars Per Week: Pakeha

Percentage of Total Pokeha Sample

Less than I hour
I to 5 Hours
5 to l0 Hours
More than l0 Hours
Never

tt.4
38.2
26.0
22.0

2.4

Total:
(n:123)

l00Yo

Table I1.6
Radio Hours Per Week: Female

Less than 1 Hour
I to 5 Hours
5 to 10 Hours
More than l0 Hours
Never

7.7
34.4
26.7
26.7
4.5

Total:
(n:90)

r00%

A number of radio stations genres did not seem to be popular with

the respondents. Stations which used Talkbaclq Cultural, Christian,

Easy Listening, News CurrentlEvents, or County Music formats

were not listened to by a significant number of the students surveyed.

stations which played modem roch pop or hip hop musical genres

were far more popular with them.
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The radio consumption of the rual teenagers surveyed also shows

some differences in the hours per week rnales and females spend

listening to ttre radio. The results showed that females are listening to

the radio more often than males. (Table I1.6) For instance, only 7 .7%

of fernale respondants said that they listan to less than an hour of
radio per week wittr 26.6% of them listening to more than 10 hours

per week.

Males on the other hand are more likely to spend less time consuming

the radio with 16.60/o of them indicating that they listen to less than

one hour of radio per week and only 20.2% indicating that they

listened to more than l0 hours of radio per week (Table ll.7)
Females also slightly out-consumed males in the numerically lrger 5

to l0 horns per week segmentation of radio consumption.

Table ll.7
Radio Houn Pq Week: Male

Percentage of Total Male Sample

Less than I hour 16.7
I to 5 Hours 35.7
5 to l0 Hours 25.0
More than l0 hours 20.2
Never 2.4

Total: l00o/o (n:84)

Radio consumption horns cross-matched with Ethnic group finds that

Maori respondents indicated that they listen to the radio slighfly more

than Pakeha/European respondents. Maori who make vp 24.7o/o of
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the total survey sample counted for z7o/o of all respondents who

consumed more thar l0 hotns per week of radio. A quater of all
Maori listened to more than t0 hours per week of radio whereas only
2l% of Pakeha listened. (tables ll.4,l l.5) The smaller .other

Ethnic' goup who were sampled in the survey had predominantly

average moderate radio consumption habits. None indicated that they

never listened to the radio, all listened for more than 5 hours per

week and agarn, there were no respondents from this group who

listened for more than l0 hours per week.

A cross-matching of radio consumption with sES grcups finds that

those from lower socio-economic groups have a higher radio

consumption in terms of listening hours than those from a higher SES

group. The survey results showed that 52.6o/opercant of respondents

from sES I and sES2, the higher sES groups, listened to less thm 5

honrs of radio each week. onty M% of respondents from the lower

sES groups sES5 ard SES6 liste,ned to less than 5 hours per week.

In contras! respondents from the highest SES goup indicated that

only 2lo/o of the,nr listened to more than l0 hous of radio per weelg

whereas respondents from the lower SES groups indicated that 2g%

of the,m listened to more thm l0 hours of radio per week. The middle

sES group's largest shae of radio consunrption, by hours listening

per weelg were the 36.1% who listened to between I to 5 hours per

of radio.

Music Consumntion

Listening to music, especially populil music, is an aspest of media

consumption that is memingful to teenagers. As a survey group, the
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respondents consumed on average l7 hours aweek of listening to
music. This was broken down as 6.l2houn listening to the radio,
7.84 hours listening to the stereo, 1.05 hours to the walkman, 1.46

hours listening/watching Music videos or Music television, and 0.53

hours aftending live perfonnances. (Table 12.l)

Table 12.l

Music Consumption Hourc: LMening Format

Listening Hours

Radio

Stereo

Walkman

Mnsic Television

Live Performance

6.12 Hours

7.84 Hours

1.05 Hours

1.46 Hours

0.53 Hours

TOTAL: 17.00 Hours (n:174)

The survey results showed that 85% of the survey respondeirg

indicated that they listen, on average, to atr hotn or more of popular

mnsic d least two to three times a week. A firther half of that gs%

also indicated that they would listen to at least m hour or more of
popultr music each day. This represents round 4To/oof the tee,nagers

surveyed. (Table 12.2)
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Table 12.2

Frequency of Pop Music Consumption

Nwnber of Respondents

Every Day 70

78
t4
t2

Two or Three Times a Week
Occasionally
Hardlv Ever

TOTAL: 174 (n--l7a)

when the heavy pop music listeners group is broken down by gender

and ethnic group, some fiends emerge. Females as a group tend to
listen to slightly more popular music than males, with 4l% of
females and 39% of males being heary listeners. Amongst the ethnic
groups, Maori listen to more pop music than pakeha with 44o/o of
Maori being heavy listeners, as opposedto 3g%of pakeha. The

heaviest liste,ners are found to be Maori females. of the Maori
females in the survey, 13 out of a total of 25 or in ottrer words 52o/o,

indicated that they listen to over an hour of pop music per day. The

second highest consumers were pakeha males of which 3g.s%liste,n

to more than an hour each day. They w€,re followed by pakeha

females on 38.5% and then Maori males on33.5o/o. The .others,

goup were representative of the pakeha figrlres in both gender

groups.

Those respondents who indicated that they hardly ever listen to
popular music accounted for 8.0% of the survey total. The group least

likely to listen to popular music were pakeha females. They
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accounted for the majority of these infrequent respondents. only one

Maori female and two Maori males respondents indicated that they
did not listen to popular music. Amongst pakeh4 females are twice
as likely to be non popular music risteners than males. There were no
male or female respondents from the srnall ,othetrs, group who
indicated that they 'never listened' or 'hardly ever listened' to popular

music.

when the frequency of pop music listening results are crossmatched

by sES they are relatively rmiform across the sES groups though this
is slightly affected by gender considerations. Fintly, the lower SES

groups sES 5 and SES 6 tend to be slighfly more frequent pop music
consumers than the higher SES groups an4 secondly, this is due to

Ethnic grouping considerations. In this instmce it is caused by there

being a greater percentage of Maori femares than pakeha females in
groups sES 5 md SES 6. The reverse is tnre in that those from sES I
and sES 2 te slightly more likely to be non-frequent pop music

listeners than the other sES groups, due to a higher proportion of
Pakeha females in sES I and sES 2 than Maori fe,males.

The time of day that the survey respondurts listen to popular music

indicates ttrat 58% liste,n to it in the evenings. Most said that they

liked to liste,n to it either when doing study or whe,n lying on their

beds. The next most populartime for the respondents was after

school uften 30.5o/opreferred listening to their music. only g/o

indicated that they listened to music before school and even fewer

liste,ned to music furing intgrvals and lunchtimes at school. When

these results were crossmatched by gendo, SES or ethnic groupings,
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no differences emerged in the consumption pattern. (Table 12.3,

12.4,12.5)

Table 12.3

Pop Music Consampfion: Time of Day

Males Females Total

Before School
During Interval/Lunchtimes
After School
Evenings
Never Listen to it.

8

I
26
52

0

8

3

27
49
0

16

4
53

101

0

TOTAL:
(n:174)

8490 174

Table 12.4

Pop Masic Listening Format: Ethnic group

Maori Pakeha/Euro Other

Radio
Stereo
Walkman
Music Television
Live Performance

32

78
2

5

6

8

31

I
I
2

4
J
0
0
I

TOTAL
(n:174)

43 t23

The most preferred format for listening to music was the stereo. The

least populm was the walhnan. There are significant differences

between male and female format preferences. of males,34.syoprefer

the radio whereas only 16.50/o of females do. The stereo is preferred
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by 29.5% of males and675% of females. The walkman is preferred

by 3.5% of males though no females indicated that it was their

preference. Music videos are preferred as a format by 7%of males

and again no females indicated a preference for it. Live performance

is much more popular with females, with 9Yo sayngit was their

preferred way of listening to music. In comparison only one male

from the survey indicated that it was his music listening preference.

Table 12.5

Pop Music Listening Formot: Gender

Females Males Total

Radio
Stereo
Walkman
Music Television
Live Performance

44

tt2
aJ

6

9

l5
6l

0

0

8

29
5l

aJ

6
I

TOTAL:

(n:174)

90 84 t74

when crossmatched further by sES and by Ethnic groupings, the

results were generally representative of the similarities found in the

gender results.

The genres of music that the survey respondents preferred most were

usually the more guitar based styles of popular music. The most

popular style was Rock which 52yo of respondents indicated that they

listened to on a regular basis. This was followed by Grunge which

had 47% listenership and Heavy Metat with 39% listenership of all
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survey respondents. ottrer gemes with sotid support arnongst the

respondents were HouselRap music with 3go/o,Dance/club music
with 34o/o, Pop music with 3 ro/o md classic Rock with 30%

listenership. US Altemative music was liked by 22o/oof survey

respondents and RnB/Soul music was preferre dby 2l%. punk music
rounded out ttre top 10 of musical preferences with lg% of the

respondents indicating that they were regular listeners of this genre.

Music genres that gained betwee,n l}yo to 2}%total prefere,nce from
the survey respondents were traditional '50's' Rock n Roll which had

16.5% listenership, with Kiwi music md British Alternative both
gaining regular listenership from l4.s%ofrespondents. The music

genres that did not appeal to significant numbers of the survey

respondents were County | . 5o/o, krdustrial z. svo, Folk I o/o, Acoustic

6.50/o, Jazz 7Yo, classical T.syo,Blues 9olo, New Age l}yo, Adult
contemporary Rock 4.so/o and Reggae with l0% listenership.

The ten most popular genres amongst pakeha male and fe,male

respondents were equated with the overall results from all survey

respondents with the exception that pakeha females included 50's

Rock and Roll in their top l0 and left offus Altemative music, and

the Pakeha males reversed the fiend leaving offRock ard Roll md
including US Alternative music. Rock is enormously popular wittr
Pakeha males with over tlree qurters of them indicating that they

are regular listeners of this genre. Nefi most popultr with pakeha

males is Crrunge md Heavy Metal, with rowd half indicating that

they like it. Genres that have between 20o/o rrrd3}o/oregular

liste'nership mongst males ae pop, classic Roch uS Altemative
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and Dmce/club music. punk and House/Rap have around 20%

support from male Pakeha respondents. (Iable 12.6)

Table 12.6

Muslc genre heferencs: Gender

Total % of Sample Preferring

Male Female

Hip Hop/Rap
Country
Punk
Rock
Industrial
Pop
Jaz.z

Folk
Kiwi Music
British Alternative
Acoustic
Classical
Blues
Healy Metal
Crnrnge

New Age
Classic 60's Rock
Rock n Roll 50's
R n B/Soul
US Altemative
Adult Cont.
Dance
Reggae

(n:174)

NB: * de,lrotes prefere,nce figure less thm l%.

44
*

T7

35
:r

46
+

I
l6
15

7
9
l0
38
47
t2
29
24
23
19

9
43

5

26
*

t7
67
3

25
3

rt

t2
l3
6

7
8

39
45
7

27
I
l8
25
6

24
l6
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Pakeha females prefer Grunge with over s6% ndicating that they
listened to it. over 40o/o saidthat they also liked Heavy Metal and

Rock. Pakeha females showed a greater preference for Dance/club
music in comparison to their male pakeha peers, with 40% of them
indicating it was a regular listening choice. pop, classic Rock and

taditional 50's Rock and Roll were chosen by over 30% of female

respondurts as a listening choice, with House/Rap and Funk

rounding out the top l0 preferences of pakeha females, with
listenership in the midz}%range. The numerically small .others'

group tended to mirror the preferences of their pakeha male and

fernale peers.

Amongst Maori males the most popular genre is House/Rap music

which half professing to being regular listeners of this style. Rock is

also popular with Maori males with just under 4s% indicating that

they are regular listeners, thougb the similar genres Heavy Metal, us
Alternative and crnmge (albeit still in the Maori male top l0 music

geffe preferences), are not as popular amongst Maori males as their
Pakeha counterparts with a z}%listenership respectively. what is
popular amongst Maori males is black American RnB/soul music

which 45% said that they liked. Maori males, especially those in sES

5 and sES 6 also enjoyed listening to Reggae. Reggae was not
popular with the Pakeha respondents md but appealed to Maori in
the lower sES groups. The classic Rock md Dance/club ge,nres

were also populr with Maori males with just under 3}%saying that

they liked those styles of music. Arormd 16% of Maori males

indicated that they listened to British Alternative, classicavopera md
the Healy Metal genres. Genres such as country, Folh Industrial,
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J4zz,50's Rock and Roll and Kiwi music wetre not very popular with
Maori males. (Iable 12.6)

(Table r2.7)
Popular Music Genre Preferences: Ethnic Group

Total % Preferences

Maori Pakeha

Hip-Hop
Country
hnk
Rock
Indntrial
Pop
Jazz

Folk
Kiwi Music
British Alr
Acotstic
Classical
Blues

Heavy Metal
Crrunge

New Age
Classic 60's
RocknRoll
RnB/Soul
US Alternative
Adult Cont.
Dance/Club
Reggae

72
*

4
28
*

22
t4
*

9
l4
ll
9
t4
28
28
4

22
9

42
23
7

37
*

24
*

23
6l
2

34
)
2
t6
l6
)
7

8

45

53
l0
3l
20
t4
23
8

34
37

(n:174)
NB: * Denotes a figrre of less thm l%.
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clearly the most favourite music genre with Maori females is

House/Rap music which over g}yoindicate that they regularly listen

to it. Black American RnB/soul music and Dance/club music is also

very popular with aound 40% liking those puticular musical styles.

Around 30o/o of Maori females indicated that they also listen to

Heavy Metal, Pop and Grunge. This being a higher listanership on

average than their Maori male peers. Maori females liked the Rock
geffe much less than the Maori males, with only 20% lrrrdicating that

they listened to it regularly. The percantage ofMaori females who

liked us Altemative music was similar to Maori and pakeha males

with around 24% liste,nership . lezz. was one genre that Maori females

preferred, especially mrongst Maori fe,males in the higher SES

groups. The other survey groups did not include Jazzntheir top l0
music preferences with 20% of the,rn indicating a liking for it. a
similar nunber of Maori females also indicated an enjoynrent of the

Classic rock genre as well.

when the question of genre preference is crossmatched by sES, some

interesting confiasts are established. One interesting confrast was that

respondents from the higher SES groups, when asked in euesti on 32

of the survey, were more likely to select awiderrange of genre

preferences thm the respondents from the lower SES groups. Though

the combined lowest sEs groups sES 5 and SES 6 contained well
over twice the number of respondents as the combined SES I and

sEs 2 groups, the higher goup displayed more overall genre

preference selections. The combined sES 3 md SES 4 groups also

selected more genre prefere,nces p€r reqpondent thm the two lower

SES groups.
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It was in musical genres that didn't really gain strong overall support
from the respondents, that differences between the sES groups music
preferences, were apparent. classical music, though not universally
popular amongst all respondents was more popular with respondents

from the higher sES groups sES I and sES 2 (zlyL,than with the

combined middle and lower sES groups (5zo). similarly Jnzz music
was more popular with higher sES groups (lTy) than the combined

middle (6"0 and lower (6%) SES groups. British Altemative was

also more popular with the higher SES group s (32yo),than the middle
sES goup QT%A and the lower SES group (6%).The American

Altemative geme also displayed this preferences sequence with the

higher sES being very populu (47%),the middle sES goup
moderately popular Qs%), and the rower sES group displaying not
much interest in ttris genre at all wittr just g% support. (Table lz.7)

An interesting result was that the support for Gnrnge, Heavy Metal,
Rock and Dance/Club music was not uniform aqross all sES groups.

Though these genres were popular in terms of the overall survey, the

level of support from the lower SES groups was fairly lukewarm.

Grunge for instance was popular with the middle sES groups sES 3
md sES 4 (78%) md the higher sES groups sES I and sEs 2

Qsya, it only was popular with 20o/o of respondents from the

combined sES groups of SES 5 and sES 6. Rock music as a genre

also revealed this fiend of higher levels of support from SES I and

sES 2 (62.5yo), in confiasr to sEs 5 and sEs 6 (3z.syo)with the

middle sES group, falling betrveen the two with 40% support. Heary
Metal was very popular with respond€nts from the top four sES

goups with 53% support, but the lower sES goups tended to disdain

this genre with only 160/o support. Dance/club music produced nearly
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a similar result with 48% of respondents from tlte top four SES

groups indicating a preference, yet only 160/o of respondents from the

lower SES groups indicated a preference for it.

Table 12.7

Popular Music Genre preferences:.SES by %.

Total % of Preference

(Combined) SES I &2 SES 3&4 SES 5&6

Hip-HopiRap
Country
Punk
Rock
Industrial
Pop
Jazz
Folk
Kiwi Music
British Alt
Acoustic
Classical
Blues
Heary Metal
Grunge
New Age
Classic 60's
Rock n Roll
RnB/Soul
US Alternative
Adult Cont.
Dance/Club
Reggae

(n:174)

45

0
9

36
9

22
9

0

5

0
0
9

9

t8
22

9

9

9
22
l3
r3
l8
34

25

0
l9
80

2

28
2

0
l3
18

10

4
8

56

56

8

36

8

2l
27

4
23

0

30
0

30
70

0
l0
0

0
20
30

0
l0
l0
40
50

0
10

0
10

40
0

40
0
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The music genre which the lower SES groups of SES 5 and sES 6

preferred the most, was the House/Rap geme with 54o/o support. This

was well ahead of the higher SES groups in terms of genre preference

with 37yo, and the middle SES groups with 34o/o ndicating it as a

genre preference. Reggae was popular with respondents from the

lower SES groups especially amongst Maori. The other music genres

did not reveal the same distinct contrasts when crossed by SES

grouping. Though the overall trend was that the higher sES groups

tended to represent a slightly higher preference for musical genres.

This of course could be indicative of respondents from SES I and

SES 2 selecting from survey Question 32 (Appendix) more

preferences from the music geffe list than other SES groups.

The most preferred information sources for f,rnding out about new or

favourite popular music performers, styles and topics was through

either friends or by listening to the radio. (Table 12.8) Television was

also frequently used by the sample group to discover new music

sources.

Table 12.8

Information Sources For Popular Music
Totals

Friends
Television
Newspapers
Magazines
Radio

r20
99
l0
57

r25
Posters/Billboards 19
Internet

Qr-fi$ NB: Respondents could make more than one choice.
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Analysis of the Results

The tlpical adolescent interacts with some aspect of the media at

most times during the average waking day, according to steele and

Brown (1995: 555) in their study of American teenagers bedroom

rituals and meanings. They wake up with the radio, they talk to their
friends about last night's television prognunmes at school, flip
through a magazrne on the way home on the school bus, play their

favourite pop music whilst doing homework and then watch

television in the evening. (Steele and Brown, 1995: 557) This tlpe of
media consumption is a relatively universal, daily, ritual for many

teenagers in the West (Gunther, 1997 128).

The thesis, whilst not seffing out to investigate teenagers' private

lifestyles is concerned with establishing the meanings and

motivations ttrat lie behind the consumption rituals of rual New

zealand youth, in their relationship wittL and significance towards,

the mass media" Before any understanding of this youth media

relationship can begin in a psychological sense, it is important to

place into the discussion, an understanding of the siting of ourNew
zealand cultural identity in the context of the global media culture

that our adolescents consume. It is a global culture, which is

essentially American in identity and ideology (Gunther, 1997: l2g).

one of the public concerns regarding the content of media

consnmption that our New Zealndyouth ernbrace, is the fact that it
is a content ttrat is imported predominanfly from the united States.

The issue of Americm 'cultural imperialism' in terms of media

products, and media ideology, is not only a local issue, but a global
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one as well (Lealand, 1995: l; Fiske,1997:55). The globalisation of
the American media is redefining the characteristics of the

contemporary world (Fiske, 1995: 55). This survey,s New zealand
adolescents consume media products from ttre United States because

they regard them as essentially being of better quality, more

entertaining, and the source of a more personally frrlfilling
experience. The survey results of this thesis have shown the level at

which a large section of New 7-ealandyouth are keen consumers and

commentators of American popular media culture.

Though the media brand MTV did not survive here in New zealand.
its influence on New z*alandyouth began years before TMrIZ's
experime'nt and will be felt long after. Banl$ (1997:59-61) and

Gunther (1997:128-l3l) regard MTV as the shaper of modern youth

culture. A youth culture that is mediated either by MTV or replicated

in youth orientated programming globaily. ..It exemplifies the

growing globalisation of popular cultue and moreover is the key
fostering ag€nt in this fend." (BanI$, 1997:60) Large producers of
media cultrne such as movie studios, television networls, and record

companies seek their markets through the audiences, youth culture

agents such as MTV, and its alternatives such as TV4 and rv2, in
New 7*alm.d. The Americm global media culture in many ways is as

accessible to m adolescent in London, Los Angeles or New york, as

it is to a adolescent growing into adurthood on a New z*alanddairy
farm.

" nte lingwfrarca of the late twentieth century is American: our
pttblic and private narratives are Americon; Irffv, Macintosh and
McDonalds seem to be the full realisation of the triumph of
Americqt capitalism." (Lealand, I99S: I)
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The encroachment of the American media into countries such as New
zealandis because of the integrated structure of its marketing and
managanent. United States media conglomerates own the major film
studios, record companies and television networks. so much of it is
symbiotic, and because of this, it becomes 

'niquely 
powerful. For

instance MTV is owned by viacorn, an American media

conglomerate, which owns major cable networks, record companies,

radio stations, TV stations, and a Hollyuood movie studio (Grmther,

1997: 128-135). The study of MTV and the globalisation of
American popular culture by Jack Banl$ (1997:60), provides an

insight into how this cultural imperialism of American media
products works on an everyday basis. " Music videos often feahre
songs from film soundnacks including short footage from the film in
the video. The film-related video gets played concurrently on

television and nurtures an interest everywhere the film is shown.',
(Banks, 1997:60) This is an example of the integrated marketing

strategy that powers ttre American media industry onto New znarand

airwaves, television screens, tapedecks, multiplexes and magazine

articles. what comes along with it, like pilot fish to a whale sharh is
American cultrnal products such as branded clothing apparel, sfieet

language and 'whopper Burgers' with a pichre of the latest

Hollyrood blockbuster on the carton. (Gturther, 1997:130-134)

The debare in New z*alm.dover American cultural imperialism has

been cenfred rotrnd the mass media At the heart of this debate is the
issue of cultural identity. Lealand (1995: 2-g) perceived that there

were two strmds of debafe on this issue. Fintly, that conte,mporary

New Zealmd's wider cultural identity was being swamped by
Am€ricanism d the orpense of our British colonial heritage, md
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secondly, that our indigenous Maori culture is being contaminated by
it. critics would either point to the adoption of African-American
popular culture by young Maori, or the loss of the traditional
Anglo-Kiwi way of life with its institutions, allegiances, lifesryle and
search for its own national identity. Lealand (1995: 6) questions the
validity ofboth of these debate strands.

" In whose name are national and local cultures being defended
against globalisation or Americanisation? Nationat ciltures are not
uniftrm nor necessarily coherent; they are structured along class,
generational and gender lines. There are levels of domtnalionwithin
notioral caltures; tlnse with o self interest in priscribing cultural
identity, and those who struggre against such-definitions.,,
(Lealand: 1995:6)

whilst this debate has raged on over the years, in-our-letters-to-the

editor columns, viewpoints of 'expert, panellists on TV debates, and

amongst parents criticising the current crop of young peoples' media
interests, New Zealand's youth, from Maori and non Maori
backgro'nds have voted with their eyes and ears, and willin$y joined

into tlre global media culture. They have selected whatever aspect of
this media cultrne that they feel they personally identify with. usually
this is without any loss of ideirtity they have as New Zealanders.

Possibly it is the case of ow New znarandyouth being smrt enough

to have the best of 'all' worlds. As steele and Brown (1995: 560)
state, " Te€ns do make choices about which media and media content
to attend to."

According to Roe (1985: 4), it is through pop music as a medhrnr"

that adolescents express ttris intemational youth cultgral identification
the most. Many of the nnal year 12 and 13 students, when
questioned during the course of this case study, made the comment
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that music was significantly the most important fonn of mass media

in their lives. Populm music was played by them using radio and

tapedecks, both highly transportable formats of audio equipment.

Music thus was easily accessible and inexpensive, particularly the

radio. Tapes of popular music perforrrers could be borrowed,

swapped or pirated amongst peers. popular music was heard on the

school bus, at school lunch breaks, after school homework sessions,

when friends got together, at parties and just for listening pleasure.

Youth culture is not homogeneous. Its is broken up into sub-culnual

affiliations. These are aligned to ttre tlpe ofmusic an adolescent

listens to or identifies with. This case study into media consumption

by rural adolescents in New Z-ealand, showed that there are number

of these sub-cultural groupings based on popular music genres that

the survey respondents identified with. Rap/Hip-Hop, Grunge, punk

and Dance music are popular music genres, that have a gtobal

sub-cultrnal following, with the adolescents surveyed for this

research (Arnett 1995: 525; Roe, 1985: 3s3-362). For instance part

of the modern punk music genre is closely related to the sports of
surfing and skateboarding. Around half of the young male

respondents in the survey who listened to punk music also identified

themselves as surfers. They also purchased surfing magazines

regularly. This zubculnne affrlimion could be deemed as .surf prmk,.

Stlrf Punk is a musical genre that originated in Southem California in
the early 1980's amongst small groups ofpunk rock listening surfies.

" A colourful, aggressive genre ttrat fulfils the need of many

adolesce,nts to seek out m oppositional view ofthe world, seek out

peer recognition" affiliation and approval, and provide a voice for
their alienation or angst." (Baker, 1995: 3)
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The subculnral identity that adolescents adopt is part of the process

of socialisation that they work through on their way to adult social

maturity. They participate in the activities and rituals associated with
the youth subculture that they identiff with. Through their media

consumption they acquire knowledge both from and for their

socialisation activities. Either to reinforce or resist wider societal

expectations, beliefs and behaviours (Amett, 1995: 525-52g).

This level of media interaction which youth adopt is manifested

through the TV shows they watch, song lyrics they memorise and

recite. The reading of themselves into song lyrics. The comparison of
media figures in terms of appearance and actions. The critiqueing of
rival media figrnes to their preferred choices (willis, 1990 cited in
Steele & Brown, 1995: s62). Adolescents in these situations are

interpreting or making sense of the media and its content. They are

using their own lives as a reference point. The media interaction and

interpretation are points of enty for finttrer analysis of associated

beliefs, norms and values.

what drives our youth to consume the mass media is a complex

circumstance. Though at the core of what drives and motivates them

to consume, discuss, socialise with, enjoy, criticise, elicit meaning

frorn, participate rn, md explore the mass media is the developmental

situation of 'sfurm und drang' or 'storm and stess', that adolescents

experience in those years betwen childhood and adulthood. (watson,

1990: 153) (Lmson, 1995: 536-53s) Adolescents place great

importmce in defining who they are and who tlrey will be in the

future. (Larson: 1995: 536) They are searching for a private se,nse of
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themselves and their place in the world. Frequent$ the packaged

images of the wider world are presented to ttrem through the media.

This is the site of where their internal and external ernotions are

interwoven. (Steele and Brov,'n, 1995: 572) e-arson, 1995: 536)

" our penonal identity consists of experiences, thoughts, dreams,

desires as interpreted and comprehended by our individuality in
relation to other experiences." (Miegel,1994: z2l) The media is

therefore used by adolescents as a process of personal development

towards the autonomy of adulthood.

The mass media is consumed by teenagen in five different ways.

These are entertainment, coping identity formation, high sensation,

and youth culture identification. (Arnett, 1995: 521\

'Entertainment," is the fint reason that adolescents offer when asked

about their specific reasons for media consumption. .. The central

theme of leisure is firn, a feature often overlooked in sociological

studies of mass culture' @rake, 1985: 187). Ftrthermore, Snow

(1987: 327) alluded to the fact that teenagers like to o. put

responsibility on hol4 enjoy the momen! and be dramatic and

outageow with no 4ology." It was for this reason that S4o/oof the

respondents liked the 'altemative' cartoon South park on TV4.

" Everyweektlw same little boy gets Hiled. It's good!" sara (lz)

" ft's cool, all the swearing and ttat." Mere (17)

The formation of identity is also a cenfiar facet to adolescent media

consumption. Adolescents ue the media to cultivate a

conceptualisation of their personal values, abilities, and aspirations
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for the funre. Gender, sexuality, and relationships are cenfal to this
identity formation. The media helps adolescents to explore and

conceptualise these issues. (Arnett: 1995: 522; pasquen,1996:353)

" Like music lns defined a large part ofwho I am which you could
class as the mediy. Im not talking mainstream music here I,m talking
Iikc the punk rock scene, that sub genre. Thats a lot ofwho I am...
Yes the music and the attitude it brings across, the morals as well
come with the music, having that auitude. It,s lil@ a guideline, not
really a rule in that it doesn't confine yott.,' Tammy (17)

The intensity and stimulation that the mass media can provide

adolescents, are an aspect of media consumption, that cannot be

overlooked or underestimated as youth are seeking more .high

sensation' experiences than adults. High sensation is that ,bryz,,

feeling that youth seek within media products whether they be horror

films, rock music or video games (Arnett, 1995: 523).

" I love Hendrix's guitar solos thatiust go ofi!,, David (17)

Larson (1995: 547) and Arnett (1995:523) suggest that youth use the

media especially popula music as a coping stategy from the stresses

and anxiety in their lives. That the trnrning on of a television set helps

them to disengage and block out ilre angst or .stonn 
and sfiess' of

their adolescent experiences, ffid that the tuming on of the stereo and

listening to rock music is a site where by adolescents can engage in a
fantasy ground for exploring possible selves. In discussing this

Larson (1995: 547) feltthat the adolescents' coping mechanism was

to bring themselves throwh music into emotional fantasies not

usually displayed during their everyday rives in the family, friends or
school soups. Different styles of music w€re used for different

e'motions. For instance 'Hrd Rock' was used by young males as a
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process of cattrarsis to purge their anger. (Larson, 1995: 547-54g) For
many of the respondents interviewed they believe the media helps

them cope with the moments of isolation and boredom.

" It's important to me because I would sit there and stare at the wall
basically. It's something tofilt in time, andyou could say that it is
not important, but I think thot it is very important to have something
tofill in your time. It's a good thing. sure it wastes your time and
you could be doing something else or doing what your supposed to
be doing other than watching w but, other times you ,ritty have
nothing to do here so you sit down andwatch TV or listen-to a CD. ,'
Tammy (17)

Adolescents like to identiff themselves as part of a culture of .youth'.

They consume the mass media because it gives them the sense of
being connected to a wider peer network that is united by certain

youth specific interests and values ( Arnetq 1995). Many adolescents

around the world are consuming the same, pop songs, TV shows and

films and are familiar with the same advertising slogans and slmbols
(Gunther, 1997). Through the mass media adolescents are connected

with each other, not just within their own countries but

internationally. This formation and development of social identity is
importang as through the process of socialisation, the roles of the

adolescent are manifested ( Miegel, rgg4). The adoption of a
'grungy' lifestyle by m adolescent male and the search for group

membership with other peers, with other 'gnmgy' youth, in terms of
social role play and group belongingness, creafie for the adolescent the

oppor$nity to create and express their *individual culttual identity"
(Miegel, 1994 221-225).
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of the five reasons why adolescents consume the media the rationale
which tends to have the most validity in terms of the survey

respondents, was that of adolescents using the media as a coping
sfrategy. This outcome came through in the comments that the

respondents wrote during the course of the survey questionnaire

when questioned as to, * why is the rnass media important to them in
their lives as rural New zealandteenagers? " Around half ofthe
respondents in this case study commented that they use the media as

a coping sfrategy for'the boredom ofrural life, and the difficulty in
tansportation to see friends outside of school. Another reason was

that the respondents seemed interested in their own personal identity
formation and this was reflected in the need and desire to gain a
knowledge and understanding of the world outside their rural district.
To discover a narrative or perspective very much disassociated from
the one their parants, teachers and elders have provided for ttrem.

" They compare wlwt they are seeing and hearing in the media with
what they already krnw or thought they lotew, thin appfu their new
understandings to their lives." (steele & Brown, tgis:sos)

Exanrples of the reasons why the rural adolescents used the media are

fomd in their following comments;

" I think it is important because country teenagers wouldn't ltsve
any thtng to do if there wasn't any media. Teeragers lives revolve
around the media in a big way"(Female, I7)

"-I think it is importantfor us to keep ttp with the trends and things
tlwt go on in eities etc. I thir* it sta tlwt MW lns gotu becaweit
Iet us btow wlnt was hot in the (JK.,' (Male, 17)
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" Duringweekends and afierschool I watch a lot of television. I
think that this hos to with the fact thot I don't have a license to go
see myfrien^." (Male, 16)

" It is very important cos there is nothing erse lo do around this
hole. If their w6rsn't music to get me by this sure would be a sad
place."
(Male , 17)

" rt is my contact with the rest of the world so it is very important.
without the media I would suferfrom serious brain deathfrom
complete and utter boredom." (Male, 16)

" I think it is important because it keeps us countryfotk in touch with
cityfolk. The music I listen to and the TV shows I watch are in some
ways a replacementfor not being able to live the real thing since I
am cut offrom it all. " @emale, 18)

" It gives u.s something to do when their is nothing to do on the farm
afrer school. It's not like we can just walk around the corner to get
to a mates place." ( Male, 17)

" ft's very important as it keeps me in touch with whots going on
outside our area and informs me of the latest trends andfoshions."
( Female, l7)

" If you didn't watch the news or read the paper you would lvtow
nothing- If I didn't hwe music and surfing videos I would be
depressed." ( Male, I6)

"The TV is important because there is rnt much else to do out lrcre.
Families who can't ffird to go into town every week to see a movie
have to malrc do with TV." @emale, 18)

" with living in the country there isn't mtrch entertainmentfor
teenagers so we resort to watching a lot more Tv as we can't get
from place to place." (Female, 17)
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overall, the survey respondents on average consumed more television

than any other mass media format in terms of consumption levels.

The relationship that teenagers have with the television is afflicted,

according to David orwell (1997) who wrote that teenagers are in a

double bind over their consumption of television in that the television

is both a domestic and familial construct. orwell (1997:a\regards

that " young people have had little desire to stay at home and

watch.... on the other hand those teenagers who stay at home

watching television have (often) been constructed as addicts or

pathological." This statement, though essentially broaching the

British youth television experience, does raise some interesting

questions in regard to the New zealandrural experience because

many of our rural New Zealandteenagers are 'stranded' on farms due

to the issues of geographical isolation and immobility. They, like their

British peers, are also avid consumers of television, especially in

primetime periods.

The television set is an important appliance in the homes of rural

New Zealanders. There wun an average of well over one television set

per household amongst the rural New zealandyouth that this survey

used as its sample goup. Silverstone (1995: l-2) considers that the

television as a domestic appliance is deeply embedded in the life of
every household. only a tiny minority of the homes surveyed from

the sanrple group did not have a TV set. Such is the place of
television in rural New zearandhomes, that the majority of the

survey responde,lrts' homes in fact had nvo or more television sets.

Additionally, around 40% ofthe 174 adolescents surveyed indicated

that they have exclusive use of a television set for their own

consumption.
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Although, this does not tell the full story because many of the

respondents do have exclusive access to a TV set, they still tend to

watch television with others from their domestic goup. only 12.7%

of the sample actually said that they watched television exclusively

alone. For the vast majori8 of adolescents who participated in the

survey sample, television was what silverstone (1995:l-3) called,, a

shared activity". The television set is a site of social bonding for
families and as viewers we don't so much as watch it, we also share

it amongst ourselves. (Silverstone, 1995: l-3) In the interviews with
the survey respondents, this family viewing relationship was raised.

" we all watch rv as a family. All sit around the couch in the
Evenings." Judy (16)

" we usually sit there on the couch at home and watch it. Dad and
my sister. we all sort of hate the same sense of humour." sean (17)

For many of the survey respondents, viewing situations tended to

change in regard to which other family member was watching a

prograrnme with them. Frequently, in these viewing situations the

watching of the television becomes ritualised as a domestic routine.

one which is closely atigned to the social fabric and operation of the

household. The respondents indicated that they watch certain

progfilrnmes with certain family members. Ang (1991) put forward

the notion that there is not just one style of watching television but

there are many microsituations that each individual becomes part of.

For many of the respondents each domestic micro-situation was

mobilised mound the social determinants and social alliances that

exist with each of other family members.
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"I usually watch it at home. It varies who I watch it with. h depends
on who's there. I sit down with the old man sometimes and watch
sport and things." David (17)

" I usually watch it with my family members, though I watch the
shows that I like Alley McBeal and shortland street alone. r,[v
brothers hate it." Anne (17)

" I usually watch BIue Heelers and water Rats with my parents. I
watch The Simpsons and Drew Carey by mysetf," paul (17)

In these viewing micro-situations, the level of interaction with the

screen can change depending on the situation (Ang, l99l). Around

56% of tJte respondents felt that they were fully concentrating when

they were watching television and that this was their usual approach

when viewing the television. Around half of the survey respondents

indicated that they actively are making intellectual decisions and

rationalising emotional considerations during their interaction with

the screen. This was especially common with those who were

watching programmes that they'loved' or 'enjoyed'. The respondents

came to find as pleasurable and involving, the viewing of
progranrmes that they could achieve a state of recognition and

empathy with. The popular programmes that the respondents 'loved'

or 'e,njoyed' were providing the viewer with additional knowledge of
their own social contexts and relationships. This increases the

experience and understanding of what wilson (1996: 464g) calls

their 'lifeworld'. The increased state of 'meaning' that this evokes

stimulates their levels of concentration in the viewing microsituation.

" rt's interesting to see how the relationships between characters
work or go wrong." Judy (17)

" sometimes they malce you think hard when you are watching it."
Kimi (17)
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" Yott understand what the characters are going through.,,
Sara (17)

on the other hand 44% felt that their relationship with the TV was

more casual. It was like any other appliance in the house that was

there to be used. Such as a heater when it was cold, the TV was

available when the respondents were bored. Silverstone (1995)

regarded the television as a ritualistic part of the domestic household.

Its role was not unlike an oven in its purpose of serving the needs of
the household members. Instead of preparing food, its purpose is for

entertainment and boredom reduction.

" rt's all just entertainment. comedy. something that pictcs out the
humour of everyday stuff - you don't wont anything too far out so
you can relate to it. Drama - something that is interesting so that you
don't get too board watching. I like a bit of muslty stuf as well.
Tammy (17)

"For me TV is just entertainment other than the news items."
Paul (17)

The results of the survey indicated that rural youth tended to be

selective in what they decide to watch but this was tempered by the

fact that this was a view held by just under two-thirds of the

respondents. Many of the respondents indicated that they never

missed certain programmes that they liked and were quite prepared

to ignore progranrmes ttrat they did not care to watch. paul, a 17 year

old (Year 12) student was selective in what he watched. In the

interview he revealed an exarple of this selectivity. It involved the

cartoon shows 'King of the Hill' and "The Simpsons,, which are

essentially of the same genre, but Paul preferred one over the other:
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" I lil@ it (Ktng of the Hill) but don't see it as much as The
simpsons, I make a point of seerng the simpsons but not King of the
Hill, so I always miss it." Paul (17)

Paul (SES l) was an only child of aprofessional couple. He inferred

during the course of the survey interview that the re:uon for his

television selectivity was that he had other options to pursue such as

the Intemet the stereo and homework. There was a high degree of
parental modelling in his media consumption patterns that had

developed over the years.

Quite a significant number of the survey respondents, tend to watch

whatever is on when they get bored, or when they have free available

time. one respondent had this to say regarding the watching of the

US comedy'Friends';

" My sister watches it and I'll come in and watch the rest of it with
her." Sara (17)

Anne, who was a17 yeu old Year 13 student, w6 another

adolescent typical of those in the survey who were more casual in

their television viewing habits.

" sometimes if there is nothing to watch on the other channels you
can watch rvl and those 'around the world type' documentaries
gpe programmes." Anne (17)

The issue of selectivity amongst television viewing had no bearing in

terms of class background, ethnicity or genderthat ste,nrmed from the

survey results. This eventuality also crossed over into the viewing

selectivity of advertisements in commercial breaks. The only

significmt difference in the issue of selectivity that came apparent in

the case study was that the responde,nts were very selective in the
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television commercials that they wished to watch. Nearly 90% of
them indicated that they do anyttring but actually sit and absorb the

content of a TV advertisement.

" r can't stand watching commercials. I change channel to see whats
on there even if its justfor a minute or two." Female (17)

" seen one Ad, you hove seen them all. Don't need to see it twice."
Male (17)

The rural adolescents surveyed, strongly preferred foreign or

imported television product rather than local New Zealmd

productions. Nearly three quarters of the survey respondents would

watch an American show in preference to other countries. The

popularity of programmes particularly those from the united States

appealed in equal measure to both genders in the survey. The

favouritism for American shows was also apparent when the results

were crossmatched by ethnic goup and by SES.

The attitude of the survey respondents towards our local New

Zealand television product indicates that a certain amount of 'cultural

cringe' exists. Many feel that the local programmes are somehow

inferior to foreign material, with New zealand shows ranking behind

the American and British in preference. However not all survey

respondents felt that way. Tom a 17 yetr old male when interviewed

gave this reply concerning local television.

"There was one a couple ofweeks ago 'The Chosen', it was good.
Dugan the murder mystery - that was good." Tom (IT)

Though a certain amount of cultrnal uinge exists regarding the New

Zealandness of locally made television programmes amongst the
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youttr surveyed, some, such as Shortland Sfreet, had a level of
popularity amongst certain sectors ofNew Zealand's youth that is

"helpful in breaking down and overcoming this barrier." ( Dunlea\y,

1995: 25) According to Pasquier (1996:13), this could be due to their

understanding of the local social reality portrayed on shortland

Sfreet.

A trend that did emerge when considering the sample groups'

preferences towmds a television shows county of origin, was that

2l% of the Maori respondents said they prefened viewing Australian

television programmes rather than New Zealand or British ones. An

Australian show that was universally popular with Maori youth was

'who Dares wins'. Though because of its popularity amongst Maori

youth and the popularity of 'Home and Away' amongst a large

number of Maori female respondents, this show of support for

Ausfralian progftrrnmes has to be tempered by the fact that Maori did

not generally watch any other Austalian programmes on television.

Pakeha youth, according to the survey results, watched these shows

as well, but also watched such dramas as 'water Rats' and 'Blue

Heelers' in reasonable numbers.

Generally, Maori respondents watch the same programmes and

television genres that their Pakeha peers watch on TV2. There are

some exceptions though. Firstly, large numbers of Maori males

watched 'The Fresh Prince of Belair' which was on at 5.30pm just

prior to the prime-time viewing period. when given the oppornrnity

in the survey questionnaire to add any other programmes that they

watched, 'Fresh Princ,e', a sitcom starring African American Hip

Hop star will smith was highlighted. A large number of female
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Maori respondents also watched the sitcom'Moesha' on TV4. The

programme is about a group of teenage African American girlfriends.

The programme stars the Hip-Hop singer Moesha. These

programmes are significant in the fact that, apart from some

characters in the local Soap 'shortland Street', they are the only

shows that have lead characters of 'brown skin'. Such is the

'whiteness' of New zealandprime+ime scheduling. Though not on

prime-time scheduling many Maori respondents also watched 'Mai

Time', a Maori youth culture progftrrnme on Saturday mornings. A
number of Maori respondants added this programme in the

programme watching comments section of the survey questionnaire.

Another significant difference between Maori and Pakeha adolescent

television consumption, is that Maori respondents in the survey

watched more News and current Affairs programmes than pakeha.

In every News and current Affairs progranrme screened during

prime-time proportionally more Maori were watching.

Nonetheless, Pakeha youth in the survey responded with a result that

confiasted with Maori youth in that they disliked Australian

programmes, with only 6.3Yo of them indicating that they preferred

Australian TV shows over those of all other courtries. pakeha youth

do in fact proportionally watch higher amounts of Australian

television shows than what they really believe they watch. For many

it is a question of perception of what they think they preferred in

terms of the country of production origrn and not necessarily what

they are in fact actually watching.

A number of the Pakeha youth, though still regarding American

shows the best of all, had positive things to say about some New
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zealandprogftunmes and generally displayed their dislike of anyttring

Australian. The Pakeha males were the most anti-Australian out of
the survey respondents. one considers that this attitude of anti-

Ausfralianism has more to do with the predominant male sports

rivalry that exists rn Ar:zac folklore, more than a measure of aesthetic

tastes.

"Australia its like ... Nah! Errg!" Tom (16)

"The Australian ones I don't like at all, Neighbours and stufflike
that." Sean (17)

Some of the interviews revealed the following sentiments about their

television preferences in terms of particular countries of origin;

" American shows are just the biggest and the greatest. They spend
the most amount of money on them, and New zealand programmes
ore good since they are made here and you recognise things. uK, I
just can't stand the voices." Tom (16)

" The American shows are better made, better quality. l,{ew zealand
ones like 'Hsvoc', New Zealand ones like 'sports Cafe' and 'Time of
your life' are really good. The UK ones, I like some of theirfunny
ones, like 'Reeves and Mortimer', sffilike thnt." Sean (17)

The question of SES levels (New Zealand's Socio-Economic status

statification levels were devised by Dr's Elley and Irvine of
canterbury university in 1976) are more commonly understood to be

indication of an individuals' income levels, educational attainment

and occupational status. The survey's attempt to show an estimation

of an individuals' 'socio-economic class' background was found to

produce a variable range of comments from the respondents in terms

of their counfiy of origin preferences. Though it should be

remembered that in ttre results of the survey itself, no significant
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confrasts existed when a TV progftilnme's counfiry of origin was

crossmatched by SES. In the interviews, two of the female

interviewees were from higher SES backgrounds than the majority of
the respondents. They produced two entirely different perceptions,

especially in the case of British programmes on Television. The

general consensus regarding British programmes were that atthough

they held a higher or more valued culnral capital than American or

Austalian programmes, this was not entirely acceptable amongst the

survey respondents. Frequently British programmes were identified

with wl. This channel represented for most of the survey and

interview respondents as a channel of 'oldies' programmes. Jean

(18), in her interview response gave more of a personal opinion,

whereas Tammy (17) gave a personal analysis.

" I think that America (TV shows) is the most popular because that
is whatwe have over here the most. some of them are just stupid,
they try too hard. I think if that we had more British programmes
they would be just as popular," Tammy (17)

" The British are more laid back, the humour is more lqid back It
doesn't make them lesser programmesfor it." Tammy (17)

" I don't like the British acting. I think its shit like Coronation Street.
uK programmes are duller, they do not have as much action in them
compared to American ones.... You can tell that thqt are UK just by
looking at it, you can tell by not them even speaking so you just
clwnge channels." Jean (/,8)

From the overall results of the survey, 9.7%preferred progfiunmes

from the British Isles. The lack of favourablity shown by the sample

towards British programmes was relatively uniform across the SES

groups. Paul (17), whose parents were both secondary teachers was

part of ttle small SES 1 group, md therefore potentially someone with
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a greater propensity for consuming higher culnral capital objects,

displayed television 'country of origin' preferences similar to ttrat of
David (r7), who was in the sES 5 sample goup, and disliked British

programmes and preferred American. The English accents of British

prograrnmes were found to be the main reason for disliking British

programmes by those adolescents who undertook the survey and

interviews. lnterestittgly enough, none of the survey and interview

data collected from the overall sample goup recall any criticism of
American accents.

"...as soon as I hear a British programme I switch otr, I hate the
accent." Jean (/,8)

The results of the survey indicated that TV2 was dominant in its

position as the leading channel of choice amongst the survey sample.

This was regardless of gender, sES and ethnic background. The other

free-to-air channels performed badly in compmison. TV2 was also

found to be the dominant charurel amongst a sample of Auckland

youth aged between 15 and l8 years who were strrveyed on behalf of
New zealand on Air n 1997 as part of Report on Young People and

Broadcasting. (NZ0A, 1997: 6) The populmity of this channel is not

surprising given the preference of the sample group towards

American TV product. Nevertheless, TV3 also according to NZOA

(1997), provides a lot of American programming content, but still is

only preferred by just 5% of the survey sample of rural teenagers.

The interview respondents did provide some opinions and insights

into TV2's ratings domination of this audience.

" I only watch US or local shows really. They are ustnlly on TV2"
Sara (17)
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" I really lil(e TV2 ...then TV3, then 4, then one. TVI has reallv
crapry programmes on air. T[/2 is good value.,,
Judy (17)

" TV2 has more American shows. That's wtty its better. I'm used to
the shows on it. I have grown up with them. shows like The

simpsons have been aroundfor ages. I am just used to watching
them. TV4 doesn't seem as interesting. The shows look cheap.';
Sean (17)

There is considerable data amassed on how many hours per week are

spent watching television by youth aged between 15 to lg years. The

1997 New zealand on Air research for instance reported that on

average this 4ge group watches 2 hours and22 minutes of television

per day (NZOA, 1997:21). The thesis took a different tack in

measuring the amount of television that the sample group consumed

over a week in that it was essentially concerned with prime time

television viewing. The other key difference was that instead of using

a chronological measure, it sought a quantitative measure to find out

how many prograrnmes the sample group watched per week on

average. The sample group watched 21.8 primetime programmes per

week with females watching slightly more than rnales. The results

found that Maori watched nearly 29 primetime progranrmes, nearly

ten programmes more than Pakeh4 and that youth from the lowest

SES backgrorHrd watched nearly ten programmes a week more than

those from the highest SES background.

Generally the Year 12 and 13 students, aged between 16 to 19 years

of age, whe,n inte,nriewed for this thesis, perceived that they did not

watch much television. Possibly their perception is based on the fact

that reserch has shown ttrat teenagos watch less television in their
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later teens than in their early teenage years (NZOA, 1997:6). This

perception varied geatly in how many hours a day they thought

watching 'not much TV' actually was.

"I don'twatch thot much television. probably about 3 or 4 hours of
TV each night. About 25 hours a week, but I don't watch any TV in
the mornings or in the middle of the day. Just at nightfrom 5.30 to
6pm to watch Fresh Prince, thenfrom T O'clock on."
Jean (18)

" I would watch 3 or 4 hours. 3 or 4 hours on channel 2 a week and
then it depends onwhnt is on sW. I don'twatch a hell of a lot of rv
really."
Paul (17)

The survey results revealed that the most popular television genre

amongst the sample group was situation comedy. Nearly a quarter of
their prime-time viewing was taken up watching Sitcoms. Also

popular amongst the respondents were Soap operas, Lifestyle

progftunmes, and cartoons. Ans/Cultural, Documentaries and

Murder/Tvlysteries were not popular with the sample group with only

a handful of respondents showing a preference for those genres.

There is a strong bias against television genres that can be conceived

as 'high culture' , 'British' or for 'old people'. This is virtually a

universal dislike amongst the respondents. The most 'hated'

programme seenrs to be 'Coronation Street'.

" I don't like British acting. I think its shit like coronation street."
Jean (18)

" I don't lil(E TI/ I at all. hsfull of British shows for ord peopre,
Coronation Street and stufflike that." Mere (/7)
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Though some respondents had watched the programme during the

previous week, that does not necessarity indicate that it was the

programme they had wished to watch. Dornestic circumstances

within families sometimes mean that adolescents are 'out voted' by

their parents regarding whats going to be watched (zwag4199l.l-4)
(1995 Watson, 1990:20)

" Mltm and Dad started watching Blue Heelers...." paul (lT)

" I watch it whenever, whoever is there, anybody in the family. It
doesn't matter to me." Mere (17)

The consumption of television results in the survey displays the

differences between male and female adolescents in terms of what

sort of programme geme they like. The females in the survey were

atffacted to Soap operas like 'shortland Street', Drama's like 'ER'

and Situation comedies like 'Friends'. The significance though is

that young females like these prograrnmes to have central female

characters, especially female chmacters developing relationships with

the opposite sex. (NZOA, 1997: 64)

" we talk about the show on w last night. fuIy friends and I like
Alley McBeal, like ifyou miss it or yourfriends miss it, the others
will fill you in about what happened. " Anne (17)

" My favourite programme is AIIey McBeal. Its cool. It shows you
watch she's actwlly thinking, notwhat she's doing as well....I think
a lot ofyounger people watch more realistic programmes like Ailey
McBeal. Thq are more interesting towatch." Jean (18)

In a study of the role of television in the lives of 30 Ausfialian

schoolgirls, Palmer (1986) found that adolescent females sought an
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exploration of their place in the world through terevision. They

sought out programmes that they could be emotionally involved wittl
and dealt with everyday situations and relationships. They

particularly liked progranrmes that role modelled other young women

as lead characters. Palmer (1986) suggested that adolescent females

had programmes that became what she refers to as 'primers: texts for

living', as fernale characters such as 'Alley McBeal' or Rachel from

'Friends', have their on screen behaviour and attitudes modelled by

adolescent girls. ( Palmer, l9s6) Many of the female respondents

empathised with the lead female chanacters oftheir favourite

progftrrnmes.

" I realSt relate to her, her sense of lrumour. whot she sees that is
going on around heF." Kimi (17)

" You understandwlnt thefemale characters are going through."
Sma (17)

" I really relate to the women characters on 'Friends'." Judy (16)

In their study of media use by Swedish adolescents, Rosengren et al

(1994:133), state that gender and social class are powerful

determinants of media consumption. According to their researcb,

adolescent females are more likely to develop a sfiongerrelationship

vrith the television than adolescent males. They become loyal to

specific programmes as cm be seen by the stong support the ferrale

respondents in the case study gave to 'Friends', 'shortland Steet'

md 'Alley McBeal'. Adolescent ferrales build a closer specific

relationship with a programme than adolescent males, their 'Viewing

builds viewing", according to Rosengren et al (1994:133-134). This
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can be supported by the comments of viewership loyalty that female

respondents wrote in the survey questionnaire that no male

respondents inferred.

" I cannot miss Shortland Street." (Female, 16)

" I watch it (Friends) all the time." (Female, I7)

The most popular progftrmme for female respondents is the American

situation comedy 'Friends' which is shown on TV2. over three

quarters of all the survey respondents had watched the programme

episode immediately prior to the survey. It was the second most

popular programme amongst the male respondents and Maori

females. Its popularity fianscended SES groups. In fact the

progranrmes' popularity overall, wff not stratified by SES group, as

well as other forms of the mass media like film, video, and popular

music. This is contary however, to the findings of Rosengren et al

(1994: 133) who felt that in terms of television programme loyalty,

socio-economic status is a sfionger variable than gender Soup.

Progranmes that have sfiong female viewership like 'Friends', 'Alley

McBeal' and 'Shortland Street' appeal to all SES groups. For

adolescents, particularly females,'Friends' was'the' television show

to watch. It was the programme most female survey respondents

talked abou! discussed, &d felt was significant to them. 'Friends' is

a prcgramme about a group of 'twenty somethings' who live in the

same New York aparfrnent building and are friends. They regularly

meet up to socialise at a neighbourhood cafe. Its ensemble cast is

made up of both male and female characters. *They want love and

commifrnent they're afraid of love and commitnent. Some of them
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have made career choices, some haven't." @obb, 1997: l 13) * It
combines witty humour, personal relevance with respect to

relationships as well as sexual chemistry. It is aspirational and

everyone is perceived to be equal. Both males and females have

favourite characters. Males like Rachel and females like Chandler.',

(NZOA, 1997: 64)'Friends' mixes emotionalism and relationships

with injokes and the frenetic behaviour adolescents relate to. @obb,
1997:ll1-114).

" 'Friends' is cool, it gives you an insight onflatting. Itfunny.
Yeah!" Anne (17)

" I relate to the women characters on 'Friends,." Judy (16)

" Myfavourite show is 'Friends'." Sara (17)

" 'Friends' is the one I watch all the time. Attey McBeal is good too,
I like the comedies mostly." Mere (17)

The most popular New zealandmade show was 'shortland street,,

the medical cenfte based soap opera. It was very popular with the

female respondents and was fourth most popular programme overall.

soap opera's like 'shortland Street' and the ninth most populm

programme 'Home and Away', ffe popular with females because of a
"strong focus on relationships and plausible characters" OIZOA,
1997: 68).

" 'shortland street' is pretty goodfor New zearand television. It
stands up pretty well against the American television." Tammy (IT)

" Its interesting (shortland street). Ive beenwatching itforever, I
don't lilre to miss it. If I am going to miss it, I'il tape it." Anne (17)
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Many of the comments made by adorescent males in the survey

question and interviews either were that programmes were .cool, or
that the programme 'suxs'. Such comments made it diflicult to

achieve a clear understanding of their loyalty towards a programme.

The male respondents particularly enjoy sporty, fireverent, humorous

characters in the television shows they preferred. Mmk Ellis and

Havoc were regarded as 'role models' by some of the male

respondents because they were 'hard case' or'good blokes,. These

two television presenters were regarded by the male respondents wise

cracking, individualistic, macho and mildly anti-establishment.

" I look upon Havoc as a role model, he has got individuatity and
humour, good attributes to have." paul (17)

" Mark Ellis and Matthew Ridge. They are pretty coor." sean (17)

" Hayoc is funny, he takes the mickey out of things, he,s his own
person and thats good." Paul (17)

The programme selections that males made regardless of SES and

ethnic background tended to reflect the wise cracking, individualistic,

macho and mildly anti+stablishment sentiments of the male

respondents. Popular prograrnmes with males had at least one or two

of these attributes, such as '3 Sport Rugby League,; .Sex Life';
'South Park'; 'TAB Sports Cafe'; 'Havoc,; .Seinfeld,; .King of the

Hill'; and '3rd Rock from the Sun'.

" TAB Sports Cafe, The Simpsons, Fresh prince of Belair."
Sean (17)
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" Humour is a big thing. On Sports cafe I tike the way they do a
round up of sports results in a funrry woy." Sean (I T)

" south Park. A big thumbs up. It's so offthe wall, it's so original."
David (17)

The most populm programme for male respondents was 'The

Simpsons' on TV2. Primetime cartoons currently are hugely popular

with teenagers, particularly males as the survey results showed. It was

also the second most popular programme for female respondents in
the survey sample. overall, 70% of the respondents watched the

programme on a regular basis. The acclaimed animated comedy has

been on New zealand screens for nearly atl of this decade. (NZOA,

1997:64) Its popularity is enduring especially with adolescents who

in television consumption terms could be classed as 'The Simpsons

Generation'. The show documents with ironic, self-depreciating, and

at times subversive humour, the working class struggle of Homer

Simpson and his family. It is a show that is intertextual, highly media

literate, and provides for a social commentary on contemporary

suburban life and culture (Flew, 1994 1-2) (Robb,1997:64-65).

" Yeah the simpsons I like it. h's really good. It's the humour that
really good, you don't have to think about it. h's therefor you. It's a
very smart programme." Paul (17)

" I watch it (The Simpsons), it's a thumbs up programme."
Dartid (17)

one programme that became significant during the case study was

the cartoon show 'South Park' w4. The programme was incredibly

popular amongst male respondents. It was the fiffh most popular

progftunme amongst the survey sanrple despite the fact that many of
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the sample group were not able to get TV4. Such was the cult status

and significatce of 'South Park' amongst the respondents, that

pirated copies were being circulated around the senior common

rooms at the secondary schools where the survey was conducted.

" south Park? oh thats really cool, Ive only seen it a couple of times
since we don't get TV4. I would like to see more of it. someone
should tape itfor me I think, yeah." Paul (17)

" It's funny seeing a cartoon where the characters do really funny,
shocking disgusting stufl. It'sfunny to see that there in that context-
what they say is really good. It's well written, people like Mr Mackie
who says 'Hhhhiii', it's reallyfunny. It takes the piss out of anything
and everything. I can relate to it the Anarclry and that, against the
system. Tammy (17)

" I haven't seen it. Like every time it's on the boys in our class talk
about it heaps and heaps so it sounds interesting but you don't lotow
what time it is on. I lcnow that its on Channel4, but I think I am at
Basketball when its on." Kimi (17)

" Some of the guys tape itfor their mates who don't get TV4"
Jean (/,8)

Pay to View Television

Watching Sky TV, New Zealand's only pay to view operator, was

mainly for entertainment reasons. The sample group rarely watched

the more infonnative channels such as Discovery and CNN. The

most popular channel amongst the respondents was HBO which

showed Movies. This was especially popula amongst females. The

second most popular Slcy TV channel was Sky Sport, especially

amongst Males. Males who had Sky Sport also invited their friends

around to watch rugby and cricket programming. Amongst males

'TAB sports cafe' was widely popular. Many females also invited
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around their friends to watch rIBo, especially for the weekend

evening movies. since sky TV is only available to 3}yo of the

respondents it is to a certain extent an important site of youth social

activities amongst the rural sample group. The Sky decoder it could

be argued represents a cultural status symbol not unlike colour TV's

in the mid 1970's. Holt (1998. 2-6) contends that the economic

factors of consuming objects of 'cultural' stafus, are significant

indicators of cultural capital. The respondents gather at a home of a

friend who has Sky TV. The media consumption becomes significant

because of this socialisation event. The provider of the 'cultural

object' for consumption corresponds to a position of social hierarchy

( Bourdieu, 1984: l-2). In other words the teenage male who has the

home sky TV coverage available to his peer group for an Ail Black

test match, has increased his social crrrency amongst his peers.

" During the winter me mates come around and we watch the Super
I2 or the Tests. En^ up being quite a crowd." Sean (17)

sky decoders are found proportionally more in pakeha homes than

Maori homes among the respondents. Decoders are more likely to be

found in households of higher sES groups (sES l-2) than of lower

sES groups. with the cost of Sky TV approaching $60 per montlr,

many low income families (sES 5-6) cannot afford this sort of
expense. Bourdieu (1984: l-2) indicates that the economy of cultural

goods has a specific logic. Those who own culnnal objects are

marked with higher social status. The scarcity of an object inueases

its economic, social and culnral value. This tanslates to media

consumption in the context that those who possess 'objects' like Sky

TV have a higher synbolic status within the social goup.
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Internet Analysis

The use of the Internet amongst rural adolescents is really a case of
the 'haves' and the 'have nots'. Around half of the students in the

survey indicated that they had used the Intemet at least once, wittr

44.5% indicating that they had Internet access through school, friends

or at home. The comments made by the sample goup in the survey

and interviews, were that if they did not have the Internet connected

at home then this access wun generally sporadic. The Internet was

more likely to be connected in the households of pakeha and the

'others' ethnic groups than Maori respondents. when household

Internet connection wen crossmatched by SES groups the middle and

higher SES groups were more likely to have Intemet access at home

than those from the lower SES groups. Therefore, it is safe to say that

when ttre results of the survey questionnaire and interview are

analysed, it reveals that the use of the Internet by rural New Zealand

adolescents has a consumption bias towards those youth from pakeha

backgrounds who come from more affluent families.

Of those respondents who were regular Internet users, entertainment

was the main activity that respondents indicated their preference for.

According to interview and suney comments, frequenfly the

respondents used the Internet as a source to locate further information

for interests. often this was to find out information about pop music,

filnns, television shows and other aspects of popular culture.

" The Internet is greatforfinding stuffoutfor assignments. I use it
for that but also for the chat room. They are good for finding out
about stuffthat you are interested in" paul (17)
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" 9096 of my Internet use would be onweb sitesfor bands, 5%would
be for TV stufflike south Parkfor audio clips and stuf and S%for
assignments. " Tanmy (l 7)

Less common was using the Internet for educational purposes such as

researching for homework or assignment. Females were more likely

to use the lnternet for this purpose than males. They were also more

likely to use the chatrooms available on the Intemet or communicate

via e-mail with others than their male peers who used the Intemet

more for exclusively for recreational purposes.

" ...a1school we use the Internetfor projects, tofind information and
to send e-mails. E-mails are good because they are cheaper and they
get therefaster," Sara (17)

ComputerLiteracy nalysis

The growing sophistication of the personal computer over the years

has established it as an important multimedia apparatus for both

leisure and educational purposes. It is popularly claimed that

adolescents today need to be computer literate and to be successful

beyond the year 2000. Those who are not computer literate are

popularly described as not being able to join an emerging high+ech

future. These urban 'mylhs', whether true or no! do not bode well for

those young adolescents who do not have computer skills, or have not

the access or cultual capital to successfully attain them.

A little over 60Yo of the respondents surveyed believed they were

computer literate. slightly more Pakeha fett they were computer

literate than Maori. This relates to the fact that computers are found

in more Pakeha households than ldaori. There was little difference

between the genders in how comfortable they felt in using computers
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but when the survey results were cross-matched by SES groups it
was found that the higher SES groups were very much more

comfortable using computer technologies than respondents from the

lower sES groups. Again this figure is due to the co-relation of
computers in households to SES groups. The higher SES groups were

found to have an increased perception of computer literacy due to the

fact that they were also more likely to have access to a computer at

home. Pierre Botndieu's (1984) theory of cultural capital is again

found to be applicable in this case as his theory contends that those

adolescents of more affluent means and higher social status, are

advantaged in the ability to access and consume media products,

whereas those adolescents of working class backgrounds are

disadvantaged.

Nearly two thirds of the survey sample felt that they were computer

literate to a basic standard or felt comfortable using personal

computer technolory, although slighfly more Maori felt less

comfortable using computers than Pakeha though the difference was

not all that substantial. However, the respondents from the small SES

I group did reveal quite a significant difference in comparison, wittl
80% of them indicating they were computer literate, though this was

the only goup to be showing any variation from the norm.

Pakeha respondents from the two highest SES group households have

an advantage over other respondents from the survey sample in that

nearly 80% have personal computers in their households whereas

only 42% of the lower two sES goup households, and just under

40Yo of Maori households, have PC's. It would seem to indicate that

adolescents from Maori and lower SES households are disadvantaged
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in terms of their computer literacy due to not having a computer in

their homes.

Video Games nalysis

The use of electonic games for leisure entertainment is a common

form of media consumption amongst young people. The case study

survey and interviews investigated the use of these games amongst

the sample group. Elecfionic games essentially covers home video

games (i.e. Play Station and Nitendo 64), computer games , arcade

video games, and hand held portable games.

The main types of video game genres are Action girmes which stem

from the rapid action arcade giunes like 'Dukem Nukem', 'Mortal

Combat' and 'Tekken' which were gzrmes popular with the

respondents from the survey sample. These were especially popular

with male respondents. Simulation girmes which involve strategy or a

video replication of realistic events like'Grand rurismo', 'sim city
2000', 'Formula one', 'Need for Speed' and 'Flight Simulator' wetre

all popular with the survey respondents. Simulation games were very

populr with bottr males and females, especially the ones like .Grand

Turismo", 'Need for Speed' and 'Formula One,, on the Sony

Playstation game platform. Car Racing simulation games are the most

popular with the sample group of both genders. Adventure games

which involve problem solving skills and lateral thinking in the

pursuit of a quest which involves the exploration of a fantasy

environment. This genre of games was popular with the survey

responde,nts with examples like 'Age of the Empires', 'Dune', and

'wolfenstein' being frequentty commented on during the survey.
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Educational games which are seldom found outside school (chandler.

1994:2).

video games are regarded as at the lower end of the high culture -

low culture continuum.Many critics have dismissed them as 
..time

wasting toys of low level skill, inherent monotony " (chandler,1994:

7) The survey results showed though that video games were played

by respondents from all SES groups and Ethnic groups,

socio-economic class or ethnic background and had little to do with

the amount of access one had to a video game as well as how often

and how long the consumption of video games were being played.

Researchers into video girmes such as Sherry Turkle (l9ga: 6l)
believe that video games can be a mentally demanding, complex and

highly differentiated pastime. This is an interesting comment

considering that since Turkle made this staternent about video games

in the mid 1980s the games have magnified ten-fold in their speed

and graphic sophistication. Turkle (1984: l0l) argues that video

girme players engage in " parallel processing to deal with several

simultaneous events as well as serial processing in which events are

sequential." still in popular mythology'aideo games are demonised,,

as a " mindless addiction for delinquent children" of low income

parents (Greenfield, 1984: 86-87; Provenzo, lggl: 53-54)

The playing of video games has taditionally been largely thought of
as a male past-time. skirrow (1990: 328) has commented ttrat boys

are the heaviest users with a content preference towmds games with a

violence and warfare theme. " Most video games me designed by

males for males...which tend to feed into masculine fantasies of
confrol, power and destnrction." (Skinow, 1990: 333)
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The action, simulation and advenfire gilmes that are available either

via home game machines or arcades offer for the player a vicarious

experience of risk without the actual physical danger. Turkle (19g4:

79) feels that this special holding power of computer games appeal to
young males as the girmes, " are cenfred on evoking feelings of
aggressiveness, passion and eroticism ". That it helps young males to

test and prove their worth.

The survey results showed that males were clearly more heavier

consumers of video or computer games than females, with a third of
the males surveyed indicating that they played at least once a week

with their game session lasting for over two hours. Though nearly

90%o of females surveyed had at least tried or occasionally played

some sort of video or computer game and a third of the females said

that they played up to half a hour once a week. The most popular

games for females seemed to be those of the simulation genre such as

'Age of the Empires'.

From the survey results it seems that arnongst the survey respondents

car racing simulation games were easily the most popular tifles

mentioned in the questionnaire and the intenriews. These games

appealed to both genders. The sort of violent games played by some

of the male respondents was, however in a small minority. video
games like 'Grand rwismo', 'Need for speed', 'Formula l' and

'Colin McRae Rally' were the most popular.

" on the car racing games its trying to beat the other cars and the
clock, thats the buzz." Mere (17)
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Newsfaper nal)'sis

The survey respondents in the case study were found to be fairly

regular consumers of newspapers. The most popular titles were the

national daily the 'New zealandHerald', the provinciat daily the

'waikato Times' and the regional weekly the 'Hauraki Herald'.

These three papers had fairly strong support from the survey sample.

smaller local papers that solely were community based were not as

popular with the respondents as the papers which focused on at least

a wider district level.

According to the AMES (19s7) study of Scottish high school

students, the teenage years are a time when newspaper consumption

patterns are developed. Teenagers begin to spend more time reading

the newspaper than books for the fnst time in their lives. Around

50% of " Scottish high school aged students read a newspaper on a

regular basis " (Sachs et al, 1988: 2).

of atl survey respondents, females were found to read newspapers

on a slightly more regular basis than male respondents. The suwey

results also showed that the adolescents from the middle and lower

SES groups were more likely to read a newspaper on a regular basis

than higher SES adolescents.

The survey results also found that Maori respondents were more

likely to read a newspaper on a more regular background than their

Pakeha peers. This was a reasonably clear cut finding. It should be

noted that this result was backed up by the fact that Maori

respondents in the survey also were formd to watch more News and

current Affain programmes on television than their pakeha peers.
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Therefore, among rural adolescents it could be contended that Maori

adolescents are more 'News' literate than pakeha.

Nevertheless, the survey respondents tended to target sections or

columns in the paper to read" ignoring quite a lot of it more news

orientated content. Most approach the reading of the newspaper with
a'skim' method until they find something interesting to them or they

will go directly to the part of the page which they have developed a

reading ritual with.

" I don't apartfrom the weather section. Every now and then I will
Iook at the movie section." Dove (l 7)

" we get the waikato Times and the Herald. I usuolly have a quick
glance at them. I usually go straight to the sports section, Netball
results. I also look at the TV page to see whats on." Mere (17)

" Wen I find something interesting and I'm keeping up to date with
it I read the newspaper, stufflike the commormealth games Darren
Liddell, stufflike that I'll go offand read it. Probabty onty read it
once afortnight though." Jean (i,8)

Magazine nalysis:

The results of the survey questionnaire and interviews indicate that

the consumption of magazines is an important aspect of media

consumption for the nral youth who were part of the case study. Just

under half of the survey respondents indicated that they were regular

magazine purchasers. Many of the survey respondents purchased up

to five magazines a month. There was no recognisable difference in
this level of magazine purchasing between males and females, nor

between the ethnic groups. The key difference amongst adolescents
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in the survey sample was that adolescents from higher

socio-economic groups were more likely to purchase their own

magazines than those from the lower socio-economic groups.

The readership of magazines did reveal certain consumption

differences. For instance females tended to read more magazines than

males. This also related to the fact that adolescent females tended to

share magazines amongst themselves more than males. Nearly 70%

of the females in the survey regarded thernselves as regular magazine

readers, whereas just 55% males did. The sharing of magazine

resources between adolescents was more common amongst those

from lower socio-economic households, where magazine sharing

amongst the family unit was more cornmon. The fernale respondents

who were in Year 13 and had access to the school common rooms

frequently shared magazines with each other. sometime the male

respondents also read these 'womens' magazines according to some

of the female respondents though this was never mentioned by any of
the male respondents in the interviews.

" Girly magazines, Girlfriend, CIeo, stttfflil<e that. It's not just a
grrly thing. My brother steals all my magazines." Tammy (17)

" I look at the ones myfriends bring to school. you read them in the
common room during lunchtime." Anne (17)

" I was reading one in the common room before you came. Doily,
Girlfriend. Even the guys in the common room read them. They find
them entertaining as well." Jean (18)

In their evaluation of the research into the consumption of media by

adolescents in Austalia and Scotlan4 Sachs et al (1988) also found
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thatmagazine consumption was a significant aspect of adolescent

media use. They reported that it was a site for the creation of
signifying systems, systems of messages and the creating of
ideologies. The AMES (1987) study into media consumption

amongst scottish high school students, showed that, "magazine

consumption reduces amongst adolescent females as they near the

end of their teen years, whilst for males it increases over this period,,.

Especially in the consumption of specialist magazines such as car,

surfing, computer and music publications (sachs et al, lggg: 2).

" I usually read surfing magazines. Acoustic Guitar, Mmimum
Guitar, Guitar lI/orld, Musician. Just the ones with the sheet music
and tableture." Dnid (17)

"CaF magazines, performance ones like street Machine, Classic
Car." Paul (17)

From the results of the survey and interview dat4 it clearly becomes

evident in how class and gender identity are structured via the content

contained within magazines. It is really a question of what appeals to

males and females from differing socio-economic backgrounds.

Males purchase and read magazrnes that involve and develop their

sense of masculinity through the popularity of magazines content

involving motor vehicles, sports such as rugby, hunting, fishing and

surfing. Pakeha males were the only part of the sample group to

purchase comics and that universally was the sci-fi X-Men comic.

Females in the survey chose magazine content that was fairly
exclusively from ttre 'womens' or'Fashion' magazine genres. This

also validates the findings in the Ausfialian and Scottish studies

which also forurd that adolescent females prefened these genres.
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Research by McRobbie (1991) contends that womens magazines and

fashion magazrnes construct identities for young females that are a

mirror image of what the dominant ideology in society wishes to

consfuct and reinforce for women. Whilst there necessarily is not

any large differences amongst males in what sort of magaztnecontent

they consume amongst class and ethnic lines, there is amongst

women. clearly the high priced, imported, fashion magazrnes were

purchased by adolescent Pakeha females from the higher

socio-economic groups, whereas females frorn Maori and lower

socio-economic groups read and purchased the cheaper locally

printed tabloid style magazines. one could extend the view that

because of the increased economic ability of females from higher

SES backgrounds to purchase the more expensive magazrnetitles,

magazines which resonate a higher 'cultural capital' in terms of
'haute coufure' lifestyles rather than the cheaper'mass market'

lifestyles, that a reinforcement of Bourdieu's tlreory of culnnal capital

is well placed in this instance. McRobbie's (1991) contention that

womens magazines construct feminine ideology and identity, could

also be extended through Bourdieu (1984) to include differing set of
circumstances that constnrct feminine identity and ideology based on

social class, and the ' aesthetic disposition' of taste based on cultural

capital.

" Yeah Guys and stuff, Fashion, clothes, malce up.,'
Judy (16, SES 5)

" Relationships and issues. that sort of thing." Anne (17, sES 4)
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" I am into music so I subscribe to Rip it Up. I also go into paper
PIus and have aJlick through all the guitar magazines and if ihere is
something on a band that I like I wilt buy it. Normaily I btty
something I lil(e once a month." Tammy (IT, SES 2)

Video Analysis

The consumption of home videos is a popular entertainment and

social occasion for young adolescents. Due to distances involved in

favelling to the nearest video stores it can become difTicult for rural

adolescents to rent home videos on a regular basis. Because videos

are difficult to get hold of sometimes rural adolescents have .video

parties' where they get together on a weekend evening and watch

videos as a group.

" l{/e rent two or three times a month. Mainly to watch with
friends." Jean (/,8)

" sometime I watch them with my girtfriend. Its a cheap date. oh it
gives us something to do... If there is a bunch of guys coming around
we will watch actionfilms, when it is my girrfriend we watch
comedy. I'm not going to watch Romance." David (17)

" We don't get themfor use at home, but ofien I get themfor
watching at afriends house." Tammy (17)

The survey results showed that 46Yo of the survey respondents

watched videos with their friends as a sociar activity. It was a

particularly conrmon activity amongst female respondents. Watching

videos with other family members was more conrmon for males than

females, although this was not a significant difference. Some of the

respondents watched their videos alone. These w€re mosfly young

males rather than females. The males tended as a group to watch
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more home videos than femates. Males also tend to watch videos

with an increased frequency than females. It was this small group of
males who watch alone and with regular frequency that made the

gender consumption differences apparent.

" rt's something to do on a Friday and saturday night. I am an only
child so I usually end up watching them myself," paul (17)

" I get a video qbout once a fortnight when I am up in Auckland
visiting my mother. It gives me something to do during the dny.',
Sean (17)

For many adolescents the watching of videos is a social activity. The

survey results found that the respondents from the lower SES groups

tended to watch videos in a group activity more than those from a

higher SES group. The respondents from the higher SES groups

tended to consume fewer home videos overall than those from the

middle and lower SES range. A possible reason for this is the fact

that adolescents from more aflluent households in terms of both

economic and cultural capital, could very well have access to other

media products, or because of their possession of cultural capital they

are less likely to be exposed to lower forms of culture (Holt, 1995:

2-6).

In the survey results, it was found that overall Maori youth were more

frequent conflrmers of video's than pakeha, although this is only

relatively a slight difference statistically. This doesn't tell the whole

story because in the heaviest consumption category of .two or more

videos per week' it was Pakeha respondents who were the clear

heavy video consumers. Accordingly, ethnic grouping is generally
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effected by SES vmiables in terms of video consumption pattems

amongst rural adolescents.

There are gender and ethnic differences in the types of video gemes

that the respondents prefer. pakeha females tended to like Romantic

Comedies and Thriller/Florror titles:

"comedies mainly. sometimes drama. 'Liar Liar' typefilms are
good. Jim carey films. 'The Truman show' is out soon. I would like
to see that. Film with lots ofviolence are pretty boring you know
who is going to win in the end. with comedies they are just more
unpredictable. " Anne (I 7)

" I get out Horrorfilms because I titrc scaryfilms andyoudon't get
them shown on TV. " Judy (i,6)

Maori females tended to prefer the Action and Thriller/Florror

genres;

" Blood and Guts. Films like Face Ortt" Mere (IT)

" Horrors, I like a bit of action. Iil'hatever is the latest one. whatever
people have talked about at school." Kimi (17)

" Thrillers, Horrors. Whatevers out there.,' Sara (17)

Males of both Pakeha and Maori ethnic backgrounds regarded

Comedy and Action as their favourite genres.

" Action and comedy. 'Austin powers' was the last one I got out
and before tlrat it was 'city of Industry'. It was about thei guys
robbing a bank...itjttst degenerates into all these grys just iniofing
each other.... Yeahviolence is pretty cool. y'btow ttsfakc.,' paul
(r 7)
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" A film like 'Bulletproof has got comedy and action. Thats the sort
offilm. Action and comedies... 'Bulletproof thox good because
when all the action stops the humour starts between the two g?rys
who were there together" Sean (17)

Film Analysis

The consumption of films by the survey respondents in the case study

are almost universally those made in Hollywood. According to Gitlin
(1992:32), Hollywood movies have acquired a reputation for speed,

savagery, ethical emptiness and a smug surface, fuelled by the

promise of global markets. " It is an industry in the grip of inner

forces whose cynicism is so deep as to deff parody. Driven by

economic incentives and a perverse pride in what they consider craft,

movie makers concenfrate on new ways to savage and kill.,, (Gitlin,

1992 32) The media apparatus of Hollywood commodifies desire by

circulating images globally of white Euro-Euro-American celebrity

icons to universalise the nonns of Western beauty (Stenger, 1997:50).

The genres that have excited teenagers over the last few decades

seem not to have changed when comparing the results from the film
consumption studies that Watson (1990) undertook in the mid l9g0s

of New zealand adolescents, ild from the Scottish AMES study into

youth media consumption in 1985 (sach et al: lgsg) The general

themes of young adolescent females preferring Romance, Thrillers,

Horrors and the males preferring Actiorl comedies and Sci Fi are

relatively the same. All that has essentially changed are the titles,

actors and the level of sophistication in the special effects of the

movies. Hollywood still dominates the youth film marketplace with
its blockbusters. " with its forrrulaic recycling of plots and

characters combined with its perfection of the high tech, high cost
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spectacle, essentially works to assert the general well-being of a body

politic." Stenger (1997: 4a)

" I like action-adventure. Films like 'Speed II'. Those big
blockbuster action movies." Tom (16)

" 'Face Off with Nicholas Cage and John Travolta. It was
Brilliant." Mere (17)

The main differences in the consumption of movies by adolescents in
the 1980s compared to the 1990s is that today's adolescents attend

the cinema with more frequency than a decade and a half ago, and

that the importance of adolescent females as film consumers has

greater emphasis (Stenger, 1997 45; Forrest, 1998: l). In New

Zealand the rise of the suburban multiplex cinemas has increased the

box office takings of motion picture films. particularly sfiong are the

youth segments of the film attendance market (Mediaworks,lggT).

The strength of the teenage female market in film consumption is also

at an all time high when once they were the forgotten part of the film
audience equation. " After years of targeting adolescent males with

testosterone-fuelled cinem4 Hollywood has reacquainted itself with

the young female audience." (Forres! 1998: l) The adolescent female

has evolved into a position of strength in terms of economic influence

over the success of Hollyvood productions. 'scream' (1997) , 'I
Know what You Did Last Summer' (1997) and 'Titanic' (1997)

were the financial success stories of the yem prior to the conduction

of the case study survey. These fihns strongly appealed to young

females under the age of 25 years and accounted for over a quarter of
all movie tickets sold in the united States @ones! l99g: l-2). some

of the female respondents made these comm€nts;
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" 'Titanic'. It had the action and romance all together." Anne (17)

" 'Tilanic'was really good. 'screqm', I like scdry movies.', Jean
(r 8)

" 'screom'was good even though I don't like scary movies, its just
that it had comedy too which took away the. y,lonw fear.,, 

-

Tammy (17)

Though they are isolated by the geographical barrier of distance,

many of the respondents in the survey sample made the effort to see

'Titanic', the blockbuster Hollywood fitm of the previous l2 months.

Over three quarters of the survey respondents visited a cinema at least

once every three months, and 45Yo of the respondents visited a

cinema at least once a month. For many rural families the attendance

at a multiplex cinema is part of the consumption rinral involved in

visiting a city for shopping trips. The results of the case study survey

showed that females had a slighfly higher frequency of film
attendance than the male respondents. Also, the survey showed no

significant differences overall in this frequency of cinema visits

between Maori and Pakeha vouth.

The major differences in adolescent film consumption frequency

amongst the survey respondents was that the higher SES groups

clearly attended the cinema more frequently than those of the middle

and lower SES groups. This relates to their increased economic

abiuty to travel and consume in the cities more frequenfly than lower

SES groups. As Boudieu (1984) observed" economic status relates

directly to cultwal capital. Affluent rural teenagem can afford to

attend the cinema more ofte,n than their less afluent peers, which can
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be an expensive exercise when the cost of car travel. snacks and the

box office ticket is taken into account.

" Probably once a month. Up to Manakaa when we go shopping up
there. we usually get to the movies during a trip. euite ofien it's as a
family. we usually watch vvhat Dad is interested in but sometimes we
have watched something Mum has beenvery keen on." paul (17,
sES r)

" Hardly ever. By the time you go to Thomes you might as well keep
on going to Hamilton or Auckland to see the latest stufi," sara (IT,
sEs 5/

" Ifyou want to go to the movies you've got to travel and that,s a
special trip. There is an excitementfactor about going up to
Auckland. You really lookfor-ward to it." Mere (lT, SES, S)

Because of the time and effort involved in getting to a cinemq the

viewing of the film becomes more of an 'event' for the rurar

adolescent than it would be for the urban adolescent. The

consumption of the film achieves greater significance than usual. The

excitement of going to the city was a comment that many of the nral
teenagers made. The prospects of been able to buy the latest CD or

seeing the latest film was enticing.

" up there, there is more for you to do in the way of movie theatres,
more variely, ten pin bowling. There really isn't much to do here.
You end up going to the same parties with the same people. sean
(r7)

" The disadvantages of here are thatyou don't have access to all the
differins types of sertices that you get in the cities. Movie theatres
and stuf lilce that. The range of products is not as good. Basically a
lack of options really. Paul (17)
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Fihn genre preference is shown to be distributed by SES, Gender and

Ethnic goup. Though watson (1990) found no evidence to show that

modern musicals were more popular amongst working class females,

the case study found that lower SEs females preferred this genre

more than those from higher sES groups. Lower SES groups also

prefened Thrillers, Sport, crime, and Honor genres more than higher

SES groups in the survey sample. The higher SES groups preferred

Dram4 Sci FI, War, and True Stories genres. The Romance and

comedy genres generally appealed to all sES groups bur srightly

skewed towards the lower SES groups. EuropeadArt House and

Documentary films, clearly part of the 'high culture' end of the

cultural consumption paradigrn, had such little support from the

respondents surveyed, that no clear results could be established. The

mastery of deciphering and decoding such forms of aesthetic

consumption have possibly been submerged in the tide of Hollywood.

Most of the film gemes showed little difference between ethnic

groups, but there were exceptions,yh., Crime, True Story, Horror

and Romance. Maori respondents showed a sfiong preference to the

crime and rrue Stories genres. The Romance genre was also very

popular with Maori fernales and signifrcmtly more than their pakeha

peers. The Horror genre was more popular with pakeh4 especially

rnongst Pakeha females. This is possibly due to the strong support of
films like 'Ssream' (1997) and 'I Know What you Did Last

summer' (1997) among adolescent females as was revealed in the

survey results.

'Titanic' (1997) was the most popular fihn amongst both male and

fe,nnale respondents because it contained elements of the various
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genres that appealed to adolescents of both sexes. Romance,

Horror-Thriller, Action-Adventure, True story, and Drama - with all

the exciting special effects normally seen in the latest Sci Fi epic. The

second most popular film amongst female respondents in the survey

was '7 Days and 6 Nights', an Action-Advenhre film with a stong
Romance theme. This was a clear example of the sort of film that

appeals to female adolescents in genre terms. For male respondents,

the second most popular film was 'Godzilla' (lgg7), a Science

Fiction fikn typical of the modern action packed blockbuster from

Hollywood that traditionally has appealed to young males. These two

films clearly show the gender differences between the adolescent

male and female film audiences. The interview respondents also

showed up the wide differences in film preferences between the

genders.

" The lastfilm I saw was 'Mortal combat Annihilation'." David
(r7)

" 'Trainspotting'. I lilced the choose lfe thing at the beginning.
Sean (17)

" 'The Crafi'would be my Fwouritertlm. It,s a Horrorfilm."
Judy (16)

" 'The opposite of sex'by Christina Regi. Thatwas good. I enjoyed
that. It was a really different movie. what I lilced about it was ir 

'

didn't have the usual beginning, middle and end kind of ra-de-da
you get." Tammy (17)

Radio Analysis

Young people have been avid listeners to radio in New zealand. rn

the last 30 years since the first private rock music radio stations came
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on air in New zealand, the popular music format has dominated radio
playlists aimed at the youth mmket (Smyth, lggg). The survey results

found that amongst rural adolescents, females listen to the radio more
frequenfly than males. over a quarter of fernales listen to l0 hours of
radio per week whereas only aroun d 20%of males would listen to
more than l0 hours per week. A sizeable proportion of males, some

16.6yo, also indicated that they listen to less than an hour of radio a
week. The New zealandon Air (1997) study into media consumption

also found that females aged between 15 to lg years of age were

heavier radio listeners on average than their male peers. This seems to
be an international nend as studies into radio consumption amongst

adolescents in Scotland and Austraria found that females were also

consuming the radio more than males (sachs et al, 19gg).

" I rarely listen to the radio that much. I prefer cD's.,, David (17)

" I listen to the radio for quite afew hours of the doy, usuatty g9.s
FM, Mai FM, 88.6 FM." Mere (17)

A difference between rural youth and metropolitan youth in radio

consumption seems to exist. The NZo A (1997) study drew its 15 to
18 years of age sample goup from metropolitan Auckland. It found
that on average this sample group were listening to nearly 22 hours of
radio per week. The large majority of rural adolescents in the thesis

case study indicated that they only listened between 5 to l0 hours per
week. This figrne is considerably less which indicates that rural

adolescents are less heavier radio consumers than their urban

counterpmts. In the radio consumption of high school students in
Scotland and Ausfiali4 it would seem that on average the

respondents from the rural case study would consume more radio
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than the scottish students who consunrc2.2hours per week. The

results showed that they spend slighfly less hours per week listening

to the radio compared to the Australian students surveyed who
listened to 10.5 hours per week (Sachs et al, tggg: 4).

According to the survey, the Maori respondents on average listened

to more radio per week than pakeha. A quarter of all the Maori
respondents indicated that they were listening to the radio for more

than l0 hours per week. of all the groups in the survey sample,

Maori females were found to be most avid radio consumers. The

NZOA (1997) study also found that Maori youth tend to spend more

time than Pakeha listening to the radio.

" I like 94.3 FM, channel z, Mai FM. They are Auckland stations.
I4re get all the Auckland stations here... In the bath, in the
commonroom, when I get home. The radio is great you can do
artything with it. You can have it playing while you ore having tea.',
Sara (17, Maori)

" I listen to Mai FM heaps. I have it on ail the time. Everyday
straight afier school to when I go to sleep." Kimi (17, Maori)

The NZo A (1997) study reported findings in its survey that there is

no significant difference in youth radio consumption between socio -

economic groups. This seems to be at odds with the findings from

this survey which found that adolescents from lower sES groups

consume more radio ttrm those from higher SES groups. over half of
the survey respondents from the upper sES groups liste,ned to less

than five honrs of radio per weelg whereas 72yo of adalescents from
the lower SES groups listen to more than five hours of radio per

week. The survey results also showed that adolescents from higher

sES backgrounds were less likely to be regular viewers than those
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from lower sES backgrounds. An area where there seems to be an

universal conformity amongst adolescent radio consumers is their
preference for listening to the radio in the evenings.

The radio stations that male and female adolescents listen to are

mostly from the rock - pop continuum in format, though it is found

that males tend to prefer their stations to play a .heavier, form of rock
music than females. This preference towards FM Rock Stations was

found to be the same in the NZOA, Scottish and Ausffalian studies

into youth radio consumption (NZo A, 1997: AMES, l9g7; Sach et

al, 1988). The significant difference that became apparent in the case

study was in the preference of music content between Maori and

Pakeha. Mai FIvI, an Auckland based radio station that plays Rap and

Hip-Hop rnusic for young urban Maori and polynesian youth, is very
popular arnongst the nral adolescent Maori respondents, whereas the

Pakeha respondents sfiongly preferred the more Rock-orientated

stations 93FM and 89.8FM.

Female respondents were found to be more adventurous in their radio

consumption than males. Females listened to a greater variety of
stations than males. They are more likely to listen to national radio,

student radio, classical stations and local iwi stations than males,

even though the overall listenership for these radio formats was

substantially less than popular music orientated stations. seventeen

year old Tammy found her niche with Student radio;

" I only like people being themselves on the radio, that onty happens
on Student Radio. Some commercial stations have these DJ's who
try to put on tlpse brilliant charming personalities so everyone will
vanna listen to them becawe they are ,cool, - but they,re Try
Hard!" Tamny (17)
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" Radio has the ability to achieve a certain 'closeness' to young
people because it gives them a strong sense of identity shapingyouth
cultures, etc. furtheflnore, DJs or presenters 'speak their language'
and iwolve the listeners in their shows whether it be through
talkback, competitions or requests. Young people want their DJ's to
be funny, controversial, sarcastic, rebellious, even obnoxiotts."
New Zealand On Air, 1997)

Music Anallsis

The consrunption of popular music is an important part of an

adolescent's cultural expression and is indeed cenfial to the

adolescent experience. '?opular Music in New zealandhas been

important to young people for the last 40 years." (NZo,{ 1997;7a)

Popular music which was essentially 'Rock n Roll' in the 1950's has

now diversified into a large number ofmusical styles catering for a

wide range of musical tastes amongst adolescents ( NZOA,lggT).

The members of the survey sample had experienced in sizeable

numbers many of these music genres. Some music genres of course

have developed out of other earlier genres to form new ones. popular

music has had a fiadition of evolving hybrids. For instance from

'Heavy Metal' and'Punk' ofthe 1970's came .Grunge' of the

1990's. From 'Electric Blues' of the 1960's and 'Heavy Metal' of the

1970's czrme the modern 'Hard Rock' of the r980's. (Rolling stone,

1994; Bertlsche, 1995) The significant thing with adolescents, isn't
really just the sormd of popular music. Frequently, it is the image, the

style, the sub-culture, the politics, the rebellion and espirit de corps

amongst like minded youth that makes up the popular music genre.

willis (1990) and McRobbie (1990), wrote of those foregoing

attitudes and sentiments, md how significant they were in
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establishing a youth subculture from just purely a collection of
popular music songs in the eyes and ears ofBritish working class

teenagers.

The adolescents in the survey spent on average 17 hours a week

listening to popular music or around about 2.5 hours a day.

Considering that the average Year 12 and l3 school pupil spends just

five hours of the day in a school classroorn, this is quite a significant

amount of time. Some sub-groups of the sample listened to well

above this 2.5 hour per day average. The female respondents tended

to listen to music more often than ma]es, and Maori more so than

Pakeha. Those of lower SES backgrounds tended to listen to popular

music with higher frequency than those of higher SES backgrounds.

Maori females from lower SES backgrounds were the highest

consumers of popular music, followed by Pakeha males of middle

and lower SES backgrounds. The least likely to be heavy consumers

of popular music were Pakeha females from the higher SES

backgrounds.

" Evenwhen I'm outside or in the car I have to have sounds on."
Saro (17, Maori, SES 5)

" Heaps and heaps. Even when I am working I make sure I have
some sounds. At school. In the car. On the bus we play some killer
sounds. we get the driver to hold the aerial out the window cos it
keeps falling ofr,..l lilce Hip-hop, Rap and Sway Jam.
Kimi (17, Maori, SES 5)

" I listen to music everyday. In the morning and afierschool. About 3
hours a day. I listen to Tool at the moment. Its a heauy metal band. It
sounds like ACDC and Pearl Jam crossed." Jtrdy (I7,pakeln,
.sES,5/
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" I would probably listen to music 3 hours a day. Tapes and Radio
included." Tom (17, Pakeha, SES 4)

Popular music is regarded as 'low culture'. Though the 'Leavisite,

sfiatification of what is 'high culture' and what is 'low culture' can

be sfratified across musical genres based on tradition, complexity,

authenticity, critical acclaim and elitist values. For instance 'Classic

Rock' by very virtue of the inherent qualities in the term 'classic', is

of perceived higher cultural value than a manufacfured 'bubblegum'

pop group such as the Spice Girls. Those of higher SES backgrounds

participate less in the listening of popular music, whereas those of
lower SES backgrounds consume more popular music than the nonn.

" well I'm not toofussed to whot I listen too as long as its a good
song, got a beat and stuff, Because I normally don't have heaps of
tapes I listen to the radio. I would only listen to musicfor about an
hour on the weekends." Jean (18)

The higher sES respondents, Bourdieu (1984) would ffgue, possess

through their parents the cultural capital that develops in them a

higher aversion to the over-consumption of popular music. The over

consumption of popular music by adolescents is less likely to be

tolerated in a higher sES family than in a lower sES family. " The

aesthetic disposition demanded by the products of a highly

autonomous field of production is inseparable from a specific cultural

competence @otudieu, 1984: 2)."

one of the criticisms ofBourdieu's (1984) theory of cultwal capital

is exhibited through this co*,rrnpdott situation. The theory of
cultural capital can be charged with ethno-centricism. In Maoridonu
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music is regarded with high cultural importance. The fact that the

Maori female respondents were heavier consumers of popular music

than other groups tends to paint them as victims of cultgral capital as

they consume this low cultural product rnore than others.

The answer to this claim lies in the fact that Bourdieu (19g4) is a

theory cenfred in social class stratification and not ethnic

sffatification, therefore it must solely be adopted for its designated

purpose. The Maori females who were in the higher SES groups were

found to listen to musical genres which were of a higher perceived

'cultural' value such as I4r.z, classical and Folk and had a higher

propensity to do so than most other groups in the survey sample.

The survey revealed some profound ethnic goup differences in the

consumption of popular music. Maori male respondents stongly
identified with black American musical genres, particularly

House/Rap music. Tony Mitchell (1995: 6-l l) has commented on the

ethnic gap that exists in New zealandbetween, " the Maori and

Polynesian youths' liking for Black American Rap and Hip-Hop

music," compared to Pakeha youths' preference for, "white guitar

based rock". Maori males from the suwey sample also listened to

Rhythm md Blues in sizeable numbers. Maori females additionally

listen to a lot of Rap/llouse music, and also to Dance/Club music

which essentially is a hybrid between white Disco and black

Hip-Hop. Jazz was also listened to in some numbers by Maori

females. shuker (1990: 93) also found that there were strong

distinctions between Maori and pakeha youth in the adoption of
musical tastes and youth subcultures, and that Maori youth have
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adopted black urban America as their youth culture model. Mc Leaw
(1995: 45-47) and Baker (1995: l-4) both srate that pakeha yourh

culture has its roots in'hhite suburban Arnerica and Britain',. The

results of the thesis supported this contention as the pakeha male

respondents liked their music to be from one of the traditional .white

guitar rock' genres such as Grunge, Heavy Metal, and punk.

" I hmte always liked Metallica and soundgarden, but nothing new
lately. I like the Beastie Boys, Led zeppelin and Jimi Hendrix:.',
Paul (17)

" I like Pearl Jam and smashing pumpkins, supergroove were
good." Tom (17)

The liking of the 'Heavy Metal' types of music style was viewed by
Tarurer (1981: l0) as being " a symbolic rejection of the prevailing

values and assumptions of the schooling process, and postulates a

correspondence between 'heavy metal' and a subculnral solution

rooted in action physicality and collective solidarity.', Heavy Metal,

Grunge and Punk are musical styles with a subcultural undercurrent

that is anti-authoritarian. Schools, teachers, parents and other figures

of authority in the adolescents' life me there to be rebelled against.

" I think that in the thirdform I was in a bit of a grungt btnzfor
awhile, but I soon snapped out of that. I used to go to schoollooktng
hard and grungt." Kimi (17)

Pakeha females also liked the 'white guitar rock' genres but reserved

as sfrong liking for Dance/club music and the gentler rock sounds of
Pop and Classic Rock from the 1960's.
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" I listen to anything. I don't listen to classical and that sort of
thing. Nothing too weird, but all the dffirent styles of roek music.
Heary Metal would be the best out of it though." Anne (17)

New zealand's home grown popular music has some solid support

amongst sections of rural adolescents. Though many of the

respondents eittrer didn't know the difference between local

musicians and overseas artists or had a negative attitude towards

them. Two intenriew respondents were most 'passionate' about local

'Kiwi' music. Both were wide and eclectic consumers of many

popular forms of music, knowledgeable on the topic, and played in

garage rock bands.

" I am a bigfollower of New Zealandmusic. I think it should have a
heaps bigger pro/ile. shihad deseme a lot more attention. Dead
Flowers are getting there as well. The Feelers are making it big,
they have a high profile. I think they are number two on the charts
with the latest album. Its good to see them getting recognised. Some
of the lfile bands people should give them a bit more of a hand
y'know getting out there and giving them more attention like Loves
Usly Children, Mucffinle as well. Bands like thot put out some really
good music, but lcnow one listens to it really. They just hwen't been
able to get it out to the people. I think thats realty sad. Thats why I
like people like Havoc because they put a bandout every show and
they are on National television and thots really cool. Tammy (lT)

" I love local bands. The Feelers. Vinegar Lil are playing at
Cannibals this weekend. I am offto see them." Dovid (17)

These two respondents also were able to articulate their feelings on

the meaning and importance of popular music and how it personally

relates to thern as individuals.

" To use an example. The spice girls have really empty lyrics where
as a band like Pearl Jam's lyrics have passion, meaning artd
intelligence, and tlnt all comes through in the mtnic." David (17)
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" I think its the energ/ in the music. The punk stufi, the energ,t it
gives me. I think its great...Music is my lij'e." Tammy (17)

The respondents from the higher SES groups tended to select more

geme styles of music than those from the lower SES groups who

tended to select only two or three genres that they liked. This raises

the notion that cultural capital may play a part in the 'exposure' to a

wider range of musical experiences or at least provide the

'opportunity' to do so. Because of the higher SES groups tendency to

select more types of musical genres that they listened to regularly,

they were more likely to be represented in some of the genres that did

not gain wide support across the overall survey question. These were

musical genres that could be regarded as of a 'higher' culture such as

classicavoper4 Jazz, British and American Alternative. The

respondents from the lower SES were also conspicuous in their

reduced support for some of the musical genres that the middle SES

goup and higher sES group listened to. whilst Grunge, Rock and

Dance/Club was popular with most respondents, those respondents

from SES groups five and six were lukewarm in their support.

Rap/Flouse music was the clear favourite of the lower SES groups.

This possibly is because more of an ethnic situation rather than a

social-class situation as the majority of Maori males are in these

lower SES groups. Shuker (1990) in his investigation into youth

music consumption found that when musical geme taste patterns

were classified by SES status, no statistically significant differences

emerged. The real differences amongst adolescents' musical tastes

are amongst ge,nder and ethnic groups. This thesis supports the claim

that gender and ethnic differences are more significant than social

class difflerences. No true comparisons can be made between musical
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genres in a specific sense because of the ten year time difference

between the shuker (1990) study and this thesis case study. Nearly a

decade has passed the musical landscape, some genres have lost

popularity with youtb and some genres didn't exist ten years ago.

what is really significant in this regard is that adolescents identiS
with their peer group when shming musical preferences, far more

than the class background in which they have been established in.

The cultural capital an adolescent acquires from popular youth

culture, in effect overwhelms the cultural capital the adolescent has

acquired from their social class background.
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Conclusion

The thesis set out to investigate the mass media consumption of a

sample group of Year 12 and 13 students who were attending rural

New Zealand secondary schools. The thesis has gained a considerable

understanding of their general preferences and patterns, with

reference to the ethnic, gender and social class variables that impact

on their mass media preferences. The survey results, and the

subsequent interviews with eleven respondents, provided information

that frequently revealed a range of mass media consumption patterns

and preferences that were significantly affected by contrasts in the

respondents' cultural capital.

The findings of the thesis revealed that mass media consumption

dominates much of the waking time of adolescents. It is part of their

daily ritual, a ritual that is fairly universal amongst adolescents of
western nations. The media consumption of the sample group was

heavily American in content, particulmly in Films, Video and

Television. The reason that most respondents gave for preferring US

media content was that American media products me of better

quallty, more entertaining, and personally more satisffing. popular

music was in their view the most significant mass media in their

lives. whether it be listening to tapes or the radio, many of the rural

adolesecents interviewed and surveyed said that they would find life
difficult withoutit. The sarrple goup of rural adolescents were eager

to keep up to date with the global fiends of populm music md youth

culture. A small nurnber of male respondents adopted the culnral
'cache' of the surfing-punk subculture. participafing in the sporL
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listening to the music, buying the magazines, and adopting the image.

(Arnett, 1995;' Steele and Brown, L995;Meigel, 1994)

For many of the respondents, the consumption of the mzNS media was

a communal activity. A site of social bonding. They listened to music

and radio in groups, invited friends over to watch Sky TV, got

together for video parties, and often talked about their mass media

interests irmongst themselves, during school lunchtimes or on the

school bus. The sharing of the media irmongst the peer group was

a frequent occurence. They borrowed tapes and CD's, taped songs

for each other, swapped or borrowedmagazines, and videotaped TV
shows for each other, as was the example of the South park TV series

highlighted in the thesis.

Adolescents vigorously search for knowledge when consuming the

media. This is done for socialisation purposes, and interpreted to

either reinforce or resist the expectations, beliefs and behaviours of
society. The mass media is a site of interpretation and understanding

as they pass through the 'storm and sfiess' of entering an autonomous

adulthood. Media consumption for adolescents is also a site of
exploring their identity and place in the world. The images, concepts,

and attitudes of the 'mediaworld' are interwoven with their own

personal im4ges, concepts, and attitudes that they have grown up

wittr as being part of a nral New zealandhousehold. This self

exploration stage is part of the fiansformation into developing their

personal identity. (Amet[ 1995; Steele and Brown, 1995;Meigel,

ree4)
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Adolescents use the mass media in five ways according to Arnett

(1995). For entertainment, identity formation, search for high

sensation, youth culture identity and as a coping stratery. Though the

respondents in the sample soup unphasise the ways they rne the

medi4 of cenfial concem to them was the issue of using the media to
cope with the isolation and boredom that they felt they had to deal

with as teenagers living in counfiry areas. often the media was

consumed by them because of having nothing better to do, or that

their lack of transportation caused staying at home and listening to

tapes or watching TV was the best of few options for available

recreation.

Summary of Findings

The survey questionnaires and the interviews provided a valuable

insight into ttre media lives of a group of rural adolescent New

Zealanders from thrree farming districts mound the Auckland

province. The fact that the 174 respondents were from three distinct

schools and local areas, did not provide for significant variances in
their overall mediatastes. The sample group were generally part of
the same broader youth media culture, in that there weren't any

fimdamental differences between them other than gender, ethnicity,

and social class.

The Year 12 and Year 13 respondents came across as a lively,

inquisitive, and good natured soup of young people whose opinions

of and about the mass media were enlightening. The notable findins
that this case study investigafion discovered about this sample group

were as follows:
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1.0 Rural dolescent Television Consumption.

1.1

The attitude of the survey respondents towards our local New

zealand television, shows that a certain amount of 'cultural cringe,

exists as many feel that the prograrnmes are somehow inferior to

foreign productions. New zealand prograrnmes ranked behind

American and British in the respondents' preferences.

1.2

Nearly three quarters of the survey respondents prefer to watch an

American programme in preference to other courtries.

1.3

The populmity of prograrnmes particularly those from the united

States appealed in equal measure to both genders in the survey.

1.4

The English accents of British progftrnmes were found to be the

main reason for disliking British prograrnmes by those adolescents

who undertook the survey and interviews.

1.5

w2 was dominant in its position as the leading channel of choice

amongst four out of every five respondents from the survey sample .

This was regardless of gender, SES and ethnic background. All other

free to air channels performed badly in comparison.
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1.6

The sample group watched 2l .8 primetime progmmmes per week

with females watching slighfly more than males. The results found

that Maori watched nearly 29 primetime programmes per week,

nearly 10 programmes more than pakeha, and that youth from the

lowest sES background watched nemly l0 programmes a week more

than those from the highest SES background.

1.7

The survey results revealed that the most popular television geme

amongst the sample group was Situation Comedy.

1.8

Nearly a quarter of their prime-time viewing was taken up watching

Sitcom's. AIso popular were soap opera's, Lifestyle progftunmes,

and Cartoons.

L.9

Arts/Cultural, Documentaries and Murder/Jvfysteries were not
popular with the sample Soup.

1.10

There is a strong bias against television genres that can be conceived

as 'high culture' , 'British' or for .old people,.

1.11

The females in the survey were attracted to soap operas like

'shorfland Street', drama's like 'ER' and situation comedies like
'Friends'. The significance is that young females prefer progftlrnmes
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to have cenfial female chmacters, especially female characters

developing relationships with the opposite sex.

l.r2
Female TV chmacters such as Alley McBeal or Rachel from

Shortland sfeet have their on-screen behaviour and attitudes

modelled by adolescent girls.

1.13

Adolescent females are more likely to develop a stronger relationship

with the television than adolescent males. They become loyal to

specific progranrmes as can be seen by the strong support the female

respondents in the case study gave to 'Friends', 'shortland Street'

and 'Allev McBeal'.

l.l4
The male respondents particularly liked sporty, irreverent, humorous

characters in the television shows that they watched. Mark Ellis and

Havoc were regarded as 'role models' by some of the male

respondents because they were 'hard case' or'good blokes'. These

two television presenters were regarded by the male respondents as

wise cracking individualistic, macho and mildly anti- establishment.

1.15

The most popular progftlrnme for female respondents is the American

situation comedy 'Friends' which is shown on TV2.
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1.16

The most popular prograrnme for male respondents was 'The

Simpsons' also on TV2.

l.t7
'who Dares wins' again on TV2, was the most popular progranrme

with Maori respondents.

1.1E

The most popular New zealandmade show was 'shortland street',

the medical cenfie based soap opera.

l.lg
The cartoon show 'South Park' TV4 was incredibly popular amongst

male respondents. It was the fifttr most popular programme amongst

the survey sample despite the fact that many of the sample goup

were not able to get TV4. Such was the cult status and significance of
'South Park' amongst the respondents, that pirated copies were being

circulated around the senior corrmon rooms at the secondary schools

where the survey participants attended.

1.20

Generally, Maori respondents watch the same progranmes and

television genres as their Pakeha peers. There are some exceptions

though. Firstly, large nunbers of Maori males watched'The Fresh

Prince of Belair' A lmge number of female Maori respondents also

watched the sitcom oMoesha' 
on TV4 about a teenage African

American girl. The programme stars the Hip-Hop singer Moesha.
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1.21

Though not on prime+ime scheduling many Maori respondents also

watched 'Mai rime', a Maori youth culture progfilrrlme on Satuday

mornings.

1.22

Another significant difference between Maori and pakeha adolescent

television consumption is that Maori watch more News and Current

Affairs progftunmes than Pakeha. For every News and current

Affairs programme screened during primetime proportionally more

Maori were watching.

2.0 Rural Adolescent ConsumFtion of Pay TV.

2.1

The most popular channel amongst the respondents was HBo which

screens Movies. This was especially popular amongst females.

2.2

The second most popular sky TV channel was Sky sport, especially

amongst males. Males who had Sky Sport also invited their friends

around to watch rugby and cricket programming.

23

Amongst males TAB Sports Cafe was widely popular.
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2.4

Many females also invited around their friends to watch IIBO.

especially for the weekend evening movies.

2.5

since sky TV is only available to 38Yo of the respondents it is to a

certain extent, an important site of youth social activities amongst the

rural sample goup.

2.6

Sky decoders are found in proportionally more pakeha homes than in

Maori homes.

2.7

Sky TV Decoders are more likely to be found in households of higher

SES groups (SES 1-2) than of lower SES goups.

3.0 Rural Adolescent Internet Consumption.

3.1

Around half of the students in the survey indicated that they had used

the Intemet at least once, with 44.5% indicating that they had Internet

access through school, friends or at home.

3.2

The Internet was more likely to be connected in the households of
Pakeha and the 'others' ethnic groups than Maori respondents.
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3.3

when household Internet connection was crossmatched by sES

groups, the middle and higher SES groups were more likely to have

Internet access at home than those frorn the lower SES groups. The

use of the Internet by rural New zealand adolescents has a

consumption bias towards those youth from pakeha backgrounds

who come from more affluent families.

3.4

Entertainment was the main activity that respondents indicated that

they used it for. According to the interview and survey comments,

frequently the respondents used the Intemet frequently as a source for
locating further information for the ptrsuit of interests. often this

was to find out information about pop music, frlms, television shows

and other aspects of popular culture.

3.5

Less common was using the Internet for educational purposes such as

researching for homework or assignment. Females were more likely
to use the Internet for this pwpose than males. They were also more

likely to use the chatrooms available on the Intemet or communicate

via e-mail.

4.0 Rura! dolescent Computer ConsumFtion.

4.1

A little over 600/o of the respondents believed they were computer

literate. Stightly more Pakeha felt they were computer literate than
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Maori. This relates to the fact that computers are found in more

Pakeha households than Maori.

4.2

There was little difference between the genders in how comfortable

they felt using computers.

4.3

when the survey results were cross-matched by SES groups it was

found that the higher SES groups were very much more comfortable

using computer technologies than respondents from the lower SES

groups.

4.4

Pakeha respondents from the two highest SES group households have

an advantage over other respondents from the survey. sample in that

nearly 80% have personal computers in their households.

4.5

only 42o/o of the lower nvo sES soup households, and just under

40% of Maori households, have PC's. It would seem to indicate that

adolescents from Maori and lower sES househords are disadvantaged

in terms of their computer literacy due to not having a computer in

their homes.
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5.0 Rural Adolescent Video Games ConsumFtion.

5.1

Socio-economic background had little to do with the amount of
access one had to a video game, as well as how often and how long

the consumption of video games were being played.

s.2

The survey results showed that males were clearly heavier consgmers

of video or computer games than females, with a third of the males

surveyed indicating that they played at least once a week with their

game session lasting for over two hours.

5.3

Simulation games were very popular with both males and females,

especially the ones like 'Need for Speed' and'Grand Turismo, on the

Sony Playstation game platform.

s.4

Adventure games which involve problem solving skills and lateral

thinking in the pursuit of a quest wtrich involves the exploration of a
fantasy environment. This genre of games was popular with the

survey respondents with examples like Age of the Empires, Dune,

and wolfenstein being frequently commented on during the survey,

especially with males.
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6.0 Rural t dolescent Newspaper And Magazine consumption.

6.1

The most popular titles were the national daily the New zealand

Herald, the provincial daily the waikato Times and the regional

weekly the Hauraki Herald.

6.2

of all survey respondents, females were found to read newspapers on

a slightly more regulm basis than male respondents.

6.3

The survey results also showed that the adolescents from the middle

and lower sES groups were more tikely to read a newspaper on a

regular basis than higher SES adotescents.

6.4

The survey results also found that Maori respondents were more

likely to read a newspaper on a more regular background than their

Pakeha peers.

6.5

The consumption of magazines is an important aspect of media

consumption for the rural youth who were part of the case study.

Just under half of the ilrvey respondents indicated that they were

regularmagazine purchasers. Many of the survey respondents

purchased up to five magazines a month. There was no recognisable

difference in this level of magazrne purchasing between males and

females, or betwee,n the ethnic groups.
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6.6

Females tended to read more magazines than males. This also related

to the fact that adolescent females tended to share magazines amongst

themselves more often than males. Nearly 70o/o of the females in the

survey regarded themselves as regular magazine readers, whereas just

55o/o males did,

6.7

Females in the survey chose magazine content that was drawn

exclusively from the 'Womens' or 'Fashion' magazine genres.

6.8

Womens' magazines and fashion magazrnes constuct identities for

young females ttrat are a mirror image of what the dominant ideolory

in society wishes to construct and reinforce for women.

6.9

Males purchase and read magazines that involve and develop their

sense of masculinity ttrough the populmity of magazines content

involving motor vehicles and sports such as rugby, hunting fishing

and surftrg.

6.10

Pakeha males were the only part of the sanple Soup to purchase

comics, and that rmiversally was the sci-fi X-Men comic.
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6.11

The key difference amongst adolescents in the survey sample was

that those from higher socio-economic groups were more likely to

purchase their own magazines than those from the lower

socio-economic groups.

6.12

The sharingof magazine resources between adolescents was more

common amongst those from lower socio-economic households.

6.13

Whilst there necessarily are not any large differences amongst males

in the sort of magazrne content they consume, particularlyamongst

class and ethnic lines, there is amongst women. Clearly the high

priced imported fashion magazines were purchased by adolescent

Pakeha females from the higher socio-economic groups. whereas

females from Maori and lower socio-economic groups read and

prnchased the cheaper locally printed tabloid style magazines.

7.0 Rural Adolescent Video Consumption.

7.1

The survey results showed that nearly half of the survey respondents

watched videos with their friends as a social activity. It was a

particularly common activity amongst fernale respondents.
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1.2

Some of the respondents, mostly younger males, watched their videos

alone.

7.3

overall, males as a group watch more home videos than females.

Males also tend to watch videos with an increased frequency than

females. It was this small goup of males who watch alone and with

regular frequency that made the gender consumption differences

apparent.

7.4

For many adolescents the watching of videos is a social activity. The

survey results found that the respondents from the lower SES groups

tended to watch videos in a group activrty more often than those from

a higher SES group.

7.5

The respondents from the higher SES groups tended to consume less

home videos overall than those from the middle and lower SES

range.

7.6

Maori youth were more frequent consumers of videos than Pakehq

though there is only relatively a slight difference statistically.

7.7

In the heaviest consumption category of 'two or more videos per

week' it was the Pakeha male respondents who were the clear heavy
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video consumers. Also, ethnic grouping is generally effected by SES

in terms of video consumption variables amongst rural adolescents.

7.8

Pakeha females tended to like Romance and Thriller/florror titles-

7.9

Maori females tended to prefer the Action and Thriller genres.

7.t0

Males of both Pakeha and Maori ethnic backgrounds regarded

Comedy and Action as their favourite genres.

8.0 Rural Adolescent tr'ilm Consumption.

8.1

Though they are isolated by the geographical barrier of distance,

many of the respondents in the survey made the effort to see the

blockbuster Hollyvood film of the previous 12 months. over three

quarters of the survey respondents visited a film at least once every

three months, and 45Yo of the respondents visited a cinema at least

once a month.

8.2

For many nral families attendance at multiplex cinemas is part of the

consumption ritud involved in visiting a clty for shopping trips.
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8.3

The results of the case study survey showed that females had a

slightly higher frequency of film attendance than the male

respondents.

8.4

There were no significant differences overall between Maori and

Pakeha youth in the frequency of cinema visits.

8.5

The higher SES groups clearly attended the cinema more frequently

than those of the middle and lower SES groups. This relates to their

greater economic ability to travel and consume in the cities more

frequently than lower SES groups.

8.6

Lower SES groups preferred Thrillers, Sport, Crime, and Horror

genres more than higher SES groups in the survey sample.

8.7

The higher SES groups preferred Dram4 Sci FI, War, and True

Stories genres.

8.8

The Romance and Comedy genres generally appealed to all SES

groups but slightly skewed towards the lower SES groups.
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E.9

European/Art House and Docume,ntary films had little support from

the respondents.

8.10

Maori respondents showed a sfiong preference to the crime and

True Stories genrss.

8.11

The Romanoe genre was also very popular with Maori females and

significantly more than their Pakeha peers by choice, but

interestingly, many of the films ttrat Pakeha females actually attended

had 'romance' as a significant story component.

8.r2

The Horror geffe was more popular choice particularly with Pakeha

and especially aurongst Pakeha females.

8.13

The most popular film amongst the respondents was 'Titanic' (1997).

It especially appealed because it contained elements of all the vrious
genres that usually please adolescents. Romance, Horror-Thriller,

Action-Adventure, True Story md Drama - with all the exciting

special effects normally seen in the latest Sci Fi epic.
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9.0 Rural dolescent Radio ConsumFtion.

9.1

The survey results found that'amongst rural adolescents, females

listen to the radio more frequenfly than males. over a quarter of the

females listen to l0 hours of radio per week, whereas only around

20%o of males would listen more than l0 hours per week. The large

majority of rural adolescents in the thesis case study indicated that

they only listened to between 5 and l0 hours per week.

9.2

Rural adolescents are less heavier radio consumers than their urban

counterparts.

9.3

Maori respondents on average listened to more radio per week than

Pakeha. A quarter of all the Maori respondents indicated that they

were listening to the radio for more than l0 hours per week. of all

the groups in the survey sample, Maori females were found to be the

most avid radio consumers.

9.4

Adolescents from lower SES groups consume more radio than those

from higher sES groups. over half of the survey respondents from

the upper SES groups listened to less than five hotns of radio per

week, whereas 72vo ofadolescents from the lower SES groups listen

to more than five hours of radio per week.
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9.5

A universal conformity amongst adolescent radio consumers is their
preference for listening to the radio in the evenings.

9.6

The radio stations that males and female adolescents listen to are

mostly from the rock - pop format. Though it is found that males tend

to prefer their stations to play a 'heavier' form of rock music than

females.

9.7

Female respondents were found to be more adventurous in their radio

consumption than males. Females listened to a greater variety of
stations than males. They are more likely to listen to national radio,

classical stations and local iwi stations than males

9.8

Mai FM an Auckland based radio station that plays Rap and Hip-Hop

music for young rnban Maori and Polynesian youth is very popular

amongst the rural adolescent Maori responde,lrts.

9.9

Pakeha respondents stongly preferred the more Rock orientated

stations 93FM and 89.8FM.

9.10

The adolescents in the survey spe,nt on average 17 hours a week

listening to popular music or round about 2.5 hours a day. The
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female respondents tended to listen to music more often than males.

Maori tended to listen to more music than pakeha.

9.1"1

Those of lower sES backgrounds tended to listen to more popular

music than those of higher SES backgrounds.

9.12

Maori females from lower SES backgrounds were the highest

consumers of popular music, followed by Pakeha males of middle

and lower SES backgrounds.

9.13

The least likely to be heavy consumers of popular music were pakeha

females from the higher SES backgrounds.

10.0 Rural Adolescent Music ConsumFtion.

r0.1

Maori male respondents sftongly identified with black American

musical genres, particularly House/Rap music.

10.2

Maori ferrales also listened to a lot of Rap/flouse music, but also to

Dance/Club music which essentially is a hybrid between white Disco

and black Hip-Hop. Jazz.wu also listened to in some numbers by

Maori females.
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10.3

Pakehamale respondents liked their music to be from one of the

traditional 'white guitar rock' geffes such as Grunge, Heavy Metal,

and Punk.

10.4

Pakeha females also liked the 'white guitar rock' genres, but reserved

strong liking for Dance/Club music and the gentler rock sounds of
Pop and Classic Rock from the 1960's.

10.5

The respondents from the higher SES groups tended to select a large

variety of genre styles of music than those from the lower SES

groups who tended to select only two or three genres that they liked.

This raises the notion that culnnal capital may play a part in the

'exposure' to a wider range of musical experiences or at least provide

the 'opportunity' to do so.

10.6

Grunge, Rock and Dance/club was popular with most respondents,

those respondents from SES groups five and six were lukewarm in

their support. Rap/Flouse music was the clear favourite of the lower

sES groups. This possibly is because more of an ethnic situation

rather than a social-class situation as the majority of Maori males are

in these lower SES groups.
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Pierre Botrdieu's theory of cultural capital, extended the notion that
in our modern societies, classes adopt the characteristics of status

groups and class stnrggle thus becomes fiansported, both to the

cultural and educational fields @ourdieu, r9g4). This is the decisive

factor of why the adolescents in the sarnple consumed the mass

media in different ways. why, for instance, would a pakeha female

of higher sES background be generally found to have a different

media consumption preference and pattern, than a Maori female of
middle sES backgroun4 or a pakeha male of a lower SES

background. Gender and Ethnicrty do have a considerable effect on

consumption preferences and patterns, but at the heart of the furdings

of this thesis is the relationship of how cultural capital is rendered by

each class reproducing the level of culnral capital from one

generation to the next.

Bourdieu (1984) regmds that the erhos oftaste is rooted in the ethic

of functionalism for 'common people'. These 'common', everyday

people according to Bourdieu (1984), have been denied the capacity

to 'see' in the context of knowledge and concepts. cultural objects or

artefacts in this regard have to serve a functional purpose. often the

function of the mass media for what pierre Bourdieu coined the

'common people', is for the fuirctional utility of entertainment. Those

who can 'see' in the aesttretic sense consume for usually reasons of
edification or snob value (Flolt" 1998). The system of cultural

relations has been set up in such a way that working class people, and

ethnic minorities within a dominant culture, have been ideologically

'locked out' from attaining " the aesthetic disposition demanded by
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the products of a highly autonomous field of production which is
inseparable from a cultural competence" @ourdieu, l9g4:2).

For instance, the thesis results provided highlights of this theory of
cultural capital and Taste espoused by piene Bourdieu, in action.

An example is in how films can be coded and ciphered according to
the differences of aesthetic disposition between the social classes.

The English 'costume drama' films, by frlmmaken such as Merchant

and Ivory, are usually based on works of literature by highly regarded

English writers of the lgth and early 20th century. They also tend to

star 'serious' British actors, usually 'ex RADA', in the lead roles.

often they are set in English upper class country houses. They also

tend to get Academy Award nominations as a certification of their
high status. These films are an example of the aesthetic disposition

inherent in 'high culture', a refined disposition that requires the

understanding of codes that demand a certain level of cultural

competence. In the survey questionnaire a small number of higher

SES female respondents commented ttrat amongst their favourite

films and videos, were 'Merchant and Ivory' type films. This

compares with a number of female respondents from lower SES

backgrounds whose preferences of films and videos reflected .low' or
'mass' culture tastes, such as 'B' Grade Hollywood Action or Horror
films.

Pierre Bourdieu (1984) considered that the possession of culnral
capital enables an individuat to access the powerful economic and

political positions of the elite. The reality is that, it is a significant
predicament for those of working classes or ethnic minorities, that

social and cultrual mobility is an option not freely available to them.
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The reason is that the content ofhigher cultural artefacts from which
cultural capital is accumulated frorn, is screened legitimised and
monopolised in favour of the elite who possess it, the elite social
classes at the detriment of those of working class origins who don,t
have the financial resources to access it, nor the privilege of receiving
a high culture component in their education ( Di Maggio and

umseem, 1982). " Art and cultural consumption are consciously
predisposed to fill the social function of legitimising social

differences" @ourdieu, 1984: 2). The findings in this thesis

concludes that the mass media consumption of the sample group of
rural adolescents was effected by the cultural capital that they
possessed. whilst, ethnic grouping and gender differences are easily

definable and easily found, and both produce their own strata of
outcomes in terms of media consumption, the vmiable which
produces the changes of aesthetic dispositions within ethnic and

gender groups is social class demarcated by levels of culttpal capital.

"...it's a sign of this whole thing in the art world that nobody Imows

anything about. They can talk about modern art and contemporary

art all they want. But it's the same old social thing that's been going
on in artfor a hundredyears, theflutey bitones of the protestant

cultural establishment (Wolfe, I 96g). "
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One of the problems faced during the research and completion of this

thesis was that the amount of data uncovered was considerable. The

thesis investigated ten distinct rnass media formats that adolescents

consume. In hindsighq the thesis perhaps could have been broken

down into four separate consumption topics which may have made

for a more tightly focused case study. For instance these four

consumption topics possibly could have been; 'The consumption of
visual media such as television, film and video amongst rural

adolescents'; 'The consumption of popular text medi4 such as

magazines and newspapers amongst rural adolescents'; .The

consumption of electonic or information technologies such as

computers, Internet, and elecfionic games, amongst rural

adolescents', and finally the fourth area of research could have been;

'The consumption of audio media such as radio and popular music

amongst rural adolescents' .

In the end, the thesis covered all ten mass media formats and

discovered considerable arnounts of dat4 opinions, and attitudes of
and about, the sample group in terms of their mass media

consumption. The problem with such a broad topic area and a large

amorHrt of information collected from the sanrple group, is that the

limitations of time and resources involved in a Masterate degree

inhibits the research from going even firther to develop the fiue

esse,lrce of adolescent mass media consumption. If the thesis

questions were targeted more to specific formats of the mass media

such as 'visual mass media consumption', then research questions

could have been formulated along the lines of 'Why does the sample
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goup have such a huge bias for the consumption of TV2
programming, when TV3 and rv4 me also targeting the adolescent

audience by using American programme content?' and, .why 
do

progftunmes from America appeal to adolescents more than

prograrnmes from New zealandand the IJK'. In hindsight, one of the

disadvantages of the thesis research was its wide topic scope. The

thesis was not able to further investigate and uncover that exfia layer

of adolescent media consumption opinions.

Nevertheless, the dat4 opinions and attitudes coflected and recorded

through this thesis are an excellent starting point for any future

research that maybe undertaken in the study of adolescent media

consumption. Maybe, further research will be able to investigate

those fresh questions that have developed because of this thesis, such

as the ones outlined in the previous paragraph. with the completion

of this thesis, two topic areas for further research study became very

appilent;

l) 'Media consumption as an agent of adolescent socialisation'.

2) 'The change in adolescent media consumption patterns-from early
adolescence to late adolescence'.

During the thesis resemch, there developed an ongoing characteristic

amongst the nual teenage sample soup, in ttrat they frequently

based social activities and eve,nts around the consumption of the

media. These social activities and events mainly involved the separate

gender groups, and raises the contention that peer goup media

consumption plays a significant role in the social development of
teenagers. Therefore, consumption event in itself is a 'safe'
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socialisation stage prior to dating relationships. The issues of 'cultural

capital' and 'cognitive development' amongst adolescents have the

potential to come togettrer in the examination of mass media

consumption right across the secondary school years. The tastes of
adolescents change over the five years ttrat they are at secondary

school as they mature from being essentially children to adulthood.

Future research could be undertaken into gaining an understanding of
the changes in adolescent 'tastes' in terms of mass media

consumption. Such a research question could explore the way that the

attainment and possession of culnral capital, and the development

into cognitive maturity, combine to change the media'likes' and

'dislikes' of teenagers over their secondary years.

Arising from the media consumption investigation that this thesis has

concerned itself with, there are apparent reconrmerdations that can

be made wittr respect to the results uncovered. Firstly, that young

Maori are not catered for in terms of prime-time television

progrcmming. Pakeha youth are well catered for in prime-time

whether the prograrnmes are New zedndmade, such as 'Ice TV',

'The Drum', and 'Havoc', or are one of the many US imports that

glanorise white, middle class, western lifestyles. Maori youth have

their own 'youth culture' show 'Mai rime', but it is only shown on

Safurday mornings. This is a time when many New Znaland

adolescents are participating in sports, culflral or work activities.

Young Maori identify with black American popular cultue especially

in music, fashioru and the odd Moesha or Fresh Prince series, but the

only youth culture they see on prime-time television is of the

monocultural, white, middle class variety. ( Stevens, 1999) This

thesis recommends that young tvfaori need to experience more of their
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own culture on prime-time television. They consume just as much if
not more mass media than their Pakeha peer group, they represent

over a quarter of the countries youth population, and they deserve,

therefore, to be catered for in prime-time television programming.

(Statistics NZ, 1995) secondly, the significance of the mass media in

the lives of young New zealanders is not matched by the level of
commifinent of the education system. This thesis has presented a

wide range of statistical data and empirical research to confirm the

significance that the mass media has in the lives of adolescents, yet

even though teenagers have been described as 'media savlSr' or 'the

mediated generation' by some overseas commentators, there is no

empirical evidence to confirm the opinions of these commentators.

Young people need to develop critical skills so irs to examine and

evaluate the mass media content that is such a powerful force in their

lives. " It is essential that we have an educated group of observers

who understand its processes and effects and are not merely swept

along by its rhetoric. Surely we should be doing everything we can to

encourage examination of the media - particularly among our senior

students." (NAME, 1997: 4) A key recommendation of this thesis is

that the studying of Media in our New zealand schools should

become as significant in the lives of our adolescents, as the media

products they consume.
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Appendix I

Interview Transcripts
September 1oo8

TOPIC: Media consumption of Rural New Zealand
Youth.

Participant:

Tammy: (17) Female, Year 13 Student, Te Kauwhata
College.

1. could you tell me a tittte about yourserf? In terms of
?Ee, about your family, your interests, how long you've
lived in the arearjust describe yourself?

" I am 17 years old, I live in Mercer. Ive been going to this
coaege, Te Kouwhota since r was in Form I. I rive with
my parcnts and my brother. We have one TV. We have a
lot of computerc because my faher and my brother work
in compaterc so I have a lot of Internel I don't listen to
the radio a lot only in the can I don't work after school r
ride horses and I play guitar ond bass. we live on afarm
but we are not forming . We lease it out for grazing. My
mother h a Vet narce and my father is a computer
contractor. He worlcs for himself,u

2. Irow important is the mass media to your lifestyre?

" fts a major th@ with me" My masic especially.r,
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3. Do you think that the mass media has helped to shape
your identity as a person?

" The media yes. The mass media no. Like music has
deJined a large part of who r am which lou could class as
the media but not the general media Pm not talking
mainstream music here I'm talking like the punk rick
scene, thot sub-genre. That's a lot of who f onl,,

"Yes the music and attitade it brings across, the morals as
well come with listening to masic, having that attitude. Its
like a gaideline, not really a rule in that it doesn,t confine
you."

4. Has there been a media frv personality or programme
character you have looked upon as a role model and in
what ways has this media/TV personality inspired you?

" Someone like lfavoc and Newsboy. They ore very
individual their personalities are very diverse you could
say and it makes you feel strongly thot you yourself want
to olso be individual Havoc is himself and that is really
valuable" I think it is really precious to have o programme
such as Havoc where people can be themselves. you can
apply that to student radio because the DJ's are simply
themselves, not trying to sssume a personality to peopt"
thinh they're cool"

5. Has anything that you have viewed herped to change
your attitudes and behaviours?

" Some times yoa laugh when they are trying to ram
morsls. You laugh because they are trying too hard...
It depends on the programme really. Hmt it influences you
depends on how realisfic the programme is. Like Friends
is not realistic so yoa don,t iotd it up as a norm or
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something that you should be like. sometimes a
programme doesn't intlaence you because you canrt relate
to it, you relate to some aspects af it but you canrt relate to
the programme or the characterc tives b,ecause they are so
dffirentfrom yours becouse the morals that theybnog op
you dan'tfeel that they relate to yott. you really donrt-
know what they are going through so you donrt relote toit'

6. rs it common for you and your friends to talk about
the mass media? Things such as TV, Music, Film, and
the video you saw recently?

o very mach so. Lihe at lunchtimes and daring study. we
often talh about movies that we have seen, whit wes on w
last night so it is a lorge part of our convercatioru
something we con tallc about that we con all relate to. r$ a
commnn point between everyone,

7 - Do you think that you relate in some way to what you
Iike to watch on TV?

n rhings that are more real life. Things that arenrt totally
farout Programmw like swed by the bell r tike becausi
its about people our oge, so its about a lifestyle similsr to
yolttfi.'

8. what ore your favourite TV shows at the moment?

u Havoc AIW Mc BeaL fts a really intelligent
progromme, i8 not just flippant r realry rike Havoc I am a
bigfollower of Hwoc. They are stopping alt the good
prugTammes like Game on on chonnel 4. That was a
really good pragramme but its linkhed I thinh it was the
best programme r have ever seen snd lihe ny brother and
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my father reckoned it was as well The scripting was really
clever, well written r like saved by the nia beiause it is
really funny. Prince of Belair is good. Home and Away is
another.""

9. Do you draw on anything about these shows for your
own life or knowledge? Does TV provoke thought br
raise issues or not?

o I don't look upon it tike that. Its oll just entertainmenl
comedy, something thot picks out the humour in everyday
stuffyou don'twant anything toofarout so you can relate
to it. Drama, something thot is interesting that you don,t
get too board wotching. r like a bit of mushy stuff as weIL,,

1,0. How much television would you watch in the average
week?

" r don't watch it on the weekends because rrm oat doing
other stuff. r a normal weeleday evening I would watch
about 5 hoars so thot comes to about 2s hours a weelc. I
don't watch it in the morning but after school and in the
evening.

11. When do you usually watch TV, with whom and
where?

" In the evening as a famity but ofter school r watch it by
myself,"

12.ln the recent survey r did with year lz & 13 students
most people said that they like us, then Nz, then uK
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and finally Australian TV shows in that order of
preference.

Are you of the same opinion?

" r would agree with that, yes. r think that America is the
most popular because thats what we have over here the
most some of them are jast stupid they try too hard. r
think tf that we had more British programmes they would
be just os popular."

" The British ore more laid back, the humour is more taid
back it doesn't make them lesser programmes for it.r,

13. In the recent survey I compreted with year 12 & 13
students. Most people said that they watched rvzrTv3,
TVI and TV4 in that order of preference.

Are you of the same opinion?

" f would disagree with the rankings. I would say TV2,
then TV4, then 3 and then I. I don't actually watch a tot of
TV3 ot all I don't like iL channel I aboat once a year.
channel 2 is goods for just general watching, you can jast
flick somcthing on and their will normatty be something

worth watching on 2. channel4 has some really good
programmes but they stick heaps of commercials on it
too.t'

14. rn the survey r completed the results reveal that the
10 most popular TV programmes were the following.

1. Friends
2. The Simpsons
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3. Who Dares Wins
4. Shortland Street
5. South Park
6. Veronica's Closet
7. One Network News
8. King of the Hill
9. Home and away
10. 3rd Rock from the Sun

could you tell me if you watch any of these shows and
why? What can you tell me about them?

(On Friends)
u Friends yeah deftnitely, that should be at the top.r'

(On The Simpsons)

" fts okay but I think the novelS of an animated
programme weors olf ofter a time. It was really good to
start with as a safire but its weoring off."

(On Who Dares Wins)
u crap! Its just a timeJillerfor when no-one can think of
anything good fB so Australian.,
(On Shortland Street)
u lts pretty good for New zealand television. rt stands up
weU against the American televisionn

(On South Park)
n lts etc,cellenl rts great rt should be ranhed higher np.,,
" Its funny seeing a cartoon where the characters do really

fanny, shocking, disgusting stuff. Its funny to see that
there in that context what they say is really good its weII
written, people like Mr Mackie who says 'Hhhiiin iB real
funny. It takes the piss out of anything and everything. I
can relate to it Anarchy and that, against the system.,
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(On Veronicaos Closet)
u rfi good lts kind offor old people The gay guy is really
spunlEr"

(On One Network News)
n Nah!'

(On King of the Hill)
o r don'ttind itfunny. The sense of humour is bad. Heaps
of people wotch it but I cqn,t see anything in iL,

(On Home and Away)
" f watuh it I'U have to admit that.,

" r watuh it because it has got the whole band thing going,
the kids have got bands. I Jind it realty funny. Interisting
to see what they play so that is probabty a big point for ie.
I just lihe the characters in general There is such a real
ffi thing happening. I like it more than Shorttand
Street.t'

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
u r don't reaay watch it rve watched it a couple of times
and I don't Jind the humour good either.,,

15- rn the suney r completed the l0 reast popular TV
shows were the following.

Frontline
Star Trek Deep Space Nine
Leaving Normal
Opera: The 3 Tenors
United Travel Getaway
Mr Rhodes
lVorld in Action
World in Action Star Trek Voyager
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Kiwi Comedy Playhouse
WOW World of Wonder

what do you know about these programmes? Did you
watch them or not?

" f haven't heord af some of them. Frontline doesn't
deseme to be their. I thinh that its alt righl I think its a
good concept, well written interesting about hoving a show
written about the making of the nen s The humoar is really
dry- rt should be in the top 10. The Brooke Bandenberg
character is very funny.,,

16. fs SIry TV connected in your house? If so what
channels do you watch? lVhen? How often? Why?

o No SlW.o

17. How often do you listen to music and when do you
listen to it?

n I listen to a lot of it I have to listen to music.futt stop
and not do anythtng eke unless I am in the car.

18. lYhat style of music do you listen to?

6 Im into pank sort of stuff, ska-punk, the whole
akernative scena

o I don't Esten to mach of it daring the week only on the
weekends.o
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19- why do you like these styres of music in particular?

n r think its the energl in my music anway. The punk
stuff, the energt it gives - I think its just great,,

20. Do you have any favourite songs or Artists at the
Moment?

" Shihad, Feelers, Dead Flowers.r,

2l-Do you like any New zealandbands or Musicians?

u rm a big follower of New zealand music I think it should
have o heaps bigger proJile. shihad deserve a lot more
attention, Dead Flowers are getting there as weIL The
Feelers are making it big, they have o high proftIe r think
they are at number 2 with the latest album, its good that
they are getting recognised some of the littte bands people
should give them a bit more of a hand y,know getting oit
there and giving them more attention rike Loves asty
children, Muckhole as well, bands tike that put out somc
reaay good music but no one listens to it really. They jast
haven't been able to get it out to the peopla I think thats
reoay sod rhats why I like Hovoc because they put a band
out every show and they are on national television and
thats really cool'

22.Do you rent Videors for home use?

n we don't get themfor use at home but often r get them
forwatchW at afriends housen
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23. How often, with whom and why?

u with myfriends, every so often tf there is nothing to do.n

Z4.what sort (genre) of video's do you like to rent?

" Jast generally ones that were really big at the movies
and you never got to see iL,

25. Could you elaborate why you like them?

" Spur of the moment thing really. Hord to soy.,

26.Do you get to go to the movies much?

" once or twice a month. At Manakau or Hamilton.r,

27. What are your favourite type of fitms?

" The opposite of su by christino Regt That was good I
enjoyed thal It was a really different sort of movie-what r
liked obout it was that it didn't have the usual beginning,
middle and end kind of ra-de-ra you get,
u Generally any movie I see I end up liking. rts jast a thing
with me. Any Jilm I see at the movies r eni up ining it
even tf it is sort of dumb.

6 r went to see the ftlm about King Geogre and that was
great I enjoyed that immensely.u
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"scream u,as good even though r don't like scary movies,
its just tha il had the comedy too which took aiay from'
the y'know...fear.,,

28. \ilhat is you favourite fihn or video?

" Titonic was really good,

29. rrow do you usually find out about new films,
video's, TV shows and pop music?

uFromfriends, bat sometimes someonewill say they read
something in the paper about o certain movie. I yoi thinte
well I want to see this now.r,

" I also read the Rip it up magazine andfrom the back
poge I Jind out about new movies and stulf from thaL But
more by word of mouth really.,

30. I)o you have a PC at home?Do you use your pC
often? What do you mainly use it for?

" Personally I ase it for Internet that the main reason I
use itfor. secondly it would be to pray cDrs on, ordinary
utdio CD's or just games. Every now and again IrA qpZ
up an assignmenl,,

'n 9096 of nry Internet use x,outd be on web sites for bands,
5% would befor TV staff tihe south parkfo, oidio ctips
and stuff and 5% for assignments.D
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31. rrow often do you play video games and what is your
favourite?

" My favourite gamc is Grand Tourismo.n

32. Why do you enjoy video games?

" r would play gomes about twice a month. r used to play a
lot last year but the novelty u,ears off.n

33. How often do you read a newspaper and what is the
main reason you read one for ?

" r read the 7 days section in the Herald not the rest of it. I
don't consider myself a news paper reader since I only
read the entertainment section once o week,

34. Do you read magazines regularly? If so do you
purchase any magazines for your own use or do you
borrow them?

u Girly Magazines, Girlfriend, cleo stuff tike that Its not
jast a girly thing as welt! My brother steals aU my
magazines."

o I also get music magazines.r,

35. \ilhat are the magazines that you usuarly read and
what is that you look for in a magazine to interest you?

" r am into masic so r subscribe to Rip it up. r also go into
paper plas and hove aflick through all the guitar
magazines and if their is something on o band r tike r wilt
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buy it Normally r buy something r tike about once a
month."

36. Do you listen to the radio regularly and what is the
station you like the most? lvhat is the main reason that
you listen to the radio for?

" rn the car I listen to The Edge for cruising sort af masie
Student Radio is up there as welLo

" r only like people being themselves on the Radio, that
only happens on student Radio. some commercial stations
you hwe these DJ's who try to put on these brilliant
charming personalities so everyone will wonna listen to
them because they're cool bat, try hard!"

37- why is the mass media important or not important
to you as a teenager living in rural New T*aland?

s rfi important to me becaase I would sit there and stare at
the wall bosicaay. Its something to fttt in timc and yoa
could say that is not important but I think it is very
important to have something to JiIt in yoar time with. Its a
good thing. sure it wostes your time ond you could be
doing something else or doing what your supposed to be
doing other than watching w bat, other fimes you really
have nothing to do so yoa sit down and watch w or you
listen to o cD... Enterteinment provides relaxation.,

3& What do you see as the advantages and
disadvantages of living in a rural environment?

" The disadvantage is only thol you hn e to travel to get
where yoa want to ga rf you cant trmtel, weu your bored
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The advantages ore that you can walk oround outside
naked basically."

u You get closer to people because moybe you have less
friends, less choices offriends you get closer to people,
less selection offriends so the people that you do kiow you
become closer too."

u People have this concept that because we live out in a
rural community we don't get to see a tot of other people
but thats not true. we socially probably nearly at *oih at
city people. It doesn't mean that we ore stuck in the
country watching TV with nothing better to do. people say
to me, 'what do you do out in the wop-rvops.r,

" Y'know some people, people that go to school, y'know
that the media does play a big part of what they do because
they don't get out. Personally I go up to the city nearly
every weekend with other friends from outside of school,
but other people r know, yeah the entertainment industry
is basicaay how they socialise They don't socialise
othervise. fts what they do.r,

39. what are your ambitions for the future once you
have left school?

o ?m interested in the media, Jilm and television studies. I
am thinking of doing the B.A in Film and relqision at
Waikato."
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Anpendix 2

Particioant:

PauI : (17), Male, Year 12 student, Hauraki plains college.

1. could you tell me a little about yourself? In terms of
rB€, about your family, your interests, how long you've
Iived in the area, just describe yourself?

" r om 17 years old, I attend Hauraki plains college as a
6th Former. My parents are secondary school Teachers
and I am the only child in the family, no brother or sister.
I play Hoclcey for the school which is pretty involved time
wise. I am interested in surftng, but dont get to do it as
mach qs I would liken

2. How important is the mass media to your rifestyte?

o It gives you things to be interested in, things to think
about, it gres entertainment which we all need. stops us
from getting bored,

3. Do you think that the mass media has helped to shape
your identity as a person?

" I thinkfamily is more signilicant really.o
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4. Iras there been a media/Tv personatity or programme
character you have looked upon as a role model and in
what ways has this media/TV personality inspired you?

" f bok upon Hovoc as a role model, he has got
individuality and humour, good attributes to have.

"Hovoc is funny, he tokes the Mickey out things, hers his
own person and thots good.r,

5- Has anything that you have viewed helped to change
your attitudes and behaviours?

uwhen you are at school you repeat things that yoa have
heard on TV, you hear soyings that you inow that other
people have heard on TII,

6. Is it common for you and your friends to talk about
the mass media? Things such as TV, Music, Film, and
the video you saw recently?

nYeah usually ueryday, Its common you know to talk
about it like did you see the Simpsons last nightn

7. Is it a central part of your conversation with you
peers?

oYeoh rv ond Music is up there with sports qnd cars.,

8. Do you think that you relate in some way to what you
Iike to watch on TV?

orn a sort of been their done thar sort ofwoy sometimes
bat mostly its the sense of humoar I relate to.,
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9. what are your favourite TV shows at the moment?

"BIue Heelers, waterats, simpsons and the Drew cary
Show. I also watch movies on Slq).r,

10. could you explain why you like your favourite TV
shows more than others on TV?

"Mum and Dad started watching Blue Heelers, I sat down
one night with them ond started watching it with them and
got to know the characters.',

" r like shows where you con see the relationships
developing between the characters. with Drew bory I tike
it because of the hamour, its u bit more subtle than most
comedies on TV"

11. Do you draw on anything about these shows for your
own life or knowledge? Does TV provoke thought or
raise issues or not?

"TVfor me is really just entertainment other than the
nen s itenu, they get you thinking about things, things thot
are happening in the world,,

1.2. How much television would you watch in the average
week?

o r would wotch 3 or 4 hourc. 3 or 4 hours on channel 2 a
week and then it depends on whot is on,SfrJr. I donrt watch
a hell of o lot of W reolly.o
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13. When do you usually watch TV, with whom and
where?

" r asually watch Blue Heelers and water Rats with my
parents, r watch the simpsons and Drew cary by mysetf, rt
really depends what it k on sky if any of us watch it,

14. In the recent suruey I did with year 12 & 13
students. Most people said that they rike us, then NZ,
then trll and finally Australian TV shows in that order
of preference.

Are you of the same opinion?

"r lihe watching the American shows, their comedies and
stutf, um I don't watch much New Zealand shows
Shortlond StreA and Stulf, yeah then probably the
Australian shouts would go before the New zealand
Shows, then UK shonts at the bottomD

15. In the recent suruey I completed with year 12 & 13
students. Most people said that they watched rlzrTv3,
ryl and TV4 in that order of preference.

Are you of the same opinion?

uYeah, TV2, then TV3, then TVI. We donrt get TV4, can,t
pick it up.o

16. In the survey I completed the results reveal that the
10 most popular TV programmes were the following.

1. F'riends
2. The Simpsons
3. Who Dares Wins
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4. Shortland Street
5. South Park
6. Veronicats Closet
7, One Network News
8. King of the IIiil
9. Home and away
10. 3rd Rock from the Sun

could you tell me if you watch any of these shows and
why? What can you tell me about them?

(On Friends)

"r can't stand Friends, I think it is reatty stupid Its just a
bunch of idiots and chicks sitting around cricking weak
jolces."

(On The Simpsons)
oYeah I lilee it, its really good. rts the humour its really
good, you dont have to think about it, its there for yoi. rtt
a very smort programme,

(On Who dares Wins)
uI don't like it, never watch iL,

(On Shortland Srreet)
"Its pretty lame, it suxs,

(On South Park)
oh that reaay cool, Ive only seen it a couple of times since
we dont get w4. I would like to see mori of it someone
should tope itfor me I think, yeah.,,

(On Veronica's Closet)
oI don't watch it that often-,
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(On One Network News)
" r watuh it when their is somcthing on the news, a big
story."

(On King of the Hill)
ur lilce it but dont see it as much as the simpsons,I make a
point of seeing the simpsons but not King i7 tne HilI, so I
alwoys miss itn

(On Home and Away)
u fve never watched it, probably never will',

(On 3rd Rock from the Son)
uI like it bat I seem to miss a lot of it.o

17.ln the survey I compteted the r0 least popular TV
shows were the following.

Frontline
Star Trek Deep Space Nine
Leaving Normal
Opera: The 3 Tenors
United Travel Getaway
Mr Rhodes
World in Action
World in Action Star Trek Voyager
Kiwi Comedy Playhouse
WOW World of Wonder

what do you know about these programmes? Did you
watch them or not?

6A lot of those shows mast be on Tt14 because i hwe
never heard of them,
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18. rs sky Tv connected in your house? rf so what
channels do you watch? When? How often? Why?

"Trackside, Discovery, cNN, sky sports and stey Movies. r
mainly watch the slcy movies channel I would watch 3
movies a week on the weekends usually.r,

19. How often do you listen to music and when do you
listen to it?

ur fistun to music in the cer on the woy to school. Either
the radio or put in a cD. I listen to a bit of it when I get
home from school I just lqx out on my bid and listen to
relax."

20. \ilhat style of music do you listen to?

"Normal rock music, Bass and Drum, Technors pretty
cool, most good music I listen to. r don,t get too precious
about it"

21- why do you like these styles of music in particular?

" Jttst like the guitar really.,

22. Do you have any favourite songs or Artists at the
Moment?

oNo one in particalar at the momenL r have atways tiked
Metuaica and soundgarden, but nothing new lately. I Like
the Beasfie Boys, Led zeppelin and rini Hendrix.,

owith soundgarden I heard them on the Radio about S
yearc ago and bought the cD. Andfrom that r heard obout
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other stufffrom other people at school. AII my mates listen
to it at school, thats how you /ind out about i tot of good
music. My dad got out his music and r fistuned to tiot and
liked some of it'

23. Do you like any New zealand bands or Musicians?

"I don't reaay lenow any that weIL Neil Finns on the radio
o lot lately.u

24.Do you rent Video's for home use?

nI get a video out every couple of weeks.,,

25. How often, with whom and why?

" rts something to do on Friday and saturdoy nights. Im
an only child so r usually end ap wotching them mysetf,,

26. what sort (genre) of video's do you like to rent?

"Action and comedy, Austin powers wqs the last one I got
out and before that it wos ciV of rndustry, it was aboat
these guys robbing a banh ..... ii iast deginerates into aII
these guys jast shooting each other.,

oYeah some violence is pretg cool, you know its fake,

27. Why do you like to choose them?

oYeah some violence is pretty cool, yoa knmt i* fake.o
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28. Do you get to go to the movies much?

oProbably about once a month. (Ip to Manakau when we
go shopping up their, we usuaily get to the movies during a
!yn, qaite often its os afamily, we usually watch what
Dad is interested in but sometimes we hove watched
something mam has been very keen on ,

29. What are your favourite type of fitms?

nAction 
films and Comedies.r,

30. What is you favourite film or video?

oMy 
favoarite would have to be the Blues Brotherc, the

original one.o

"Its got everything, car chsses and laughs and the masic
of course.

31. How do you usually find out about new films,
video's, TV shows and pop music?

*Through the TV, the adverts und that. your motes at
schooLn

32. Do you have a PC at home?Do you use your pC
often?

lVhat do you mainly use it for?

"Yeoh we have one of home. Mums a con pating teachen r
mainly use it for schoolwork I would use it most of the
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time for stady and that is most weekdays. (Ising the
Internet is a part of that, dot+tnloading snfffoi
assignments."

"The Internet is greot for Jinding stuff out for
assignments, use it for that but also for the chot root?ts,
they are good for Jinding out stuff that you are interestedin'

33. How often do you play video games and what is your
favourite?

"I,don't play games mach, I have mates who have sony
Play station and sega and r ptoy them when rm around
there. r sometimes have the odd game on the weekend at
home on the PC whens there is not mach to do. (Isuatty
Dune"

34. Why do you enjoy video games?

" Grand rurismo is the best, trying to get afaster time."

35. How often do you read a newspaper and what is the
main reason you read one for ?

" r loole at the front page and read it if their is anything
interesting, then r look at the automotive section we [a
the Woikoto Timeso
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36. Do you read magazines regularly? If so do you
purchase any magazines for your own use or do you
borrow them?

ncar Magazines, pedormance ones like street Machine,
Classic Can"

37. what are the magazines that you usualy read and
what is that you look for in a magazine to interest you?

" Good articles lihe just recently Street Machine had a
good article on the history of the Horden commodore, and
the pictures of what people have done to their cers.r,

38. Do you listen to the radio regularly and what is the
station you like the most? what is the main reason that
you listen to the radio for?

" r fistun to the radio is the morning to stop me from going
back to sleep, r have a radio alarrg I listen to it in the car
as a distraction.'

$ At home I listen to 89.8 with my parents getting ready for
school, and in the car on the way I listen to The Roch,

39. why is the mass media important or not important
to you as a teenager living in rural llew Zealand?

"r think it is important, rf it was token away I certainly
would mhs it especially the radio. yeah the media is
importont because it helps us Jind out arcrything we need
to know. The thing is that hear on the Hauraki plains its
hard to duck down the road to get o newspope\ a video or
a magazinen
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4O.what do you see as the advantages and disadvantages
of living in a rural environmsnf"

"The advontages ore that you can do your own thing, its
not crowded with heaps of people, its peaceful, quiet and
safe. The disadvantages are that yoa do have access to aII
the differing Opes of services that you con get in the cities.
Movie theotres stulf lihe that, the range of products is not
as good, basically a lack of options really.u

41. what are your ambitions for the future once you
have left school?

n rm thinking af getting into electrical engineering at a
Polytech or something like thal Do switchboard
matinence design or electronic communicotions.',
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epperutir3.

September lo98

TOPfC: Media Consumntion of Rural New I -tand
Youth.

Participants:

l. Paul: (17), Male, Year 12 Student, Hauraki plains.
2. Judy: (16) Female, Year 12 Student, Hauraki plains.
3. David: (17) Male, Year 13 Student, Hauraki plains.
4. Tom: (16) Male, Year 12 Student, Hauraki plains.
5. Mere: (17\ Female, Year 13 Student, Hauraki plains.
6. Anne: (17) Female, Year 13 Student, Hauraki plains.
7. Sean: (I7) Male, Year 13 Student, Hauraki plains.
8, Kimi: (17) Female, Year 12 Student, Coromandel.
9. Sara: (17) Female, Year 12 Student, Coromandel.
10. Jean: (18) Female, Year 13 Student, Te Kauwhata.
11. Tammy: (17) Femaleo Year 13 Student, Te Kauwhata.

1. could you tell me a littte about yourserf? In terms of
rge, about your family, your interests, how long you've
lived in the area, just describe yourself?

Paul (17)
" f am 17 years old, I attend Hauraki ptains College as a
6th Former. My parents are secondory school reachers
and r am the only child in the fadly, no brother or sisten
I play Hockey for the school which is pretty involved time
wise. I am interested in surJing, but dont get to do it as
mach as I would like"
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Judy (16)
u fm 16 and in the 6th form, I shifted to the Hauraki
Plains last year from Taurangu My parents work on a
form""

David (17)
n fm 17, in the Tthform, f five on the Thames Coast, I tive
with my fother, my brother and sister live with my mother.
Ive been at Hauraki since the 3rdform- I travel by car
every day to school, about 40 minutes each wuv. f'm
interested in masic, I play the guitar.

Tom (16)

" fm rc, I five on a dairy farm" my parents are farmers, f
row and play hockey. I work after school on the farm for
my dad I have been going to Hquraki Plains college since
the 3rdform I have an older sister."

Mere (17)
6' f'm in the 7th Form at Hauraki Plains College I have 3
brothers snd I am the second oldest in the family. Irve
been at Hauraki Plains for 2 years, I lived in Auckland
before that, I was at boarding school, Queen Wc.o

Anne (17)
n f am 17, in the 7th Form. I have a younger brother and
2 older sisters. I live on afarm near Ngateu We are a
Farmingfamily."

Sean (17)
o Im ITr live in Thames, in the Tthform ot Hsuraki
Plains. I live with rny father who is a teacher and my sister
who's in theftfth form I have an older brother in
Auckland and my mother lives in Auckland as well as a
primary school Principal I'm into Sports in a big we,
rugby, touch , surftng, socialising are my interests. I hwe
an afterschool job as welln
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Kimi (17) o rm in the 6thform at coromundel, 17 years
old, Maori. f have been at Coromandelfor 2 years.
OriginaUy I was from Aucklond" I live in a Maori
community 10 kilometres south of coromandel on
whanau land with my parents and brothers and sisters.
My interests are sports, mainly basketbail ond also
listening to music."

Sara (17) " f am 17, part Maori, Iive on a property with my
family just south of coromandel. I om in the 6th form at
Coromandel Area School. I enjoy playing sport and
hanging out with my friends. I hove been at school here
since the 3rd form. My ambition for next year is to join the
Novy.tt

Jean (1 8)
u 18 year old I have livedin Te Kauwhota all my life. I
live in a rural communi$. I live on a sheep and beeffarm
I have got 3 sisters. My interests are hockey. I am involved
in a Ranger group which is like hiking and outdoors kind
of stuff."

Tammy (17)
" r Am 17 years old, I live in Mercer. Ive been going to this
coaege, Te Kauwhata since I was in Form I. I live with
my parents and nry brother. W? have one W. We have a
lot of computers because my father and my brother worh
in computers so I have a lot of Internet. I don,t listen to
the radio a lot only in the car. r don't work after school I
ride horses and I play guitar and bass. we live on a farm
but we are not farming . We lease it out for grazing. My
mother is a Vet nurse and my father is a computer
contractor. He works for himself.r'
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2. How important is the mass media to your tifestyte?

Paul (16)

" rt gives you things to be interested in, things to think
about, it gives entertainment which we all need. stops us
from getting bored.',

Judy (16)

" I don't think that the media is all that important to me
really. It is important to a degree, but not the be all or end
all. "

David (17)
"The media is very important in my lifestyle. Television
especially how it keeps you on track with everything.
Music is really important to me I love music. probibly not
so much video games, I like them but they are not
important."

Tom (16)
n Its an interest, its interesting to look at it. r toke notice of
how they made things like TV progrommes.,,

Mere (17)
" f don't really consider it that important, sports more
important in some reays.,'

Anne (L7)
" Important in that it helps cure boredom-r,
Sean (17)
o Probably pretS important, some of it not that important
like computers, but on the whote pretty important.,,

Kimi (r7)
" I foand out the hard way what life is tike without it we
went up to the beach for the weekend at Kennedy,s it was
like 2 days without music. All we had was like a walkman
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with 2 little speakers and we all crawled ap pretty close
and listened to that all night, pafiing on to a tittle
Wallcman."

u rnternet's another one we go hard out on the Internet at
school. I use it to get all the lyrics to songs and Jind out
stuff for school."

Sara (17)
" rts horrible without the radio, that's what r do the most. I
went on the spirit of New zealandfor obout I0 days ond
we weren't allowed to have any radio and it wos just
horrible, But the thing we did was start singing and it was
so bad! rust to get some music. we had this crusty
keyboard and played that too.,'

Jean (18)
n Fairly important."

Tammy (17)
u fts a major thing with me. My music especially.',

3. Why is using, watching or listening to the media
important?

Judy (16)

" The radio is fairly important to me, more than the
others."

David (17)
" It provides afresh perspective on things. It hetps
broaden yoar horizons. Especially amongst us who live in
the wop wops, the media is important because we feel as
though we are on the outside of alt the action The media
breaks down the isolation you canfeel,
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Tom (16)
useeing things for the Jirst time is good, then r ignore it.,,

o' r five on a farm, there is no neighbours around my age.
It gtves yoa something to do when their isnrt much eke.,

Sean (17)
u Find out whats going on, entertainment, those are the
main reosons,"

Kimi (r7)
u It helps with boredom I listen to the radio cos there is
nothing else to do really.,,

Sara (17)
" Here in coromandel tf you have sometimes got no radio
or something it can be boring unless yoar ploying sports or
something. But if your just sitting around eating you lunch
it makes things a bit more happening.,,

4. Do you think that the mass media has helped to shape
your identity as a person?

Paul (17)
n I thinkfamily is more signiJicant really.,,

Judy (16)
u It influences you in lots of things like how to act, what to
do, things to get."

David (r7)
" f have deftnitely been influenced by what I have seen
and heard in the mediu,
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Tom (16)

" f suppose with clothes and stuff, il makes you buy iL
Myself r bay Billabong, yoa see it on the adds you see it on
other people, it makes yoa want to wear iL,

" The we have here in New zealand ore quite interesting,
you learn things about New zealand Learn about the
utays people react ond stuff.r,

Jean (l 8)

" Its just gives a way of looking at things, o woy of tooking
at life'

Tammy (I7)
" The media yes. The mass media no. Like masic has
deJined a large pan of who r amwhich you could class as
the media bat not the general mediu |m not tatking
moinstream music here I'm talking like the punk rock
scene, that sub-genre. That,s a lot of who f am.r,

"Yes the music and attitude it brings ocross, the morah as
well come with listening to nutsic, having that attitude. Its
lilce a guideline, not really a rule in that it doesn't conJine
you."

Has there been a media rN personality or programme
character you have looked upon as a role model and in
what ways has this media/TV personality inspired you?

Paul (17')
u I look upon Havoc os a role model, he has got
individuality and humour, good attributes to have.

nHavoc is funny, he takes the Michey out things, hers his
uwn person and thars good',
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Judy (16)

" No one really, I don't have a role model, or look ap to
onyone."

David (17)
n of late Mikey Havoc. Its just the fact that he,s out there,
he knows what he wants to do, he's having a good time.
He's pretty smart and on to it.u

Sean (17)
u Mark Ellis and Matthew Ridge. They are pretty cool,,

Kimi (r7)
" I dont think that the medio has created lilee role models
foF me."

Sara (17)
" Not really. I don't think its that important, not like
family."

Jean (18)

" on TV, the ones where thev show what they arefeering.',

Tammy (17)
" Someone like Havoc and Newsboy. The! are very
individuol their personalities ore very diverse you could
say and it makes you feel strongly that you yourcelf want
to also be individual Hovoc is himself and that is really
valuable. I think it is really precious to have a programme
such ss Havoc where people can be themselves. you can
apply that to student radio because the DJ,s are simply
themselves, not trying to assume a personality so people
think they're cool"
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fras anything that you have viewed helped to change
your attitudes and behaviours?

Paul (17)
"when you are at school you repeat things that you have
heard on TV, you hear sayings that you know that other
people have heard on TV."

Judy (16)

" You know you sort oJ adopt language from what you
hear and see on TV."

David (17)
n Yeah it does, for instonce last night I watched o car
programme on Prime called Jeremy clarksons world of
wheels and it was set in lceland Now I never ever seen or
heard about lcelond before, I thought Iceland was a place
where no one lived, but I learnt so much about the ploce
and its people and of course its cars. It was reauy good
television. Its not who you watch, its what you watch than
can saprise you."

Tom (16)

" You see something on TV, it makes you want to get out
ond do it."

Sean (l 7)
o on some things like 6a Minutes you pick up on idea's on
whats going on."

Jean (18)

" I think the media has influenced my values, but not my
morak or views for r reckon thats what family does, your
parents and stuff. Television might have a littte bit to do
with it because they show you the rights and wrongs from
when you are very little Eke sesame street that kind of
stulf. I'm being serious. Its lihe smokings badfor you
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from an advertising answer , Smokes are Bad' , , Donrt
drive Fast' all that kind of stuff,u

" rt shows you the rights and wrongs in some woys but it
Iets you make your own decision reallv.u

Tammy (17)
" Some times you laugh when they are trying to ram
morals. You lough because they are trying too hard. r,

" It depends on the programme really. How it influences
you depends on how realistic the programme is. Like
Friends is not realistic so yoa don't hold it up os o norm or
something that you should be like. Sometimes a
programme doesn't influence you because you can't relate
to it, you relate to some aspects of it but you canrt relate to
the programme or the characters lives because they are so
differentfrom yours becaase the morals that they bring up
you don'tfeel that they relate to you. you really don,t
know what they are going through so you don,t relate to
itu

5. Is it common for you and your friends to talk about
the mass media? Things such as TV, Music, FiIm, and
the video you saw recently?

Paul (17)
oYeah usually everyday, Its common yoa know to talk
about it like did you see the Simpsons last night,

Judy (16)
" we talk about what we sow on w last night quite a bit',

David (17)
o Yep, for sure. We all talk about what we watch on TV,
songs that we heard on the radio, ftlms we have seen.n
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Tom (16)
u I talkwith afriend of mine about Bulfy thats one of my
favourite programmes, we wourd tark iioutfor 10
minutes.'

Mere (17)
" Yeah, we talk about movies , video's we,ve seen, whats
on TV, stuff like that."

Anne (17)
u we talk obout the shows on TV last night. My friends
and I like Aaey McBeal, tike if you misi it or your friends
miss it, the others will Jitt you in about what iappined.,'

Sean (17)
" Yeah its a main piece of our everyday conversation at
schooL"

Kimi (r7)
" sometimes yeah! Like if a movie has been on or have
you heard that new song on the radio.',

Sara (17)
AII the time. Like our friend Justin. He is olwoys talking
about tilms and rll He recites whole scenes from
programmes. Another friend of mine is hard-core into her
masic she knows every word to each song.
Particular people are reolly into it.n

Jean (18)

" People are alwoys talking about, making comments
about it especially in the common roont,

Tammy (17)
o very much so. Like at lunchtimes and during study. we
often talk about movies that we hsve seen, whot was on TV
last nighl so it is a large port of our conversafion-
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something we can talh about that we can all relate to. r$ a
common point between everyone.r,

6- rs it a central part of your conversation with you
peers?

Paul (17)
"Yeah rv and Music is up there with sports and cars.r,

Judy (16)
n Pretty mach, its something to talk about,,

David (17)

" At times it is a central topic of convercotion in the
common room."

Tom (16)

" Talking about what you like and what yoa dot lilee,
happens all the time.o

7. no you think that you relate in some way to what you
like to watch on TV?

Paul (17)
"rn a sort of been their done that sort of way somctimes
but mostly i* the sense of humour f relate to.e

Judy (16)
n I relate to the women chsracters on Friends.n

David (17)

" I relate to the humour, r lihe the olfbeat irreverent stuff
that you get on programmes like Havoe"
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Tom (16)
" You wish you were that choracter, do stuff like you had
magical pouters."

Mere (17)
6Not really, sports people are more role modelsfor me.r,

Anne (17)
uAlley McBeal, she's interesfing to watch, shers funny.r,

Sean (17)
" Something lilce sport which I watch o lot of, I watch
because I relate to it, understand it.r,

Kimi (r7)
" r use to wutch MTV Man, I use to love it. I listen to the
radio more now that they took it off the air. r fiked the vids
on it. They shoald bring it back.,,

Jean (18)
5( I think a lot of younger people wqtch more realistic
programmes like Alley McBeaL They are more interesting
to watch."

Tammy (17)
* Things that are more real lde Things that arenrt totally
farout Programmes like soved by the beil I like because
its about people our age,.sa i/s about a tifestyte similar to
yottts."

8. what are your favourite TV shows at the moment?

Paul (r7)
"Blue Heelers, Wuterats, Simpsons and the Drew Cary
Shmt. I also watch movies on Slq/.r,
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Judy (16)
u Friends.tt

David (r7)
" Havoc is my favourite programme.r,

Tom (16)
u Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Sliders, pretender, Water
Rets."

Mere (17)
uFriends is one that I watch alt the time. Alley McBeal is
good too, I like the Comedies mostlv.

Anne (17)
"Aaey McBeal is my favourite then shortland street.',

Sean (17)
u TAB Sports Cafe, The Simpsons, Fresh prince of Bet
Air."

Kimi (17)

" Mine is Fresh Prince"

Sara (17)

" My favourite show is Friends.,

Jean (18)

" My favourite programme is Alley McBeaL Its cool It
shows you watch she's actually thinteing, not what shes
doW os well Friends is pretty good"

Tammy (17)
u Hovoc, Alley fuIc BeaL Its a realty intelligent
programme, its not just flippant r really rike Havoc I am a
big foUower of Hwoc. They are stopping alt the good
programmes like Game On on chonnel 4. That was o
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reoay good progromme but its ftnished. r think it was the
best programme r have ever seen and like my brother and
my fother reckoned it was as well The scripting was really
clever, well written. I like saved by the BeII because it is
really funny. Prince of Belair is good Home and Away is
another.""

9. could you explain why you like your favourite TV
shows more than others on TV?

Paul (17)
"Mum ond Dod sturted watching Blae Heelers, r sat down
one night with them and started watching it with them and
got to know the characters,',

u I like shows where you can see the relationships
developing between the characters. with Drew cary I tike
it because of the humoar, its a bit more subtle than most
comedies on TV"

Judy (16)
"I like how the relafionships unfold between the guys and
the girls."

David (17)
u I like something dilferent, at the moment their are aII
these shows that ore crap, the new gardening show, that
suzanne Paul thing, Aprils Angek, you see them once and
that all you can take."

Tom (16)
" f personally like Sci-Fi, the kind of thing where people
are different to arcryone else That yoa wish you were
them. I like the action that you get in Sci-Fi as well,,
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Mere (17)
( Its got to befanny, has to make me luugh.r,

Anne (17)
" Humour is the most important thing I gofor with TV,

Sean (17)
" Humour is a big thing. on sports cafe I like it how they
do a round up of sports results in ofunny woy.',

Kimi (r7)
" ReaIIy relate to the sense of humour of what she
(Rachel) see's going on around her,,,

Sara (17)
u You understand what that characters are going
through."

10. Do you draw on anything about these shows for your
own life or knowledge? Does TV provoke thought or
raise issues or not?

Paul (17)
"TVfor me is really just entertainment other thon the
news items, they get you thinking about things, things that
are happening in the world,,

Judy (16)
n r8 interesting to see how the relationship between the
characterc work or go wrong.n

David (17)
u well with Havoc it keeps you up to date with all the local
bands ond groups. Im interested in music so its helpfuL"
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Tom (16)

" Usually when you watch the News, which f do, it does
make yoa thinh qbout whats right and wrong in the
world"

Mere (17')
u sometimes programmes tike rnside New Zealand, and
the News have some things that make you thinlc.r,

Anne (17)
" sometimes if their is nothing to watch on the other
channels yoa can watch rv I and those ,oround the world
Upe' documentary type programmes.,,

Sean (17)
n You mean like on shows like Home Improvement if the
kids do something wrong Dad does the right and wrong,
lesson to be learnt stuff, Nah!,

Kimi (rT)
" Sometimes they make you think hard when your
watching iL"

Sara (17)

" f don't really think about iL I just watch for
entertainment.t'

Tammy (17)
o I don't look upon it like that lts all just entertainment
comedy, something that picks out the humour in everyday
stuff you don't want anything too farout so you
con relate to it. Drama, something that is interesting that
you don't get too boord wotching. I like a bit of mushy
stulf as well"
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11. How much television would you watch in the average
week?

Paul (17)
" I would watch 3 or 4 hours. 3 or 4 hours on channel 2 a
week and then it depends on what is on sky. I donrt watch
a hell of a lot of TV really."

Judy (16)

" About 12 hours oweelc,

David (r7)
u 2I hours a week, not much. About 3 hours o day.r,

Tom (16)

" r wafuh the News .....r would probabty watch about I2
hours a week in all, about 2 hours o dav.r,

Mere (17)
" I would watch about 3 hours a night, usually after tea-,

Anne (I7)
" f suppose its about 2 to 3 hours o dov.,

Sean (17)
" About 28 to 30 hours a weelc, Over 4 hours a doy.,,

Kimi (17)
u Not mach at all I hardly ever watch iL only about S
hourc a weelc f fisten to the radio instead""

u I rarely get time to wotch rv Helping out with the
family tahes up a lot of my fime,

Sara (17)
" Not a lot really. Less than 10 hours aweeh I don't think
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I have watched rv all this week. Hang on I did watch the
Netys.t'

Jean (1 8)

"r don't watch that much television probably about 3 or 4
hours of rv each night About 20 to 2s hours a week, but r
don't watch any TV in the morning or in the middte of the
doy, just at night probably from s.J0 to 6 to watch Fresh
Prince thenfrom after 7 O,clock on ,

" Normally in the weekends we go to the movies so we
don't watch TV."

Tammy (17)
" r don't watch it on the weekends because ?m out doing
other stulf. r a normal weekday evening r would watch
about 5 hours so that comes to about 2s hours a week. r
don't wotch it in the morning bat after school and in the
evening.

L2. When do you usually watch TV, with whom and
where?

Paul (17)
" I usually watch Blue Heelers and water Rats with my
parents, I watch the simpsons ond Dren, cary by myself. rt
really depends what it is on sfu tf any of us watch it.o 

-

Judy (16)

" we all watch w as a family. AIt sit aroand the couch in
the evenings.n

David (17)

" I usually watch it at hottu, it varies who r watch it with,
it depends on who's there I sit doary with the old man
some times andwatch sports and things.,
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Tom (16)
" At home its Jinish tea and lets go into the lounge. we
wqtch together as afamily.u

Mere (17)
" r watch it whenever, whoever's there, anybody in the

family it doesn't matter to me.r'

Anne (17)
" f usually watch it with my family, though the
progrommes I like like Alley McBeal ond Shortland Street
I watch alone. My brothers hote it.',

Sean (17)
u we usually sit there on the couch at home and all watch
it, Dod ond my sister. we alt sort of tike the same stufi, the
same sense of humour.r,

Kimi (17)
" As afamily I suppose. Thqt ore all there watching when
fm there."

Sara (17)
" with the others in thefamily accept maybe not Mum and
dad that often.'
Jean (18)
" As a family. With my sisters. r,

Tammy (17)
" rn the evening os a family but after school I watch it by
ntyself.o

13. In the recent survey I did with year 12 & 13
students. Most people said that they like uS, then NZ,
then uK and finally Australian TV shows in that order
of preference.
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Are you of the same opinion?

Paul (t7)
ur like watching the American shows, their comedies and
stuff, am I don't watch much New Zealand shows
Shortland Street and Stuff, yeah then probabty the
Australian shows would go before the New zealand
Shows, then UK shows at the bottom,,

Judy (16)

" No I don't agree with that. I would rate them US.
British, Aassie then New Zealand.r,

David (r7)
" I would probably agree with thet.,,

Tom (16)

" American shows are just the biggest and the greatest,
they spend the most money on them, and New Zealand
programmes are good since they are made hear and you
recognise things. uK I just can't stand the voice its
horrible, and Australian its like Nah! Errg! Home and
Aways okay I watch thot.,

" Oh I don't like those short series stulf, Suzzane paul
things. There wos one a couple of weeks ago The chosen
it was good, Dugan the marder mystery that was quite
good"

Mere (17)
"I watch channel 2 more than the others cause its got
Americon shows they are better made than the others, I
don't really watch rvl at all, its fua of British shows for
old people, Coronation Street and stuff like thal,,
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Anne (17)
" The American shows are wqJ better than the rest, the
Aussie ones are okay they seem to be better mode or not as
cheap as the Nextt zealand ones but the New zealand ones
have people you con relate too, real New zealanders, as
soon as I hear a British progromme I switch off r hate the
accents.'

Sean (17)
u The US shows are better made, better qaality, the
Australian ones I don't like at all, Neighbours and stalf
like thal New Zealand ones like Havoc, New Zealand
made shows like sports cafe and rime of your Life ore
really good The uK ones, I like some of their funny ones,
Reeves ond Mortimer, stuff like that,,

Kimi (r7)
"Thot would be about rightn

Sara (17)
" f would be the same. US, Kiwi, then the reslo

Jean (1 8)

" I think that the USA ones are really well done.,

o I don't lihe the British acting. I think iB shit like
coronation street uK programmes are more duller, they
do not have as much action in them compared to like thi
usA ones. They arefall of ocfion tike Lethal weapon
stuIf, they are really fanny, a dilferent sense of humour to
the UK.'

n You con tell that they are rIK just by tooking at it you
can teII by not them even spealcing so you just change
channels.'
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Tammy (17)
" r would agree with thot, yes. r think that America is the
most popular because thats what we have over here the
mosl some of them are just stapid they try too hard. I
thinh tf that we hod more British progrommes they would
be just 6 populor. "

" The British are more laid back, the humour is more laid
back it doesn't make them lesser programmes for it.r,

14. In the recent survey I completed with year 12 & 13
students. Most people said that they watched ry2rTv3,
TVl and TV4 in that order of preference.

Are you of the same opinion?

Paul (17)
"Yeah, TV2, then TV3, then TVI. We donrt get TV4, canrt
pick it np."

Judy (16)

" f really like TV2. I would agree with that, then TV3, then
4, then one. TVI has really crappy programmes on their.
TI/2 is good vahre."

David (17)
" f would probably watch TV2, TV4, TVS, the new prime
channel, then TV7. n4 is kind of boring,for an older age
group, programmes like coronation street donrt interest
me. W2 and 4 are o lot more youth orientated,

Tom (16)

" f would put TV4 before TVI. Ty4 is for younger people
a lot of the programmes I watch are on it,
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Mere (17)
" I would agree with that order of preference except that r
would put Channel 3 and 4 equal and TVI a long way
back r flicle through the channers if there is anything
decent to watch I'll sit and wotch it or I'll go to bed"n

Anne (17)
" Channels 21 3 then I,I donrt get Channel 4. I like 2
because of more comedy statf, but I do watch the News
sometimes, cos thats whats on at dinner time.,,

Sean (17)
" TV2 has more American shows thats why its better, I
used to the shows on it, I have grown up with them, shows
like the simpsons have been around for ages. I am just use
to watching thern TV4 doesn't seem as interesting. The
shows look cheAp."

Kimi (17)
"f 'd go alone with that.,,

Sara (17)
" I only watch us or local shows really. They are usually
on TV2."

Jean (18)
u rv2 and w3 are pre:tty close but the only thing r really
like on TVI is when they have got sport things tihe the
commornvealth Games and the Nervs. The best News
channel is on TI/1 rather than channel 3, but probably
for Movies and stuff Channel 2.r,

Tammy (17)

" f would disagree with the rankings. I would say W2,
then TV4, then 3 and then I. r don't actuolly wotch a lot of
w3 at all I don't like iL channel I about once a year.
channel 2 is goods for just general watching, you can just
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flick something on and their will normally be something
worth watching on 2. channel 4 hss some reauy good
progrommes but they stick heaps of commercials on it
too."

15. In the survey I completed the results reveal that the
l0 most popular TV programmes were the following.

1. Friends
2. The Simpsons
3. Who dares wins
4. Shortland Street
5. South Park
6. Veronica's Closet
7. One Network News
8. King of the Hill
9. Home and away
10. 3rd Rock from the Sun

could you tell me if you watch any of these shows and
why? What can you tell me about them?

Paul (17):

(On Friends)

"f cAn't stand Frtends, I think it is reolly stupid" Its just a
bunch of idiots and chicks sitting around uacking weak
jokes.'

(On The Simpsons)
oYeah I like it, its really good lts the humour its really
good, you dont have to think about it, its there for you. rfi
a very smart programme,

(On Who dares Wins)
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uf don't like it, never watch iL,

(On Shortland Street)
"ffi pretty lome, it suxs,

(On South Park)
oh that reolly cool, Ive only seen it a couple of times since
we dont get w4. I would like to see more of it someone
should tape itfor me I think, yeah.,,

(On Veronica's Closet)
"f don't watch it that often.',

(On One Network News)
" f wafuh it when their is something on the news, a big
story."

(On King of the Hill)
uI like it but dont see it as much as the simpsons, r make a
point of seeing the simpsons but not King i7 n" HilI, so I
always miss iL'

(On Home and Away)
" fve never wstched it, probably never wiIL,

(On 3rd Rock from the Son)
oI like it but I seem to miss a lot of iL,

Judy (16):

(On Friends)
o I really like it, its cool,,

(On The Simpsons)

"fB cool, its funfl!.r*
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(On Who Dares Wins)
o f don't like it at alln

(On Shortland Street)
u Its oll right, its quite good,,

(On South Park)
o Y"p, its really stupid, its good,

(On Veronica's Closet)
u Yeah I quite like its good,,

(On One Network News)
" f watuh the news every nightwith thefamily.,

(On King of the Hill)
n Yeah cool"

(On Home and Away)
o f$ not as good os Shortland Street,

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
" fts petty good"

David (17):

(On Friends)
o f don't watch iL,,

(On The Simpsons)
nf watuh it, thumbs up programme,

(On Who Dares Wins)
n No. It gets on my nerl,es that sort of stuff.o
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(On Shortland Streets)
nNo Way!!"

(On South Park)

"Yeoh, yeah, a big thumbs up. fg off the wall, its so
originol."

(On Veronica's Closet)
n No, I wotch it"

(On One Network News)
" r watch occasionally to keep abreast of whots happening,
Its not like o programme that yoa consciously stop
everything and go what it If its on and Im there I watch
it."

(On King of the Hill)
" f don't wAtch it."

(On Home and Away)
" Nope.t'

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
" No."

Tom (16):

(On Friends)
$ Its funny, its the only one of those type shows that Pll
wotch."

(On The Simpsons)
o I don't like them at aII my friends do. I don,t like them r
don't know why. I'm reolly not into that kind of comedy.r'
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(On Who Dares Wins)
" Yeah, Its cool Things are getting the same now, stuff
they do, the sfitnts."

(On Shortland Street)
uNah!'

(On South Park)
" fve nqer seen it, its on quite lote at night isn't it.r'

(On Veronica's Closet)
" No its not something that I watch.,'

(On One Network News)
" f wafth it most nights, Mum and Dad do ss weIL,

(On King of the Hill)
uNo I don't watch that either, its litce the Simpsons.r,

(On Home and Away)
u Yeah its still all right, lou can only need to watch it once
a week and you still can keep up with whats happening.,,

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
u No I don't like that kind of Comedy.,,

Mere (17):

(On Friends)
" Oh, its funny, yeah really good"

(On The Simpsons)

" Itsfunny, better than soaps and stuff. Its a breakfrom
all the everyday stulf they try to throw at yott. I'm enjoying
more these days as f'm older.u
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(On Who Dares Wins)
"f don't watch it at all, I like itn

(On Shortland Street)
" f don't watch it at all Can't stand it"
(On South Park)
" Its cool, all the swearing and that, its like its real Even
thoagh its o cartoon it seems reaL .

(On Veronica's Closet)
" I only use to wstch it because it was on after Alley
McBeaL I used to watch it having a snack that I would
make during the break at the end of Altey McBeaI. yeah
its all right.n

(On One Network News)
" f watuh the sports news that the only bitu

(On King of the Hill)
" fve seen it once or twice, its funny. Not as good as the
Simpsons."

(On Home and Away)
u I dont watch it, dont like it.u

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
n Yeah its all right.',

Anne (L7):

(On Friends)
o Cool, it gives you an insight on flatting. Its funny.
Yeah!o
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(On The Simpsons)
" Sometimes its fuflfly, its mostly re-runs now. I work on
Friday nights so I donrt see the new series.r,

(On Who Dares Wins)
uNah, my little brother watches it. r go do something else.,'

(On Shortland Street)
u fts interesting, r've been watching itfor ever, I don,t like
to miss it. If f'm going to miss it, f U tape it. ,,

(On South Park)
" rve seen it once. It was cool I was at a friends place. we
can't get it since we donrt get TV4.u

(On Veronica's Closet)
" f watuhed it but it seems a copy of other programmes.r,

(On One Network News)
" I watch it last night, if something is going on.,,

On King of the Hill)
u rts pretty funfl!, its foirly real life for a cartoon. Like
normal TV.'

(On Home and Away)
" Don't watch it at all,,

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
o f$ so stupid its funny.,

Sean (17):

(On Friends)

" f watuh it becutse of the humoun,
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(The Simpsons)
o fts reolly good"

(On Who Dares Wins)
" I quite enjoy it, the adventure sofi of thing. There is
always a challenge happening. Its one of the few
Australian programmes that f watch.r,

(On Shortland Street)
n f don't like it at all,

(On South Park)
o Yeah I like that, itsfunny, Iwatch it regularly.r,

(On Veronicaos Closet)
" Nah, not really. f$ more of afemale type programme,

(On One Network News)
o f wafth the Nass most nights.r,

On King of the Hill)
" I somctinus watch a bit of it but usually who Dares
Wins is on and I prefer that."

(On Home and Away)
u Nah, No ttay."

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
" f use to watch it but its lost its appeal$

Kimi (17):

(On Friends)
K f wafth it all the time
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(On The Simpsons)

" f used to watch it years ogo but now I donrt care.r'

(On Who Dares Wins)
" f don't really watch it. Its not my thing.,
" fts really dumb sometimes.r'

(On Shortland Street)
" f used to watch it heaps but now I don,t watch it
anymore.t'

(On South Park)
u rve haven't seen it Like every time its on the boys in our
class talk about it heops and heops and it sounds so
interesting but you don't know what time its on. I know
thot its on channel 4, but I think I'm at basketball when
its on.".

(On Veronica's Closet)
" I watched it once but didn,t take to iL
Its on old lady trying to be neat but she wosn,t.,,

(On One Network News)
" I watch it when Mum and dad are watching it."

(On King of the Hill)
" Don't watch it"

(On Home and Away)
n No I don't watch it,
(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
" f don't watch it',
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Sara (17'l:

(On Friends)
" f always watch it.,,

(On The Simpsons)
u My sister watches it and r'il come in and wotch the rest
of it with her.

(On Who Dares Wins)
' rf its on and they are doing something interesting |II
watch it for about S minutes. Thats oll.,

(On Shortland Street)
" Not really, I watch it every once in a while.r,
" As o programme its changed, its not as good. Dumb
characters now.',

(On South Park)
" Every week the same little boy gets kilted. r$ good.,,

(On Veronica's Closet)
u Oh f watuhed it a couple of times. fg silly.,

(On One Network News)
" f don't watch iL,

(On King of the Hill)
" No f don't watch it,
(On Home and Away)( fts aA right sometimes but it gets a bit cheep.',

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
" f used to watch it but I donrt anymore,
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Jean (1 8):

(On Friends)
u Yeoh I like iln

(On The Simpsons)

" r think they have got too many re-runs of it. r donrt like
watching the same thing all the time.r'

(On Who Dares Wins)
" r think its good lts funny some peoples reactions. It
shouldn't be ranked third,

(On Shortland Street)
" Wen ittirst came on it was pre@ good but now f canrt
be bothered watching iL lts too soapy but if you ore going
to watch it you shoald watch it everyday or not at all,,

(On South Park)
" I have never watched it myself.r,

(On Veronica's Closet)
o Yeah I lilce it Its more of an adutty kind of programme
Its good to wAtch."

(On One Network News)
" I reckon its the best nents on all the channels.r,

(On King of the Hill)
" I like it, its funny."

(On Home and Away)
" when I was younger r used to wotch it but now r donrt,

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
" ffi not a very good programme.r,
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Tammy (17):

(On Friends)
o Friends yeah deftnitely, that should be at the top.D

(On The Simpsons)
" f$ okay but I think the novelty of an animated
programme wears off after a time. It was really good to
start with as a satire but its wearing olf.u

(On Who Dares Wins)
u crap! Itsius! atimeJillerforwhen no-one can think of
anything good fB so Australian.r,

(On Shortland Street)
u rts pretty good for New Zealand television. It stands up
well agoinst the American television.r,

(On South Park)
u rts excellenl rts great rt should be ranked higher up.,,

" fts fanny seeing o cartoon where the characters do really
funny, shocking, disgasting stufli, Its funny to see that
there in that contexl what they say is really good. its well
written, people like Mr Mackie who says ,Hhhiii" its real
funny- It takes the piss out of anything and everything. r
can relate to it Anarchy ond that, against the system,

(On Veronica's Closet)
u rfi good lts kind offor old people The gay guy is really
spunky,"

(On One Network News)
n Nah!"
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(On King of the Hill)
" r don'tJind itfunny. The sense of humour is bad. Heaps
of people watch it but f can,t see anything in itu

(On Home and Away)
" f wofth iL I'A have to admit that.r'

" r watuh it because it has got the whole band thing going,
the kids hove got bands. I ftnd it realty funny. Intiristing
to see what they play so that is probabty a big point for ie.
I just like the characters in general. There is such a real
life thing happening. I like it more than shortland
Street.t'

(On 3rd Rock from the Sun)
" r don't really watch it Ive watched it a couple of times
and I don't Jind the hamour good either.,,

16. In the survey I completed the 10 least popular TV
shows were the following.

Frontline
Star Trek Deep Space Nine
Leaving Normal
Opera: The 3 Tenors
United Travel Getaway
Mr Rhodes
World in Action
World in Action Star Trek Voyager
Kiwi Comedy Playhouse
WOW World of Wonder
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what do you know about these programmes? Did you
watch them or not?

Paul (r7):
"A lot of these programmes must be on TV4 because r
have never heard of them upect the star trek ones.r'

Judy (16):
u Frontline thgt a news thing. opera srrxs, None of the

progrommes I would watch.r,

David (17):

'j rhe only progromme out of that list I have heard of or at
Ieast watched was The opera special with the 3 Tenbrs.
That was good"

Tom (16):

" r know some people who are absolutely addicted to star
trek stulf, probably because its a cult sh,ow. Mr Rhodes r
like, its good Animal Documentaries are boring, they go
into too much detaiL Kiwi comedy ptayhouse w(N good, it
was funny, they got a banch of Kiwi actors togethir.,

Mere (17):

" Don't know anything aboat them.r'

Anne (17):
u Most of those shows |ve never heard of other than the
Star Trek ones. They are nerdy boy ones.,,

Sean (17):

" The only one lve seen is Frontline, f donrt watch it
regularly.t'

tr(imi (17):
u fve never heard of any of them,
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Sara (17):
o fve only heard of the Star Trek one.r,

Jean (t 8):

" Never seen any of thenl,

Tammy (17):

" r haven't heord of some of them Frontline doesnrt
deserve to be their. I think that its alt right. I think its o
good concept, weII written interesting abou hoving a show
written about the making of the n"ni The humour is really
dry. rt should be in the top 10. The Brooke Bandeno"rs 

"

character is very funny.',

17. Is slry Tv connected in your house? If so what
channels do you watch? When? flow often? Why?

Paul (17)
"Trackside, Discovery, cNN, sky sports and sky Movies. r
mainly watch the sky movies channel r would watch 3
movies o week on the weekends usually.r,

Judy (16)
u We dont have SlW.n

David (17)
" Don't have slcy.,,

Tom (16)
u We haven't got SlW.,

Mere (17)
n weve got HBo, stey l, the News and sports. I wotch the
Movies and cartoon Networtc I probabty watch stw as
much as the others.r,
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Anne (17)
u We haven't got SlW.,

Sean (17)
n we have got sky ot home, sky I, sley Movies and sky
sport. I watch sky I every now and again for re-runi of
seinfeld but thats about it. I watch the sport and Movies
though. During the day we watch the nirmal chonnels.
Then at 8.30 in the evening we watch sky movies. But,
during the weekend we watch sky sport because it has on
all the live sporl"

u we watch the movies because they ore on TV way before
they are on n/2 and the sport is live and uninterripteld,,

Kimi (r7)
" we only get sports and Movies. we have only had it a
month but we get all of the channels nut montlt.r'

o r don't use it but my Dad does so he can watch ail of the
sports."

Sara (17)
u We haven't got it.r,

Jean (18)
uNo.'

Tammy (17)
" No.u
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1,8. How often do you listen to music and when do vou
listen to it?

Paul (r7)
ur fisfun to music in the car on the way to school. Either
the rodio or put in a cD. r fistun to a bit of it when I get
home from school r just lax out on my bed and listei to
relax"

Judy ( 16)

" f listen to music everyday, In the morning and after
schooL About 3 hours a dav.,,

David (17)
" r fistun to music all the fime. (Isualry in the evenings.r,

" r would listen to music for about 6 hours of the day
including playing.u

Tom (16)

" r have the radio on when I'm getting ready for school in
the morning and at night I have the radio oan for about
half an hour before I go to bed."

o r would probably listen to masicfor about 3 hours a day,
tapes and radio included"

Mere (17)
o Yeah I listen to it heaps, before school, in the common
room- At home in my bedroom. rt must be quite afew
hoars a day because I even study ot home iun the radio
on and I listen to it during lunchfime time, theres an hour
there. "

Anne (I7)
" rd fisten to the radio about 2 to 3 hours a day. Before
and ofter school"
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n After school when r am doing stuff like tidying ap my
room I jast put the radio on. r always hove to be doing
^z--.C? z^ l2-t -- t-

Sean (17)
" Most days in the morning and aflernoon.,,

Kimi (r7)
" Heaps and heaps, even when I'm working I make sure r
have some sounds. At school In the car. on the bus we
play some killer sounds. we get the driver to hold the Ariet
out the window cos it keeps falting off."

Sara (17)
" r always have the radio on. Even when I,m outside or in
the car I have to have some sounds.r,

Jean (18)

stuff to listen to musie If not its boring.,,

Tammy (17)
u r listen to a lot of it r hove to risten to music futt stop
and not do anything else unless f am in the can

10. lYhat style of music do you listen to?

Paul (r7)
*Normal rock music, Boss and Dram, Technors pretQt
cool, tttost good music r listen to. r donrt get too precious
about ito

Judy (16)

" Metal, Grange, somc of that Homie stulf.o

'jwhen r was younger r liked all the Homie stalf, but nout
r like the harder Grungt type stuff. I listen to hiaps more
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other stuff now bat back in the 3rdform it was only the
Ifomie stufi,'

David (17)

" f don't like Pop so the Spice Girls are out, I like
Sublime, Days of the New, Alice in Chains, BB King,
Blues, Soul, JazL"

Tom (16)

" f just listen to ZM, I donrt know what you would call
that, Top 40 chsrts staff I strppose.,,

u I like songs that have stories to them. A sad story
whatever.t'

Mere (17)
" rt depends on what sort of mood |m in. Metaller quite a
bit, sometimes mellow stulf. r listen to the radio most of
the time Whats on the Rock or ZM, top 40.u

* If its tapes I listen to gangsta rap, hip hop.,,

Anne (I7)
u I listen to anything. I dont listen to classical ond that
sort of thing, nothing too weird, but alt the different styles
of rock masic. Heavy Metal would be the best out of it
though.o

" I listen to music heaps, tapes, CDrs and Radio, a lot after
school There is always music around, you know with
friends and that"

Sean (17)
u I listen to the nevt rock music stuff thats out and Hip
Hop-'
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Kimi (r7)
n I like Hip Hop, Rop, Sway fat?L,,

$ r think that in the 3rdform r was in a bit of a grungt
buafor awhile but r soon snapped oat of that i usei-to go
to school looking hard and grang!.,'

Sara (17)
" r fike most things. some things r won't listen too. Like
too hord oat metal I like a tittle bit of Grunge though.

Jean (18)

" well Im not really to fussed to what I listen too as long
as its o good song, got a good beat and stuff. Because I
don't normally have heaps of tapes, I listen to the radio.r,

" r would only listen to masic for about an hour on the
weekends."

Tammy (17)
o fm into punk sort of staff, ska-punk, the whole
alternative scene.

u r don't listen to much of it during the week only on the
weekends."

21. why do you like these styles of music in particular?

Paul (17)
uwith rechno I jast like the beat... I just can't put a ftnger
on it really. Its dfficult to explaino

Judy (16)

" I just like the soand of it, the beatD
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David (17)
" To use on u,ample, the Spice Girk have really empty
lyrics where os a band like Peafl famrs lyrics have
passion, intelligence ond meaning, and that ako comes
through in the music."

Tom (16)
u r don't like old music. New stuff sounds more uciting.,,

Mere (17)
" The beat really. I sort of pick music to how I feet at the
time."

Anne (17)
uI don't know, I just like it thots alL,,

Sean (17)
u I like it because its faster than old stuff,,,
6 lts a lot less soppier than stuff like the spice Girls.,,

Kimi (r7)
" f$ style. The sound, the beat How it grooves.',

Sara (I7)
" ffi the groove of the song.r,

Jean (18)
" r8 really the whole song. Its the beat, the words that they
use, the rhythfti"

" f don't like Techno. Its too monotonorrs.n

Tammy (17)
o r think energ) in my music anway. The punk snlfi the
energ) it gives I think its just great,
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22-Do you have any favourite songs or Artists at the
Moment?

Paul (17)
oNo one in particular at the momenl I have always liked
Mettalica and soundgarden, but nothing new latily. I Like
the Beastie Boys, Led zeppelin and Jimi Hendrix,
with soundgarden I heard them on the Rodio about S
years ago and bought the cD. Andfrom that I heard about
other stufffrom other people at school. AII my mates listen
to it at school, lhats how you Jind out about i tot of good
music. My dad got out his music and I listened to tiat and
Iiked some of iL"

Judy (16)
u I listen to TooI at the moment, its a Heavy Metal band it
sounds like ACDC and pearl fam crossed,,

David (r7)
" Probobly the most enjoyment from music now is my
playing guitar, and playing it well"

Tom (16)

" There is this really cool song called creep, its saying
how this sister u,on't go out with this gay. its got thisiad
story to iL'

" I like Pearl Jom and smashing pumpkins, supergroove
were good"

Mere (17)
n No names really, just stuffyou can bang your head to.r,

Anne (17)
" f suppose Offspring.,
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Sean (17)
o I lihe Dead Flowerc al the moment.,,

Kimi (r7)
u Nothing really stands out st the moment rust sounds on
the radio that you hear. f can,t thinlc of any thing in
particular right now"

Sara (17)
n I don't buy tapes and that I onty listen to the rodio.
Whatevers playing.u

Jean (18)
" r moinly listen to the radio or hear tapes people play at
school"

Tammy (17)
" CD's mainly, radio is really justfor the car."

23. Do you like any New Zealand bands or Musicians?

Paul (r7)
"r don't reaay know any thot well Neit Finns on the radio
a lot lately.n

Judy (16)

" They're all rabbish.,

David (r7)
" I like local bands, The Feelers. Wnegar Lilr, thqt are
playW at Cannibals this weekend"

Tom (16)
u I really don't knm+t the difference between New zealand
rrutsic and others. r'll get an album if r like a song on the
radio, it doesn't matter where it comes from.o
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Mere (17)
u Nah, they don't interest me much.r,

Anne (17)
o No, not really, New Zealand music its fairty crappy
really.u

Sean (17)

" I like the Feelers and the Dead Fll,owers.r,

Kimi (17)
u I like Che Fa. Yeah its cool',

Sara (17)
There was the one that kilIed himself, r thought his music
was all right. Darcy someone. resus I was evil, that was
iL,,

Jean (18)
u Yep! Some of its pretty cooL"

Tammy (17)
n Im a big follower of New zearand music I think it should
have a heaps bigger proJile. shihad deseme a lot more
attention, Dead Flowers are getting there as well The
Feelers are making it big, they have a high proJile r think
they are at namber 2 with the latest album" its good that
they are getting recognised some of the little bands people
should give them a bit more of a hand y'renow getting out
there and giving them more ottention like Loves asty
children, Muckhole as well, bands like thot put out some
really good music but no one listens to it reolly. They just
haven't been able to get it out to the people r think thats
really sad rhats why I like Havoc because they put a band
out every show ond they are on nafional television and
thats really cool"
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24.Do you rent Videos for home use?

Paul (17)
uf get a video out every couple of weeks.r'

Judy (16)

" Probably every couple of weeks I get a vid."

David (r7)
" About once a month."

Tom (16)

" I woald like to but, the store down the road a country
store only has afew videos, it gets only about 4 new
releases every couple of months, none of them I usuolly
like. If I lived in town I would get a video every weekend.
All the ones I would like to see.,,

Mere (17)

" No, I tape the movies off sky. When the next door
neighbours rent a movie which is quite often we borrow
them offthem."

Anne (17)
" If someone's coming over lrll tape ahead something
good on slcy so we can watch iL lts cheaper.',

Sean (17)
u I get a video about once afortnight when Im ap in
Auckland visiting rny mothen It gives me something to do
during the day."

Kimi (17)

" Occasionally I get a vid Every once and a while.,
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Sara ( 17)
u sometimes. Getting sky at home I think the plan is to
rent less now."

Jean (18)
u we rent probably 2 or 3 times a month. Mainly to watch
with friends.u

Tammy (17)
u we don't get themfor use at home but often I get them
forwatching at afriends house.r,

25. How often, with whom and whv?

Paul (17)
" rB something to do on Friday and saturday nights. Im
an only child so I usually end up watching them myself.r,

Judy (16)

" sometimes I watch them with friends, but usaally with
my family."

David (17)

" I watch them with my girlfriend, its a cheap date" Oh
gives us something to do.o

Tom (16)

" f probobly only get to see a new video once every 2
months or so. Not even that really.n

Mere (17)
" I usually watch them with my brothers.r'
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Anne (17)
" Usaally after work on a Friday or Satarday even I,Il
watch pre-taped movies. with family members or with
friends dthey ore over.,,

Sean (17)
" A couple of years ago when my brother w(N living at
home we would get one and watch them together. rm more
into my sociol IW now so I hardly ever get one out,

Kimi (r7)
" A couple a month. watch them with my family, friends.n

Sara (17)
" Every so often; w€'ll get one to take home and watch
with my brother and sister.,,

26- what sort (genre) of videos do you like to rent?

Paul (17)

"Action and comedy, Austin powers was the last one I got
out and before that it was city of rndustry, it was about
these gays robbing a bank ..... it just degenerates into all
these guys just shooting each other.,,

"Yeah some violence is pretty cool, you know its fake,n

Judy (16)
o r get out horror Jilms because r like scary fttms and yoa
don't get them shown on TVD

David (17)
n If their is a bunch of guys coming round, we would
watch action ftIms, when its my girlfriend we watch
comedy. Im not going to watch romonce-',
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Tom (16)
o r like action adventure. Filna like speed Those big
blockbuster qction movies. r'

Mere (17)
" Blood and Guts, Films like Face Off, Comedies.n

Anne (17)
u comedies mainly sometimes Drama Lior Liar type lilms
they are good, y'know fim Cary Jilms. The Truman show
is out, I would like to see thot.,,

Sean (17)

" AJiIm like Bulletproof has got comedy and oction. Thats
the sort oftilm Action and Comedies.,,

Kimi (17)
"Horrors. I like a bit of Action. whatever is the latest one.
whatever people at school have talked obout and said
thats good'

Sara (I7)
" Thrillerc, Honor. Whateverc out there.,,

Jean (18)

" Normally comedy or horron Fitms like screen or whst
did you do last Summer. Those kind of movies.

Tammy (17)

" Just generally ones that a,ere really big at the movies
and yoa neyer got to see itn

27.Why do you like to choose them?

Paul (17)
uYeah some violence is pretty cool, yoa know its fake.o
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Judy (16)
( Its the escape thing from everyday life, the difference,,

David (17)
" I dont likeftlms with a weak plot, you get that on
Romance Jilms.'

Tom (16)

" f make do with the small selection at the store.',

Mere (17)
u I like the blood and guts Jilms because they are action
packed"

Anne (17)
" Films with lots of violence are pretty boring, you know
that the hero is always going to win in the end. with
comedies it that they are jast more unpredictable.r,

Sean (17)
u I like lots of action to keep you interested so it doesnrt
drag on."

" Bulletproof thats good because when all the action stops
the humour starts between the two guys there together.r;

Kimi (17)
u You just judge them on the cover, yoa work it out
yourself,"

" The local video store is all rtghl,

Sara ( 1 7)
* rf it looks good I'll get it out, if someone has said it was
good"
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28. Do you get to go to the movies much?

Paul (r7)
"Probably about once a month. (Ip to Manoksa when we
go shopping up their, we usuarty get to the movies during a
trip, quite often its as ofamily, we asually watch what
Dad is interested in but sometimes we have watched
something mum has been very keen on.r,

Judy (16)
u r get up to Manakau once every 2 to 3 months or there
abouts, tf Im luclcy.'

David (17)
uEvery month or so. The lost/itm I saw was Mortal
Combot Annihilation.n

Tom (16)
u Yeah r like going to the movies, Im alwoys trying to con
my sister into taking me to the movies in Manakai or
Hamilton."

Mere (17)
" r am going this weekend up to Auckland. I get up their
about once every 3 months.r,

" f usually go upwith matesfor the day out.r'

Anne (17)
o Pm going this saturday. r go about one a month. The
family hos these regular shopping trips up to Manakau.
we kids hsve got dumped off at the Movies. which is alt
right by us."

Sean (17)
o Aboat once a month when I am in Auckland.r'
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Kimi (17)
o Every coaple of yeors. we have them here. They have
this old projector. They play the oldest Movies. Like even
after they have been out on video,s.n

" You have to go all the way to Auckland to see anything
decent."

Sara (17)
o Hardly ever. Buy the time you go to Thames lou might
as well heep on going to Hamikon or Auckland to seithe
latest staff.n

Jean (18)
u Yoa have to trovel quite far to get there. I get there about
twice a month octually. Up to Manakou.r'

Tammy (17)
" once or twice a month. At Manakau or Hamilton.r,

29. \ilhat are your favourite type of films?

Paul (17)

"Action Jilms and Comedies.,,

Judy (16)

" The Craftru

David (17)
" on the big screen I go for action as it works well with the
more intensive sound, and thefast paced visuals.r,

Tom (16)
o I like Action movies, especially the stants.,
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Mere (17)
" ActionftIms.'

Anne (L7)
" Comedy and Drama, better d they are in the same Jilm,
Sean (17)
u Devils Advocate, Trainspotting. u

Kimi (r7)
" Titanic"

Sara (17)
o Titanic was really good,

Jean (18)

" Titanic was really good scream I like scary movies. r
recently saw The castle. It was the worst movie I have ever
seen. rt was about afamily that rived next door to an
Airport. It was awful It was honible. It was meant to be
funny but it was pathetic.u

" Beavis and Butthead was pathetic too.,,

Tammy (17)
" The opposite of su by christina Regt. That was good I
enjoyed that rt was a really dilferent sort of movie-what I
liked about it was that it didn't hove the usual beginning,
middle and end kind of ra-de-ra you get,

u Generolly any movie r see r end up liking. Its jast a thing
with mc. Any.film r see at the movies I entl ap iiffing it
even if it is sort of dumb.

" r went to see the ftlm ahoat King Geogre and that u,os
great I enjoyed that immensely.r,
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"scream was good even though r don't like scory movies,
i* just that it had the comedy too which took mtay from
the y'lcnout...feor."

30. What is you favourite film or video?

Paul (17)

"My favourite would have to be the Blues Brothers, the
original one."

'(rB got everything, cor chases and laughs and the masic
of course.

Judy (16)
u Craft would be my favourite film, its a horrcr ftlm-',

David (r7)
" Music orientated stuff.,'

Tom (16)
o Speed, it was really cool, all the stunts.r,

Mere (17)

" Face olf with Nicholas cage and rohn Travolta it was
brilliant "

Anne (17)
" rt would hwe to be Titanic. It had the Actton and the
Romance all togethen,,

Sean (17)
" Trainspotting, I liked the choose Efe thing at the
beginning.n
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Kimi (r7)
" Titanic."

Sara (17)
" Titanic was really good"

31. How do you usually find out about new fiIms, videos,
TV shows and pop music?

Paul (r7)
urhrough the TV, the adverts ond that. your mates at
school."

Judy (16)

" Basically through the radio is how I Jind oat about new
stuff. Through the adverts on it.r,

David (17)
u I get my music from magazines, TV and movies from
TV"

Tom (16)

" r usnAlly get a Tearaway magazine, look at the reviews,
get the posters and put them on my walL I onty read the
movie section in the nentspaper qery coupre of days. I
read the wloge web site and see what it soys about each
nen, movie. "

Mere (17)
u Mainly through the W, TV advertising.,

Anne (17)
oTV and Radio really.'
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Sean (17)
u Music through friends. Movies through rv or throagh
previews. The Newspaper is handy to Jind stuff out,
usually the Saturday one, the Herald.r'

Kimi (17)
" The radio. Friends.,,

Sara (17)
"Yorr hear things from friends.,,

Jean (1 8)
u I think more from word of mouth. people will just come
in and say that wos a pretty good movies and other people
will say oooh lets go and see it. sometimes from reviews
Iike the Newton Boys. I really want to see that. I resd the
article about it and it soands really interesting.,,

Tammy (17)

"Fromfriends, but sometimes someone will say they read
something in the paper obout a certoin movie. I you think
well f want to see this now."

" f also read the Rip it Up magazine andfrom the bock
page I ftnd oat about nerv movies and stufffrom that. But
more by word of mouth really.r'

32. Do you have a PC at home?Do you use your pC
often? What do you mainly use it for?

Paul (17)
ooYeah we have one of home. Mums a compating teacher. I
mainly use it for schoolwork I wourd use it most of the
time for study and that is most weekdoys. using thre
Internet is a part of that, downloading stufffor
assignments."
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"The fnternet is great for finding stuff out for
assignments, use it for that but ako for the chat roorw,
they are good for Jinding out stuff that you are interested
irt"

Tom (16)
u we have a PC at home, r use it for school projects, look
up movies , TV sites. I play mainly Monkey Island its a
problem solving."

Mere (17)
o Yeah we do but its sort of an old dunga one.r'

* Mainly use it for writing up stuff for schoor, computer
presentation makes your assignments look q lot better.r,

n 
Quite often I play the games on it. I like the car racing

games, they arefuru',

Anne (17)
u Yeah, its a windows one. I use the computer for school
projects."

" f never play computer game$ not interested in the
slightesl'

Sean (17)
n Not into cotttputers.,,

Kimi (17)
o No, f use the computerc at school,

Sara ( 17)
o No not at home, but at schoolwe ased the rnternetfor
projects, to lind information ond to send e-mails. E-mails
are good because they are cheaper and they get there
faster.'
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" Sometimes it is really dfficuk to Jind out the
information that you really need',

Jean (18)

" f use a compater normnlly for school work like
assignments, just to make presentation standout a bit
more."

" we don't hove the Internet. In fact I have only used it
once for a class thing at schooL"

Tammy (17)

" Personally I use it for rnternet that the mqin reason I
use itfor. secondly it would be to play cD's on, ordinary
oudio cD's or jast games. Every now and again lrtt type
up on assignment."

" 90% of my Internet use would be on web sites for bands,
5% woald be for TV stuff like south park for audio ctips
and stulf and 5% for assignments.,,

33. How often do you ptay video games and what is your
favourite?

Paul (17)
"f don't play games much, I have mates who have Sony
Play station and sega and I play them when rm around
there. I somefimes have the odd game on the weekend at
home on the PC whens there is not much to do. (Isually
Dune"

Judy (16)
* My friends have got a play stafion, I have a zap on that
when I sm around there visifing.r,
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David (17)
" r have got sony Playstation. My favourite game is Grand
Turismo."

Tom (16)
u I don't hqve a Sega or o Ploystation.r,

Mere (17)
" Some friends brothers have like Segat ro€ sometimes
have a rip on them, itsfan.r,

Anne (17)
n Ive tried one out, thats aboat it .r,

Sean (17)
" f would play on a PIay Station once every few weeks. f
hire one outfrom the video store.r'

Kimi (r7)
n we hove got a Nitendo at home. we had a Nitendo 64
bat we sold that some of my mates have got heaps, Iike
everybody in Auckland has got a Play station and a new
CD every month."

u I do play. I am a bit of an addicl I tike aII the gomes.
when I go to Auckland I go to the video arcades and I
play for hours ond hours.

Sara (17)
" We had an old danga one once. I don,t know what
happened to iLD

Jean (18)
" We hove games on oar compater.D

" f have played on a Playstation once or twice.r,
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Tammy (17)
" Myfavourite game is Grand Tourismo.',

34. Why do you enjoy video games?

Paul (17)
" Grand rurismo is the best, trying to get a faster time.r,

Judy (16)

" f only enjoy the car racing ones.r,

David (17)
" hs just cool to drive reaily fast in a cor.,,

Tom (16)
Something to do when you ore bored.,,

Mere (17)
u on the cor games its trying to beat the other cars and the
clock, thats the buzz,,

Anne (17)
" Wdeo games are o waste of time.r,

Sean (17)

" My favourite games are colin McRae Ralty and Grand
Tarismo. I like car ones.r,

Kimi (r7)
u It gives you somethingfun to do when its quiet.,,

Sara (17)
" I use to play spacies heaps but its slack now. r do other
things'
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Jean (18)
o r like mind challenging ones. r like the hard ones like
solitaire, I know they are boring for most people but r like
the mental challenge. r,

Tammy (17)
" I would play games about twice a month. I used to play a
Iot last year but the novelty wears off."

35. How often do you read a newspaper and what is the
main reason you read one for ?

Paul (17)
" I look at the front page qnd read it if their is onything
interesting, then I look at the automofive section. we get
the Waikato Times"

Judy (16)
u I hardly ever read the paper. when r do it is just looking
for a job. or if their is something realry big in the news.',

David (r7)
u I don't apart from the weather section. Though every
now and then I will look in the movie secfion.r,

Tom (16)
u usually etterydoy. I just turn the pages and lookfor
anything that interests me, then go to the w and Movies.
Every nou, and then I'lt get the sunday paper snd read the
Iot of iLD

Mere (17)
n we get the waikato Times and the Herald. r usually
have a quick glance at them.r,
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" r usually go straight to the sports section, Netbalt results.
I ako look at the W poge to see whats on ,

Anne (17)
u we get the Herald delivered, r rook at the star signs and
the cartoons."

Sean (17)
" Twice a week. I read the saturday one normally. rf I am
in Auchland I get the sunday one as well, the sunday stor
Time*"

Kimi (r7)
" f have a look at the Hauraki Herald.,

* rf I know that something is going to be good in there like
the Rugby girls or if I know thst someone is in it I,u read
it."

Sara (17)
" The Haurahi Heraldu

" sports results. I don't look at anything tike horoscopes
because they ore crop.,'

Jean (18)

"vl/hen I find something interesting ond I'm heeping up to
date with it I read the Newspe€t, staff like the
commonwealth Games. Darren Liddell, stulf tike that rrll
go off and read it Probably only read itfornightty
though.u

Tammy (17)
6 I read the 7 days section in the Herald not the rest of iL r
don't consider myself a news paper reader since r oniy
read the entertainmcnt section once a weekD
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36. Do you read magazines regularly? If so do you
purchase any magazines for your own use or do you
borrow them?

Paul (17)
"car Magazines, performance ones like street Machine,
Classic Car."

Judy (16)

" Cleo, Cosmo, Dolly and Girlfriend.',

David (17)
" I read usaally music magazines, Acoustic guitar,
Maximam Guitar, Guitar world, Musician. Just ones with
the sheet music and tableture to songs.,,

Tom (16)
" I don't buy them. If I had more money I would buy
surJing and snowboarding Magazines. I have a stack of
old ones that I read over and over.r,

Mere (17)

" I don't buy magazines at all, never got into the habit or
felt the urge. I read my brothers basketbail magazines.r'

Anne (17)
" r bok at the ones my friends bring to school yoa read
them in the common room during luchtime.r,

" The Girlfriend magazine is okay, Cosmo, Cleo, Dolly.
They are the ones I borrow ond reodn

Sean (17')
u Find out whats going on in the world in terms of news
andfor sport results.,
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Kimi (17)
" r get some masic magazines once in a while. The source
f fike.u

Sara (17)
u I like looking at surJing magazines.,,

Jean (l 8)

" f wos reading one in the common room before you
cama Dolly, Girlfriend Even the guys in the common
room read them, they Jind them entertaining as well,,

Tammy (17)
n Girly Magazines, Girlfriend, cleo stuff like that lts not
jast a girly thing as well my brother steals oll my
magazines."

37. what are the magazines that you usually read and
what is that you look for in a magazine to interest you?

Paul (17)
" Good articles like just recently street Machine had a
good article on the history of the Holden commodore, and
the pictures of what people hove done to their cors.,'

Judy (16)
u Guys, yeah guys and staff. Fashions, clothes, makeup.r,

Tom (16)

" fve only ever boaght ones mysetf twice. I read Moms
House and Garden. I do like Archecturuor type of stuff,,

Mere (17)
" sports articles are what I woald go for mainly.... proliles
on sportsmettD
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Anne (17)
n Relationships and issues, that sort of thing. Fashions.r'

Sean (17)
" I only read the listener tofind out whats on TV,

Kimi (r7)
u I like getting the magazines with alt the words and music
in it, to Jind out all the lyrics.,,

Sara (17)
" To lind out staff about Surftng.,

Jean (18)
" Guys and stufJi,"

Tammy (17)
" r am into music so I subscribe to Rip it (Jp. I also go into
paper plus ond have a flick through all the guitar
magazines and if their is something on a band r tike I witt
buy it Normally I buy something r tike about once a
month."

38. Do you listen to the radio regurarly and what is the
station you like the most? what is the main reason that
you listen to the radio for?

Paul (17)
K I listen to the radio is the morning to stop mc from going
back to sleep, r have a radio alarm, r listen to it in thi cai
ss o distractiott-"

'( At home I listen to 89.8 with my parcnts getting ready for
school, and in the car on the way r listen to The Rocko
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Judy (16)
" r fistun to the radio for the music basically that atL
usually we listen to cFM as a family, but i usualty listen
to zM. I like zM because it ptays oll the latest bands und
songs. "

David (r7)
" f rarely ever listen to the radio that much. I prefer
CD's.n

Tom (16)

" r fistun to ZM, I usually listen to the radio more than
other things. I have tried o few different radio stations but
ZM's the only one really.r,

Mere (17)
" r listen to the radiofor quite afew hours of the doy,
usaally 89.8, Mai FM, 8t.6.,

" They play the most up to date music. Music thot I,m
more into. Not oll that |TZH crap.,,

Anne (17)

" Probably for a couple of hours across the day, gg.g,

89zM mostly. I listen to whateverc going in the common
room, Im not too fussy as long as its okay.r,

Sean (17)
u In the mornings r listen to Hauraki or The Rock,
because they ploy the latest rock masic. I also listen to the
8 o'clock neres in the car on the way overfrom Thames to
school rn the ffternoon r listen to zM because of the Hip
Hop.n

Kimi (17)
u f fistun to Mai FM heops.r,
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" r have it on all the time. Everyday straight ofter school to
when I go to sleep.u

Sara (17)
u r like 94.3 FM, channel z, Mai FM. They are Auckland
stations. We get all the Aucklond stations here.r,

n rn the both, in the common room, when I get home. The
radio k great you can do anything with it. you can have it
playing while you are having tea.n

Jean (18)
o I listen to The Edge Haurakirs pretty good-

Tammy (17)
o rn the car r listen to The Edge for cruising sort of music.
Student Radio is up there as well.r,

n I only like people being themselves on the Radio, that
only happens on Student Radio. Some commercial stations
yoa have these DJ's who try to put on these brihiant
charming personalities so everyone will wanno listen to
them because they're cool but, try hardlr,

39. why is the mass media important or not important
to you as a teenager living in rural New Z*aland?

Paul (17)
nr think it is importont, rf it was taken away r certainly
would miss it especially the radio. yesh the media is
important because it helps us Jind oat everything we need
to know. The thing is that hear on the Hauralci plains its
hard to duck down the road to get a newspaper, a video or
a magazine.'
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Judy (16)
n I feel that I have to listen to or watch the media, TV,
radio, so I can keep up to date with whats hoppening out
there."

David (17)
" Because that you live in a community thats a littre bit
isolated its good to keep abreast of whots going on out
their in the rest of the country."

Tom (16)

" Everyone else watches it and uses it so you feel you sort
of have to do the same. Its so you can keep ap with the
play, "

Mere (17)
" f reckon that I could take and leave a lot of it. I know
sometimes I get guilty about how much media I watch or
listen that I could do something eke like go for o run and
get moreJit and sporty."

" I wouldn't do without the radio, I'd only last about a
weelc. I have to have some sort of music in the
background"

" TV snd Radio gives you something to do, its aJiiler in of
time when your aren't motivated to do something else or
being just lazy."

Anne (17)
" The media is really important because yoa wouldn't
lenow whats going on."

n f use itfor my own private time to get away from my
little annoying brothers."
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Sean (1 7)
" f# important to ftnd out whats going on, whats
happening. Its no different here in terms of the moss
media than it is in Auckland in what the media can give
yott. rm luchy enough to spend time in Auckland the thing
is up their there are other things to do so the medio I thi;k
is not as important. Down here when there is not much to
do with your free time I think you sit on the coach more
and watch more TV."

Kimi (r7)
" rts the things we miss out on tike going to the movies
that is the big difference.,,

Sara (17)
" You can never buy the clothes that you see on TV or
Magazines. You can never buy anything here.r'

Jean (18)

" BecAuse it heeps you ap to date with current events and
entertainment."

Tammy (17)
o lts important to me because I woutd sit there and stare at
the wall basically. Its something to liu in time and you
could say that is not importont but I think it is very
important to hove something to ftlt in your time with. Its a
good thW. sure it wastes your time and you could be
doing something else or doing what yoar supposed to be
doing other than watching w but, other times you really
have nothing to do so yoa sit down and wstch w or yoa
listen to a CD.n

" Entertainment provides relaxation.r,
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40.what do you see as the advantages and disadvantages
of living in a rural environment?

Paul (17)
"The advantages are that you can do your outn thing, its
not crowded with heaps of people, its peaceful, quiet and
safe. The disadvantages are that you do have occess to all
the differing types of services that you con get in the cities.
Movie theatres stuff like that, the range of products is not
as good, basically a lack of options really.,'

Judy (16)

" Advantages, its quiet Disodvantoges there is nothing to
do, in town their is lots to do. The media Jiils a gap I
sttppose."

David (r7)
" The advantages are that their is a lot more space out
here to do whot you wont. Your not so physically conlined
as much. A really good crowd of peopte. The
disadvantages are like when you do go to a city, like I,m
going to have to live in Auckland nut year, iis going to be
o huge shock to me, know no-one, know nothing. I hate
driving in Auckland, But its all their for me. Thats its
odvontage."

Tom (16)
o I think that living on a farm k just great, your able to get
outside. You've a big erea to much around on and its
yottrs. r'm not a people person so I donrt bother with towru
BeW brought up on afarm has made me like that

" The disadvantage is in the distance yoa have to travel to
do things sach os get a video or go to the movies.r,
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"If you live in a town everybody,s knows you and people
are around, your have got neighbours and staff. I like the
privacy of the country."

Mere (17)
" YottF not so crammed together, yourve got your own
space to do whatever you like. ,,

" If you want to go to the movies yourve got to travel, and
thats a special trip. There is an excitement factor about
going up to Auclcland you really tookforword to it.,,

Anne (17)
" More opportuniE to play sports and stuff,r,

" No Big Day Out for us, to see anything decent you have
to travel. You have to Jind a sober driver.,,

Sean (17)
" Advantoges well there is not as much trouble to get into.
Fights and stuff like that. one weekend we almost got into
big lights ap there But down here r never get into lights.
Its heaps safer. up there, their is more for you to do in the
way of movie theotres more variety, ten pin bowling. There
reaay isn't as much to do. You end up going to the same
parties at the same houses.r'

" When I am up in Auckland I donrt watch much TV at
aA, I watch more down here.r,

Kimi (r7)
" In Auckland there is more to do. Been down here its
quiet Down here everyone knows yoar business. Though
down here its good that yoa can go to the beach, go
wtimming down at the creek, play a game of toach.r,
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" Man, its got the meanest gossip, gossip travek so fast
around here. Everyone knows everything. rts tike people
will catch you down the street and it gets back to youi
porents- Man, you get sick of looking at the some people',

Sara (17)
u r reckon down here there is more to do. rf you sre in
Aackland you atways hove to hove money to do things. If
you want to go anywhere you have to have monEt. So I
would end up having to stay at home and do nothing.
where like here you can cruise around and be yourself,
We don't hove to worry about going down the road by
yoarself,"

" The social W is all right but its like that if you were in
Auckland you could be a bit more free Like some people
reolly onnoy you here. You get sick of them-r,

Jean (18)

" Disadvantages, well tf you havenrt got any trovel means
your stuck here Advantages, well rK is so small you know
everybody, you know them a bit better than what you
would if say yoa were in o bigger comrnunity. weil, we can
go out to other places if we went to."

" Peoplefrom pluces like Aackland and Tauranga have
different soyings than people from Te Kauwhata, they talk
a bit differently about things.,

Tammy (17)
" The disadvantage is only that you have to travel to get
where yoa want to go. If you cant travel, well your bored"
The advantages are thot you can walk around outside
naked basically."

o You get closer to people because maybe you have ress
friends, /ess choices offriends you get closer to people,
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less selection offriends so the people that you do know you
become closer too."

u People have this concept that because we live out in a
rural community we don't get to see a tot of other people
but thats not true. we socialty probabty nearly ot moih as
city peopte. It doesn't meAn that nt oi" stuck in the
country wotching TV with nothing better to do. people soy
to me, Tyhat do you do out in the wop-wops."'
" Y'know some people, people thot go to school, yrknow
that the media does play a big part of what they do because
they don't get out. Personally I go up to the city neorly
every weehend with other friends from outside of school,
but other people I know, yeah the entertainment industry
is basically how they socialise. They don't socialise
otherwise. fB what they do.,

41. what are your ambitions for the future once vou
have left school?

Paul (17)
o rm thinking of getting into electrical engineering at a
Polytech or something like thal Do switchboard
matinence design or electronic communications."

Judy (16)

" f haven't got an idea of what I am going to do, I might
do a coarse but don't even know whst in. one thing ii tnat
I wiII go to Auckland"

David (17)
" N& year I am going to Polytech to do a course on
Theatre and Screen."
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Tom (16)

" fnterested in doW architecture or landscape
architecture. rm sfill keen on being a top dressing pitot its
dangerous or a commercial pilot."

Mere (17)
" f haven't made ap my mind yet. probabty Tech.r'

Anne (17)
o Polytech in Auckland Not totally sure of what I will do
there yel"

Sean (17)
* I might go to the Nauy or to (Initech up in Auckland and
study a BMS or Leisure Studies."

Kimi (r7)
" f want to go to the Army. Learn on apprenticeship or
trade or something.'

Sara (17)
" f want join the Navy. I think its jast because it gets you
out of here lts on eosy way to get you out of
Coromandelo

fean (18)

" universiQt, tech. some sort of tertiary study n& yeer."

Tammy (17)
o Pm interested in the media, tilm and television stadies. I
am thinHng of doing the B.A in Fitm and relevision at
Waikato."

Interviewers Notes:
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appendix4

A Research Survey into the Mass Media
Consumption

of Rural New zealand Year 12 and 13 students.
Winter 1998

Date of Birttr Gender

Form_ School.
Town.

1.

What Ethnic Group do you identiff with?

Maori U

PakehaiEuropean I
Pacific Islander !
Asian Ll

t--1

Other U Please name
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2.

what is the main occupation/job of your paren(s)/caregiver(s)?

MaIe
Female

J.

Do you only watch TV shows you wish to view? y", tr No n
Feel free to
comment

4.

When do you watch television?

Please circle an optionfallowing eoch question.

(a) Do you watch TV before you go to school?

Everyday Most days Seldom Never

(b) Do you watch Morning TV during the weekend?

Everyday Most days Seldom Never

(c) Do you watch late night TV, i.e. after l0.00pm?

Everyday Most days Seldom Never
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(d) Do you watch Daytime TV during school holidays?

Everyday Most days Seldom Never

(e) Do you watch TV straight after school?

Everyday Most days Seldom Never

(0 Do you watch TV berween 6pm and lOpm @rimetime)?

Everyday Most days Seldom Never

2.
J.

4.

5.

5.

Rank your 5 favourite TV programmes.

l.--

Feel free to make an additional comment

6.

What TV show fonnats do you prefer to view?

Please circle one or more of thefoltowing options.

Situation Comedies Current Events/Issues

Network News

Drama

Cartoons

Cop/Crime Shows
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Sport Action/Adventure

RealitylReal Life TV Char/Talk Shows

ArtsiCultural Soap Operas

Music Video Shows Documentaries

Murder Mysteries/Thrillers Lifestyle/Informative

Varietyllight Entertainment Science Fiction

Feelfree to make an additional
comment

7.

what activities do you mostly spend time doing at home when not
watching TV?

8.

Do you mostly watch TV:

Please tick any or all of the options below.

a) Alone tr
b) Wittr Friends

c) With Family

Feel free to make any additional
comments

n
!
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9.

How many TV's in your household?

Please tick one of the below.

(a) I

(b) 2

(c) 3 or more fI
(d) No Television

f
tr

10.

Do you have your own TV in your Bedroom? yes n *" n

11.

Is there a video recorder/player in your household?

Yes[*"fl

12.

when you are watching your favourite TV programmes do you
mostly concenffate on what happens on the screen or do you tend to
be fatly casual towmds viewing?

Fairly CasuA nMostly Concenrate fl
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13.

As a viewer are you reasonably satisfied with the quallty of the
Television prograrrmes that are available to you in-New zealand?

Please tick only one of the option statements.

I am satisfied with the quality of New zealandrelevision. n

I am not satisfied with the quality of New zealandTelevision.

Give a reasonfor your view below.

t4.

When there is a TV commercial break, do you mostly?

Please tich one of the options below.

a) Watch the commercia fI
b) Read amagazrnelboot fl
c) Leave the room temporarily to do something Ur. n
d) Mute the sound button but still watch tt. ,.rr.o fl
e) Talk to others in the rooo, fl
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15.

Do you prefer to watch Foreign made TV shows or ones made in
New Zealand?

UKNZ

a) I prefer to watch Foreign TV Showr tr
b) I prefer to watch New ZealandTV showt n
Feelfree to make an additional
comment

l6 (a).

what countries of origin that produce TV shows that are shown in
New Zealand, do you prefer to watch?

could you please rank in order of I to s to show your preferences.

USA
Aust-
Canada

16 0)

Please make an additional comment why you ranked these countries
TV shows in that order:
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17.

Rate in order from I - 5 your own viewing preference these locat TV
Stations.

Please rank.

TV1_W2 TV3 TV4

Please make o comment onwlry you chose to rank rhe stations in
such an order.

18.

which of the following primetime TV 'free to air, programmes (i.e..
Shows between 6pm and l0pm daily) have you watched in the last
week?

could you please put a tick netd ta the show you watched.

Angry Beavers (NZ) Sunday 6pm CH2

Young Entertainers (NZ) Sunday 6.30 pm CHz

Outback Adventrnes (Aus) Saturday Z.30pm CH3

Family Movie Season: North (NZ) Saturday 6.30pm

Real Food for Real People (NZ) Tuesday gpm CHI

Mega Movie Magic (lK) Sanrday 6pm

Moesha (US) Sahrday 6.30pm CH4

n
n

CIT2l
trCH4

n
Best of Trading Places (NZ) Sunday 7.30pm CII2 tr
Who Dares Wins: Repeats (Aus) Sannday 6pm CIf2 n
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Just Shoot Me (US) Tuesday 8pm CIJ}

Sunday Movie: Assassins OS) Sunday 8.30pm

Home and Away (Aus) Weekdays 6pm CHz

Keeping up Appearances (UK) Saturday gpm

Clueless OS) Saturday lpm CH4 fl
The Simpsons (US) Weekday 6.30pm CHz

Where the Heart is (tIK) Friday 8.30pm CHI

Shortland Street (NZ) Weekdays 7pm ClFr2

Taste New Zealand (NZ) Friday 8pm CHI

Beverly Hills 91210 (US) Monday 7.30pm CH4 n
TMiami Spice: TV2 Special (US)

ER (US) Monday 8.30pm CHz

Murder Call (Aus) Monday 9.30pm C

Ice TV (NZ) Sunday 7.30pm CH4

T
CIlz

x
CHI

Trr
T

Monday

T
8pm CH2

H2

T

7.30pm CHI Ir
n

n
tr

World in Action (US) Wednesday 7.30pm CH3

Veronica's Closet (US) Wednesday 8pm CH2

Who Dares Wins (Aus) Thursday Z.30pm CIn
Frasier (US) Thursday 9.35pm CII2 n

n
tr
!

NZ lnsurance crimescene (NZ) Tuesday 8pm cH2 I
Under Investigation (NZ) Tuesday 8.30prn OH2 n
Confessions (UK) Friday 7.30pm CH4

Millennium (US) Tuesday 9.30pm CHz

Breakers (Aus) Weekdays 6.30pm CH4

Coronation Sfreet (UK) Monday & Tuesday

One Network News (NZ) Daily 6pm CHl

3 National News (NZ) Daily 6pm CH3

Holmes (NZ) Weekdays 7pm CHI n
Water Rats (Aus) Thursday 8.30pm CII2

Friends (US) Wednesday 7.30pm CH2

f
Tr
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Road Rules (US) Friday 8pm CH4 fl
Middlemore (NZ) Thursday 8pm CH2 n
Alley Beal (US) Wednesday 8.30pm CH2 f
Stargate SG-l (US) Friday 7.30pm CH2 fl
The Pretender (US) Friday 8.30pm CH2 I
Renegade (US) Fnday 9. t5pm CHZ f|
Driving School New Zealand (NZ) Sunday gpm CH3

Ready Steady Cook (NZ) Weekdays 7pm CH3 fl
.60 Minutes (NZ) Sunday 7.30pm CHI fl
20/20 (NZ) Sunday 6.30pm CH3 I
Assignment (NZ) Thursday 7.30pm CHI fl
Tux WonderDogs (NZ) Saturday 6.30pm CHI

Kiwi Comedy Playhouse (NZ) Sarurday 7pm CHI

In the Face of Fear (NZ) Sunday 7.30pm CH3

United Travel Getaway (NZ) Saturday 7.30pm CHI

The 3 Tenors in Paris (uK) Sarurday 8.30pm CHI

Montana Sunday Theatre (tlK) Sunday 8.30pm CHI

Documentary New Zealand (NZ) Monday 8.30pm CHI

Top Twins: Do not adjust .... (NZ) Monday 7.30pm CH3

Wedding Story ruS) Weekdays 7pm CH4 fI
Beverly Hills 90210 (US) Monday 7.30pm

This Life (UK) Monday 9.30pm CH4

Melrose Place (US) Monday 8.30pm CH4

Blue Heelers (Aus) Tuesday 8.30pm CHI

Time of your Life (NZ) Tuesday 8pm CH3

Inside New Zealand (NZ) Tuesday 8.30pm CH3

Real TV (NZ) Tuesday 9.30pm CH3 n
Sliders (US) Tuesday 7.30pm CH4 tr
Fair Go (NZ) Wednesd ay 7.30pm CHI n

n
n

tr
n
T
tr
n

CH4

n

n
n
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Heartbeat (tlK) Wednesday 8.30pm CHI n
Tonight (NZ) Weekdays 9.40pm CHt fl
Onty Fools and Horses (JK) Wednesday 7.30pm CH4

Brittas Empire (tlK) Wednesday 8.l5pm CH4 n
Whose Line is it Anyway (tIK) Wednesday g.55pm CH4

King of the Hill (tJS) Thursday 8pm CH3 fl
Third Rock from the Sun (US) Thursday 7.30pm CH3

The Drum (NZ) Thursday 7.30pm CH4 I
The Mrs Merton Show (UK) Thursday 9pm CH4

South Park (US) Thursday 9.30pm CH4 I
Changing Rooms (NZ) Friday 7.30pm CHI I
New York Undercover Friday 8.30pm CH4 n
Viva Variety (IlK) Friday 9.20pm CH4 f,
The Comedy Store (IJS) Friday 9.45pm CH4

Havoc* (NZ) Thursday t0.00pm CH2 I
Breakers (US) Weekdays 6pm CH4

Game On (UK) Wednesday 9.45pm CH4

WOW World of Wonder (US) Sunday 6pm CH4

Mr Rhodes (US) Sunday 6.30pm CH4 I
Home Improvement (US) Monday 8pm CH3

Telebingo (NZ) Wednesday 8pm CHI !
Sabrina The Teenage Witch (US) Friday 7.30pm CH3 n
Jenny (US) Friday 8pm CH3

3 Sport NRL (NZ) Friday 8.30pm CH3 tr
3 Filn: Billy Madison (US) Monday 8.30pm CH3 n
Clueless (US) Saturday 7pm CH4 n
WWF Superstars (US) Saturday 8.30pm CH4 fl
America's Most Wanted (US) Saturday 9.30pm CH4 fl
Hercules (US) Saturday 7.30pm CH3 n
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Sex/Life

The Game

Frontline

sunday Film: outrageous Fortune (us) sunday g.30pm cH4 n
Our World: Polar Bear (UK) Sunday 6.30pm CHI n
Caltex Dreams Come True (NZ) Tuesday 7.30pm CH3

Star Trek Voyager (US) Tuesday 8.30pm CH4 n
Star Trek Deep Space Nine (US) Tuesday CH4 f|
3 Film: Retum of Alex Kelly (us) wednesday g.30pm cH3 [
Sienfeld (US) Wednesday 9.30pm CH2 fl
McCormick CNZ) Thursday 8.30pm CHI n
McPhail & Gadsby (NZ) Thursday 9pm CHI fl

(Aus) Thursday 9.30pm Cm fJ
(NZ) Thursday 8.30pm CH3 fI

(Aus) Thursday 8.30pm CH4 n
Lotto (NZ) Sarurday 8pm CH2 [
Changing Rooms (NZ) Friday 7.30pm CHI

Brotherly Love (US) Sunday 7.30pm CH4

Baywatch (US) Saturday T.30pm CH4 I
California Dreams (US) Weekdays 6pm CH4

3 Film: Apollo I I (US) Srlrday 8.30pm CH3

3 Film: Leaving Normal (US) Sarurday 8.30pm CH3

TV2 Film: Men in Tights (US) Saturday 8.30pm CyA

Please neme any other TV programmes that you watch but are
not on the above list. (If you can also remember channel and time it
would be helpful)

I
T

x
n

n
n
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19.

How often do you use your home video player/recorder to watch
programmes recorded earlier off TV? TIck one statement onlv.

4 or more times a *eek f]
3 times a week fl
Twice a week fJ
once a week fl
Hardly everA.{ever fl
Do not own a Video Player/Recorder I

2.

J.

If you record TV programmes on video to watch later name the
progranrmes
that you have most recentlv recorded?

l.---

2r (a).

Is Sky TV available in your household? yes n No fI
2l (b) Answer that part of 2r(b) most appricabre to you.

If sky is not available do you still have occasional access through
friends?

If Sky is connected in your household.

yesn No n
How long has this been for?
Give o estimate in yeats.
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22 (a).

Does your home have the card blocking devise to censor the showing
of R18 programmes on Sky TV?

Y., n NoI Don't roo* fl

Do you watch Sky TV on a regular basis? y., fl rvo I

24.

If you do watch sky TV on a regular basis. what is the reason for
doing so?

Please comment below.

25.

what Sky channels/Brands are connected in vour household?

Please tick all those Sky Channels your household is connectedwith.

skyln
sky Sport/ESPN fl
HBo/Sky tvtovies fl
CNN/Sky Nr*, fl
Discovery/TracksiAe I
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26.

what Sky channels or channel 'Brands' do you tend to watch?

Please rank these channek/ channel brands in order of I to 7, to
show how mach time you would spend watching them last week.
Leave blank those channels you did notwatch.

FBO_ CNN_ Sky I
Trackside_ Discovery_ Sky Sport/ESpN

Cartoon Network

27.

How does your time spent viewing the sky TV channels/brands
compare to the amount of time you would normally spend on
watching the Free to Air channels. (MTV, cH l, cH2, cH 3, cH 4)

Please tick one of the options below.

(a) Sky, all of the time

(b) Sky, most of the time

(c) Sky, about the same as free to air TV
(d) Sky, quite a lot less than free to air TV

(e) Very rarely watch Sky

(f) Never have watched Skv

n
Tf
f,r
n
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28. Part A

Do you listen without distractions to an hour ormore in total of
popular music:

Please tick one of the options below.

a) Mostly every day n
b) Maybe a couple of times a week n
c) I dont listen to much popular music X
d) I only listen fairly infrequently. n

Part B

can you make a cornment why you listen to popular music (or dont)
in the space

below.

what is the most typical time of day that you listen regularly to
popular music?

Please tick one of the options below.

a) Before school n
b) During Interval or lunchtime n
c) After School tr
d) Eveningr n
c) Never listen to it n
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30.

which of the following do you prefer to listen to rnusic with?

Please tick one of thefollowing options.

a) Radio I
b) Stereo n
c) Walkman tr
d) Live Performance fI
e) Music Television Shows fl

31.

How many hours per week do you listen to the following?

write the number of hours you estimate for each example in the
space provided.

a) Radio b) stereo c) walkman _ d) Live Music
e) Music Television

32. Part A

Please tick next to the examples given the style of popular music that
you prefer to listen to or what seerns closest to your pleferences
generally.

Hip Hop/flo*dRup I
co'ntry n
Punk n
Rock n

ClassicaUopera tr
Blues tr
Heary / Speed metal n
crn'rge n

Industrial n
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Pop

Jarz

Folk

Kiwi Altemative

British Alternative

n
T
T

Classic Rock (60s- 70s)

Rock n Roll (50 -

Soul/RnB Music

nf Adult Cont Rock n
American Alternative I

f,
T60s)

T

Acoustic fI Dance (Club/Rave/Trip

Reggae flHop/Trance) I
If you prefer a t)'pe of musical genre that is not listed above. please

list it here:

Part B.

would you please make a comment on why you like and listen to the
musical styles that you have chosen above.

Name your favotrite recording artists?

JJ.

How often do you watch a rented video of a Feature Length Film?

Please tick one of the options below.

a) once a week n
b) Once a forbright tr
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c) once a month n
d) Fairly Infrequenfly tr
e) More than 2 video's a week f|

34.

when you do watch a video(s) at home? Do you mostly watch it:

Please tick one of the options below.

a) Alone n
b) With your fellow family members f
c) with friends that you've invited over to view with you n

35.

what sort of Video's do you prefer to rent for home viewing?

Please circle any of the options below to show your preferences.

Thillers Horror Sci Fi Comedy Action

war European/Arthouse Romance crime/Gangs

Sport True stories Drama Documentary Musicals

36.

Name the 3 most recent videos that you can remember watching.

l._
2.
J.
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O) Do you have regular access to the Internet at home?

Ym fI No fl
(c) Do you have regular access to the Internet at School?

Yes n No fl
(d) Which Internet Seler do you use?

Please Circle one of the options below.

Netscape Navigator Microsoft Explorer other None

(e) Which Internet Provider do vou use?

Please Circle one of the options below.

Wave Xfia Voyager Clearnet Telstra Other
None

53.

Are you able to get regtrlar Internet access through Friends or
Workplace?

Yes tr Non
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54.

when you use the Intemet, what is the main reason for accessing it?

Please rank in orderfrom I - 4 in the boxes below your reasonfor
occess.

a) Entertainment f|
b) To seek information for a personal interest

c) To seek information for schoolwork n
d) To communicate with others using chat groups/e-mail n

55.

Do you read any of the following Newspapers on a regular basis?

Tick the boxes of those Newspapers you read at least once a week.

The New Zealandrterald X
Hauraki Herald tr
Waikato Times tr
Hauraki Plains Communiw News tr
Thames Star !
Paeroa Cazette n
Sunday News n
New Zealandrruth I
The Sunday Star Time, n
Coromandel Peninsula News I
Other Newspapers n
Feelfree to make o comment onyour reading of newspapers:
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56.

Do you purchase ao'ry magazines/comics on a regular basis?

Yes n NoI
If so what are the magazines that you purchase for your own use?

l.
2.

J.
4.

5.

57. Part A

Do you read any other magazines/comics that come into your
household?

Ymn No!

Part B

If so what are the other magazines/comics that you read regularly?

l.
2.

3.

4.

5.
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58.

would you regard yourself as regular listener to the radio?

Yesn NoI

59.

which of the following Radio Stations have you tuned into during the
last week?

(The following radio stations are the current list of those that are
capable of being picked up somewhere within your local region)

Please answer in the boxes below.

Mai FM88 n
Newstalk ZB 8g.4Ft\,{/1080 ANI/12I6AM f]
Radio Pacific g0.2FM/7 02ANI/I54AM n
Concert FM 92.6191.1

sr/8s.s zM J
Coromandel FM 96.22
Solid Gold 93.4

Channel Zg4.2FMa
bFM e5 n
NinetySixdotOne FM 96.1 n
Soul FM e6.8 fl
Classic Hits 97FM n
Hauraki 99FM fl
Life FM ss.8/s4.6FM I
IYA/IYW National Radio 756fi143AM n
Counties-Manakau Radio 936AM
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BBC World Service 1474AM !
Easy Listening i 98FM

Ruia Mai 1l79AM I
53I PIAM N
Yes AM 603 tr
Rhema l25lAM fl
Nga Iwi FMg2.2 n
Contact 89FM f,
rhe Rock e3 FM fl
The Edge 97.8 FM n
Classic Hits ZFtrM n
YFM ee.3 n
Southern Star 57611593AM fl
8e.8 zM n

t-I
Access Communitv 810 AM Ll
Community Radio l206AM I
Feelfree to make o comment onyour choice ofradio stations to
listen to:

60.

How many hours a week do you listen to the Radio?

a) Less than one hour per week. n
b) Between one to five hours per week. fl
c) More than five hours per week. n
d) More than ten hotrs p., *r.k fl
e) Very rarely listen to the raOio fl
Thank you for your co-operation with this questionnaire?
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Closing Remarks

Some rural teenagers views of the media in their lives.

" To me, other thanfriends, it is the most important thing in my tife.
Family comes afier music and rv. Music is life." (Female, 16)

"I think it is very important. Nothing to do out here. This dump
srfr." ( Male, I6)

" The media gives me something to do when I am bored. video,s are
goodfor a rainy doy. If I lived in the city I would get to the movies
more." (Male, I7)

" Movies and music play an important part in the social side of my
life. Because it is the social part of my lrfe." ( Female, I6)

" I wotch it whenever, whoever's there, arrybody in thefamily. It
does matter to me." Mere (17)
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